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Our Vision: To Emerge as a Centre of
Excellence in Teacher Education
Motto of the Institution
सा विद्या या विमुक्तये
Knowledge is that which liberates
Statement of Purpose

The Values we cherish

To enable the learners to:

“Imagine” with all their minds,
“Believe” with all their hearts and
“Achieve” with all their might.

Multiculturalism
Team Spirit
Scientific Temper
Eco-consciousness
Lifelong Learning

Our Mission
To provide experience-based learning for multifaceted development
To contribute to national development through teacher education
To foster innovative and responsible integration of technology in
education
To instill the spirit of inquiry through research
To emerge as a centre for learning Sindhi language and culture

Institutional Objectives
To foster reflective and constructivist teaching-learning approaches
To sensitize the learners towards social realities
To promote the effective use of ICT in education
To encourage teaching practices grounded in educational research
To develop global competencies and life skills among students
To inculcate values through curricular and co-curricular activities

Editorial
Another year, another issue of Metamorphosis...but this was no ordinary year
and so no ordinary issue of Metamorphosis. Last year, we brought out the
online version of the magazine but after all, since we had attended college
physically most of the time, our experiences were real. This year became
special because we had all activities online, only virtually.
So this issue not only exemplifies our zealous adaptations to the realities that
dawned upon us in the wake of the pandemic but also displays an array of
numerous possibilities in the education fraternity! This edition also emits a ray
of hope for the betterment of humanity.
This issue brings to the reader, the various happenings at BTTC compiled
together through words and pictures and also our numerous attempts to
progress through innovation and initiatives.
This issue is a real reminder that whatever may obstruct our path, learning
never stops. True education reflects and reinforces that.
All true learning leads to change and change is hard at first, messy in the
middle but gorgeous in the end. This year has been the beginning of another
big change- a shift from an affiliated college of University of Mumbai to a
constituent college of HSNC University, Mumbai. Our faculty and students are
working hard to adapt to the changed scenario.
Our endeavour has always been to provide
plentiful prospects to every teacher aspirant. When
they find their forte and flair, they rise and shine
with all their might. This issue is an expression of
the creative talents and skills of our student
teachers.
It
also
highlights
the
various
celebrations, collaborations and achievements of
our students. Wishing well for the outgoing batches
and welcoming the new!
With this issue we are creating an affirmation that
the future is full of hope, optimism, enthusiasm
and success. Happy Reading!

Dr Neelu Verma
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Magazine Committee
Metamorphosis
Transformation, Change, Evolution.
Change is the only thing in life that is constant and to adapting to that
change is what makes survival and eventually progress possible. We, at
Bombay Teachers’ Training College stay true to the befitting name our
college magazine possesses.
The year 2020- 2021 has gone by in a flash, yet we have managed to
freeze and capture frames, memories and moments that we hold dear to
our hearts. While the Covid- 19 pandemic still lingers around waiting for
an opportune moment to strike again, we have already found ours. Our
opportune moment or as it is called Kairos, has been each and every
moment we decide to try something new, to work up courage to
challenge our challenges and finally inspiring each other to grow and
accomplish our goals as a part of
the Indian educational fraternity.
This is how we thrive and will
always continue to.
Editorial Team

Melvina Dsouza, Zubia Shaikh
Salsabeel Shaikh

Dr Raju Talreja
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From the Principal’s Desk
Dr Bhagwan Balani, In-Charge Principal

BTTC Family and BTTC Parivar is a learning community. The pandemic threw
innumerable challenges on us but we struggled, retaliated and were successful in
achieving our college objectives. We faculty, student teachers, our trustees, HSNC
Board members, alumni, collaborating colleges, schools, NGOs and other agencies of
education were able to stay connected through technology in synchronous and
asynchronous mode and were able to collaborate and multiply the spirit of learning.
Technology was a domain that was totally explored to its fullest potential by each
stakeholder of BTTC. Our undying spirit and passion for professional skill and quest
to quench the knowledge glued us together and that is clearly reflected in this edition
of ‘Metamorphosis’.
Our journey from a beginner to developing and proficient to exemplary will always
remain in memorabilia. BTTC in true sense, practiced pedagogical paradigm shift
from its traditional and classical approach to the unknown technology embedded in
ICT tools. The professional commitment of faculty and students really put all of us in
action and we emerged as pioneers in this technology-driven world.
BTTC family is indebted to its management and other stakeholders for always
inspiring and supporting the new initiatives and endeavours. We are thankful to all
our HSNC Board College Principals and members for their unconditional support
and guidance during these challenging times.
We look forward to advance our brand image and put our HSNC University, Mumbai
on the growing pedestal for quality endeavours and on the trajectory of development
in collaboration with HR College and KC College and serve the society optimally.
We are happy to share with you all the quality inputs and outcomes and our learning
experiences which have been beautifully stitched by our editing team under the
guidance of Dr Neelu Verma, who has put untiring efforts in documenting and
compiling this ‘Metamorphic’ transformation at BTTC. We are looking forward to
carry on the spirit of learning from one another, pass on the same to our student
teachers, pool our resources and enrich the experience of each member of BTTC
family. Let us widen the landscapes of our learning through this issue!

Dr Hemlata Bagla
Hon'ble Vice Chancellor, HSNC University, Mumbai

“Education is the most powerful weapon which you can use to change the world”,
said Nelson Mandela. Bombay Teachers’ Training College, a constituent college
of HSNC University Mumbai is actively playing a significant role in coordinating
and collaborating with the various stakeholders and provided quality teachers
and educational leaders to the society. BTTC is the premier college of education
in not only Mumbai city but the state of Maharashtra as well.
I congratulate all the teachers of BTTC who are eligible for PhD in Education
Research Guidance. The highly qualified and tech-savvy teachers have always
upheld the quality of teacher education programs from KG to PG and PG+.
BTTC being at the forefront has collaborated with all the stakeholders and
continued providing quality teacher education through its proactive and digital
excellence and expertise. BTTC has the potential of acting as a centre for Faculty
Development Programmes (FDP), Short Term Courses (STC), CAS Promotions
and Innovative Pedagogies for the HSNC University, Mumbai. I also feel happy
that the academic staff offers its expertise by being Resource Persons for other
faculties of constituent colleges. I appreciate and acknowledge the fact that BTTC
has created a record by having all faculty members with ‘Doctorate’ degrees.
In my opinion BTTC has the potential to guide all other college teachers and
students and thus help in Capacity Building of the faculty of HSNC University,
Mumbai. I strongly recommend that BTTC faculty must design dual mode
programmes (online + offline + hybrid) and do value additions in their
educational programmes. I congratulate the entire team BTTC for putting up
their collaborative efforts together in advancing college objectives along with
HSNC University’s Objectives.
This edition of ‘Metamorphosis’ is a compilation of the academic and
professional excellence of educational endeavours undertaken by BTTC faculty
and students during the pandemic year. Congratulations for achieving this
beautifully!

Prof. Dinesh Panjwani
Hon'ble Vice Chancellor, HSNC University, Mumbai

Dr Niranjan Hiranandani
Provost, HSNC University

‘Limits only exist in the mind. If you never try, you’ll never know!’
Congratulations to all at BTTC for completion of this fruitful year, where the
world was stalled, but education continued! It was your determination and
perseverance that I can compliment you for, where I could see that efforts were
taken against all odds as the academic year came to a successful closure.
The pandemic brought adversities, but your energy was invested into tasks
more significant, and you prove that it was possible to set clear goals and
achieve them too with an attitude of learning, consistency and resilience.
You could manage to have successful collaborations and organized an
International Conference on a contemporary theme ‘Gender Mainstreaming:
Global Perspectives’. Coming together makes us better and helps everyone
progress. I convey my wishes for all the collaborative efforts that you have taken
at BTTC during these challenging times to provide the best to your students. I
wish that this style of growth continues in future too. And as a constituent
college of the HSNC University, you contribute to the noble cause of education
to the core!
Metamorphosis has always been a fine publication that has enabled the readers
to know more about life at BTTC. This year’s edition is also going to be about
the challenges faced and the stories that represent how they were overcome.
Congratulations for yet another edition, I’m sure everyone is waiting to get the
e-copy to get a feast for their mind.
Best wishes always.

Shri Kishu Mansukhani
President, HSNC Board

Shri Anil Harish
Past President, HSNC Board

Mrs Maya Shahani
Chairperson, Shahani Group
Trustee, HSNC Board

The pandemic has created huge disruptions in the educational sphere which
makes us wonder if the future of education will be mainly digital. Will bricks
and mortar universities disappear? Will classroom teaching still be relevant or
will teachers be replaced with their electronic versions?
As a constituent college of the HSNC University, BTTC has shown enormous
resilience in the changed circumstances making rapid upgradations in its online
teaching methodologies, curricular and
co - curricular activities.
Apart from student online internships for the first time, I am happy to note that
BTTC organized countless webinars on themes like social and emotional
learning in classrooms, artificial intelligence etc. and organized faculty
development programmes on themes like research, engaging learners and
teaching learning strategies for outcome based education.
We need further upgradation of skills in order to teach our students new age
skills. We also need to benchmark our college with the best in the country and
globally. What are we aiming for in rankings? If we wish to be in any global
ranking, we need to be focused on research. We need to invite more experts and
have more collaborations.
How are we complying with the guidelines of the National Education Policy to
make learning more engaging and most importantly how are we developing
critical thinking in students. We must incorporate problem based learning in
the curriculum for teachers. The future of education rests more on creativity.
Technology should not be treated as the main product, but as an enabler and
multiplier. It is important to interact with other forward thinking colleges and
schools to understand their requirements for hiring teachers and how our
curriculum can be changed to serve their needs better.
Education should not only be inclusive, but equitable too. The new education
policy has launched multiple key initiatives, which will not only make our
education system globally competitive, but also make our youth future ready.

Mr. Lal Chellaram
Trustee, HSNC Board

Kindly accept my warm greeting as I write this message for your annual magazine
“Metamorphosis 2021.”
The year gone by has been challenging to all and BTTC was no exception. But what was
remarkable was how BTTC turned the challenge posed by the pandemic into an
opportunity. The College used the pandemic and the associated lock-down to transform
the way it engaged and taught. The name of the magazine – Metamorphosis actually
sums up what the College did to itself.
It trained its own teachers and students on the use of new virtual technologies including
the new advancements such as Artificial Intelligence and associated soft skills for
engaging with them effectively. The College took efforts to understand these new
technologies well enough for its proper use.
Armed with the understanding of these new technologies the College has reached out to
other teachers and students from different parts of India and engaged with them. The
College has also leveraged the technology to overcome limitations of the College
campus during the lock-down.
BTTC could cover wide a spectrum of topics during the year. The topics covered
included The New Education Policy (NEP), Outcome-Based Teaching, Edupreneurship,
Culture, Inclusive Classroom, International Conferences on Gender Mainstreaming, to
name a few.
The College has thus laid a strong foundation by understanding, and using virtual
technologies to reach far and wide. This will herald a new way of teaching that will
combine best of both the traditional and more of the virtual world, and will help it play
its new role in the HSNC University effectively.
Such a transformation or Metamorphosis could only have been imagined by the team of
teachers, students, non-teaching staff and the ever energetic and encouraging College
Principal – Dr Balani working together for the betterment of current and future
Teachers.
I wish BTTC the very best and a fruitful year ahead in shaping the future Teachers!
I look forward to receiving and reading a copy of the informative “Metamorphosis
2021.”

ABOUT BTTC
College Profile
Bombay Teachers’ Training College, a premier college of education, is
located in South Mumbai. The college was established in April 1969 as a
grant-in aid, linguistic (Sindhi) minority institution by the Hyderabad
(Sind) National Collegiate Board. It is an English medium, co-educational
institute, a constituent college of HSNC University Mumbai.
BTTC offers teacher preparation programs for various levels ranging
from Early Childhood Education Program, Diploma in Elementary
Education, Bachelor of Education and Master of Arts (Education)
programs. It is also a centre for Doctor of Philosophy (Education) of the
University of Mumbai and HSNC University.
With a humble beginning in 1969 by the founder, Principal Dr N R
Parasnis, BTTC has become a resource centre in education due to its
prominent achievements in teacher preparation, in-service training,
research, extension services, co-curricular activities and add-on courses.
The alumni of the college are well-placed in esteemed educational
institutions both locally as well as globally.

Bachelor of Education
Bachelor of Education (B.Ed.) is a two-year, full-time teacher education
program which prepares teachers for the secondary and higher
secondary school level. Admission procedure is centralized and is
conducted by the Directorate of Higher Education, Government of
Maharashtra. The college is an aided minority institution and 50% of the
seats are reserved for Sindhi minority candidates.
The college was affiliated to the University of Mumbai and followed the
curriculum prescribed by University of Mumbai. As per the latest change
from the academic year 2020-2021 onwards, BTTC is a constituent
college of the HSNC University Mumbai and follows the curriculum
under the same university for B.Ed. Since the curriculum has been set in
the contemporary times, it comes with all the relevant upgradation
required as per the changes in the education sector and is more skill and
practicum based.

M. A. Education (Educational Management and Technology)
This programme is designed to provide opportunities for students to
extend as well as deepen their knowledge and understanding of
Education, specialize in select areas and also develop research capacities.
The prerequisite for this programme is a bachelors degree in any
discipline.

Diploma in Elementary Education
Diploma in Elementary Education (DElEd) is a two-year professional
program of teacher education. It aims to prepare teachers for the
elementary stage of education, i.e. classes I to VIII.
The course is recognized by the Maharashtra State Council of
Educational Research and Training (MSCERT). The minimum
qualification of entry to DElEd course is 10+2, i.e. 12th grade.

Early Childhood Education Programme
Early Childhood Education Programme (ECEP) is a one-year, full-time
certificate program, which provides the fundamental knowledge and
skills needed to work effectively with young children. Shaping young
minds is a challenging responsibility, and requires a blend of expertise,
passion and commitment. Academic courses are combined with field
placements, which enable students to gain an understanding of children’s
physical, emotional and cognitive needs.

Add-on courses
The college offers a wide-range of courses to its student-teachers which
are over and above the prescribed curriculum. These add-on courses are
need-based and add an extra edge to teacher preparation. Some of the
courses are:
Yoga
Aerobics
iSmart & Image Management for Teachers
Creative Crafts
Integrating Technology in Education
Learning Language Digitally
Models of Teaching
Innovative Strategies of Teaching
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BEYOND THE CURRICULUM
The skills of a teacher cannot be restricted to merely lecturing and
imparting knowledge in pedagogy. A teacher is required to be an artist,
an organizer, and a planner along with being a facilitator. Thus, learning
and acquiring new skills from time to time enables student-teachers to be
effective teachers. At BTTC, students are not only trained to be effective
subject teachers but also a number of add-on courses are coupled with
the University curriculum so that they become multifaceted in all
dimensions of teaching.

Yoga
A teacher’s job is not an easy one. There is a need to wear multiple hats
and perform various functions. Yoga acts as a medicine for stress. So
BTTC provides an opportunity to the students to undertake certificate
course in Yoga.
The sessions are beneficial for the students as they learn various asanas
and pranayama. The postures that are taught include standing, sitting,
lying down on the back and lying down on the stomach and deep
breathing. Alternate breathing and Bhramari pranayama are practiced to
keep the body healthy and mind relaxed. The college also celebrates
International Yoga Day each year. At the end of the sessions, a Yoga exam
is conducted and certificates are issued to the students who successfully
complete the course. Indeed, the course helps the students to practice
and spread awareness about Yoga. In the words of BKS Iyengar, ‘The
body is your temple. Keep it pure and clean for the soul to reside in.’

Models of Teaching
Teaching is both an art and science. A positive learning environment is
created by efforts and not by chance. Models of teaching deal with the
ways in which learning environments and instructional experiences can
be constructed, sequenced and delivered.
Students at BTTC are taught to use some important models through a
course in Models of Teaching. They are first acquainted with the
principles of each model and then asked to prepare lessons using the
models. Some of the models that are taught are the Concept Attainment
Model,
Jurisprudential
Inquiry
Model,
Linear
and
Branched
Programming, Synectics and Inquiry Training Model. Students
successfully demonstrate the use of these models in their internship, thus
proving the worth of the course.

Innovative Strategies of Teaching
The teacher is no more ‘the sage on the stage’. The students are now
viewed as active constructors of their knowledge. The classroom is a
place filled with experiences that engage, challenge and motivate
learners. BTTC conducts a course on Innovative Strategies of Teaching to
equip the prospective teachers with tools that help create such an
environment. The course covers Role Play, the 7 E’s of Constructivism,
Cooperative Learning Strategies, Educational Games and Teaching
through Multiple Intelligences. All these are incorporated by the students
during their internship in various schools. The course has earned so
much praise and is very popular among prospective teachers.

Integrating Technology in Education
As we move towards Education 3.0 the ‘knows’ and ‘hows’ of effectively
being able to understand and use technology is imperative. Keeping this
in mind, the Integrated Teaching in Education course teaches the use and
importance of the Interactive White Board. The students get hands-on
experience to use the white board for documents, pictures, videos, maps,
graphs, science experiments and even animated GIFs.
The students are asked to pick a topic pertaining to their school subjects
and demonstrate the same using the white board. The use of white board
can make a lesson innovative, sustain the students' attention and also
helps them retain the learnt content better. If ‘technology is the wave of
future’ BTTC students are ‘Future ready Teachers.’

Creative Crafts
Ideally, craft is associated with primary school teachers. However, owing
to the dynamic nature of the present era’s schooling system, it is essential
that even secondary and higher secondary school teachers be trained in
crafts. Our students are introduced to many craft activities, like,
Making a Paper Bag by using newspapers or any fancy paper
Sustainable crafts for various celebrations
Fancy Paper Envelopes useful for many occasions
Trendy Quilling Art to make artifacts
Painting diyas and pots for Diwali celebration
Learning the art of Tie and Dye
Candle making
The creative crafts sessions bring great enthusiasm to the students. It not
only gives them a relief from studies but also enables them to exhibit
their creative talents. The uniqueness brought out with every activity
motivates everyone to enhance their art and craft skills.

Our Digital Presence

BTTC has embarked on its digital journey by making its presence on social media. The
institution has its presence on Youtube, Twitter, Facebook and Instagram.
Institutional digital presence on social media mediates as a bridge to build
relationships with the stakeholders by communicating relevant information. The
purpose is to gain credibility, boost enrollment and fulfil quality demands.
Pre and post events are posted on the various handles to apprise the audience with
the endeavours BTTC undertakes.

BEST PRACTICES
Cultural Kaleidoscope
“If art is to nourish the roots of our culture, society must set the artist free to follow
his vision wherever it takes him.”
-John Kennedy
BTTC artists were set free to follow the vision of Cultural Kaleidoscope on a virtual
platform on 10th November, 2020 under the guidance of Dr. Rajeev Jha and Dr.
Manisha Tyagi. It was an amalgamation of different hues on a common theme, Festival
of Lights, Diwali. The program commenced with a welcome note by Dr. Manisha Tyagi
followed by the college prayer sung by our peer, Ms. Anju Konai. Dr. Rajeev Jha gave
the concept note of cultural kaleidoscope and the briefing on being associated with
the Centre for Cultural Resources and Training. Our incharge principal Dr. Balani
gleefully welcomed the dignitaries of the evening. It was an honour for BTTC to
collaborate with Global Dialogue Foundation after hearing the addresses of the
cofounders of GDF, Mr. Peter Gorgievski and Dr. Ilija Navjdovski who have also been
working on an identical vision of Unity in Diversity at a global level. A versatile lady,
Ms. Roshni Shenazz also graced the occasion with her presence and her enlightening
address. The evening then proceeded with all the student teachers using the virtual
platform to demystify the culture of the states of India through the online
presentations of traditional music, dance, arts, regional food specialities and tourist
attractions.
Could anything be more refreshing than starting the tour from the Paradise of the
country? A blissful depiction of the newly carved union territory Leh Ladakh to the
virtual touring of handicrafts and relishing the cuisine. A float in a shikara wrapped in
pashmina couldn’t have been better with the scintillating Bhumro dance performance.
The state of Bihar which served as the maiden home of Goddess Sita amazed the
audience with their electrifying dance form, Kajari and singing the Rajya Geet.

The students also showcased a presentation showing a bird’s eye view of the history
of the tourist places, famous personalities, cuisines etc. Journeying to the Char Minar,
Golconda fort, Modak church and Faluknama palace with the tourists of Telangana was
a surreal experience.
A visit to the Telangana waterfalls added to the coolness of the evening. Hearing the
story of an Indian working in Paris and shifting back to Andhra Pradesh realising the
rich cultural heritage of the state made the audience reflect on the Indian culture
which gets shadowed by the western culture. The Tamilians walked gracefully in their
attire and provided some not-so-popular facts of Tamil Nadu like having the oldest
language to being the state which introduced banking in India. The group dance
performance of the Tamilians was applaudable. Eventually proceeding towards the
southernmost state of India kept the audience glued to the screen with the Keralites
presenting the land of classical arts with performing arts. Rowing in backwaters to
make us visit the Padmanabhaswamy temple- they did it all. Maharashtra was a visual
treat showcasing its Diwali celebrations. The towns of Lothal and Dholavira passed on
a light source amongst themselves and simultaneously throwed more light on the
Diwali celebrations of Gujaratis. The taste of Dal Baati and Churma to the ghoomar
performance of the Rajasthanis made the viewers lose in the sands of Rajasthan. The
euphoria of the Punjabis added the fuel to the show. The concluding performance of
Aayolal-Jhulelal created a magical charm among the audience who experienced the
Sindhi Diwali rituals live.
The program ended with encouraging presidential remarks by Mrs Maya Shahani. A
formal vote of thanks was proposed by our peer, Ms. Shraddha Jha followed by the
national anthem. The student-teachers showed how a lockdown day could be turned
into a ‘Scintillating day’ by presenting the theme of light of positivity in and the
negative emotions out through their virtual performances by integrating space and
time.

Cultural Kaleidoscope goes Global
Global Festival of Love and Oneness
The Cultural Kaleidoscope of BTTC did not limit itself to BTTC alone, rather it spread
itself to other colleges under the Global Dialogue Foundation. Global festival of Love and
Oneness was celebrated on the 14th of February.
This was a marathon event from 12 Noon to 5 PM and captured the attention of all the
viewers with its scintillating performances.
It was initiated by the Global Dialogue Foundation. Roshani Shenazz, the director of GDF
India Unity in Diversity also the global mentors of UID ambassador internship was the
host for this webinar. She started with why is love restricted to one person instead we
should have love for humanity, creation and the planet. This particular day should be to
celebrate appreciation of music, dance, food, poetry and art.
Mr. Peter (Pece) Gorgievski-the chair person and CEO of Global Dialogue Foundation
addressed the audience. He stated that by celebrating different cultures, we can build a
sustainable global platform. His motto is to work towards contributing to a culture of
peace globally. The event was then graced by Mrs. Maya Shahani, who gave us a glimpse
of the various events that GDF had conducted all over the globe. While another guest
speaker M.D.R Kaarthikeyan focused on how people should learn to live in harmony or
we all suffer. Dr. Hanifa Mezoui who has enjoyed a distinguished career of 28 years in
the United Nations and humanitarian work articulated that the pandemic has reversed
much of the progress made schemes for poverty, healthcare and education and also
reiterated the fact that celebrating unity in Diversity is accepting differences.
In this event, 18 different cultures were presented by students from different colleges
of HSNC. Mrs Maya Shahani, the vice chairperson of GDF and trustee of HSNC board
showed GDF that it has been held in various countries like Australia and Qatar. Cultural
diversity, freedom of faith and religion, respecting and upholding human rights are
essential conditions of peace.

There were myriad cultures of 18 countries depicted by their national anthem and
performance videos of students. The first country to be depicted was India starting
with the national anthem, its cultural diversity, fun facts and the most popular Sindhi
dance. India was divided into north, south, east and west zones. Dance from different
cultures like Bharatnatyam, Bhangra and Garba were performed. Dr. Bhagwan Balani
recalled the cultural kaleidoscope held by BTTC earlier and mentioned that he
considers his institution as a global community.
Principals from R.D National college, M.M.K College, H.R College, KC College and BTTC
also spoke some encouraging words of wisdom about peace and unity. Students from
these colleges presented some awesome performances, popular culture and
information about various countries. The students portrayed the cultural peculiarities
of countries like Egypt, Spain, Thailand, Brazil, UAE, Japan, Germany, Italy, France,
Turkey and Sri Lanka. Students also showed the delicacies and cuisines of respective
countries and the dances that were extremely unique.
There were some well known foreign delegates like Dr. Ilija Najdovski, Ms. Leonara
Billings- Harris, Ms. Tahira Amir Sultan Khan. Ms. Roshani Shenazz concluded the
webinar with an invitation to all students to join the GDF while Dr. Bhagwan Balani
ended up with the message to rise as one and take a vow to make the world a better
place.
This was truly a global fusion of cultures from all over the world.

Bombay Teachers' Training college being a teacher education institution values
cultural diversity in all its forms. CCRT Cultural Kaleidoscope is a best practice of our
college providing us students insights into various cultures of India as we immerse
ourselves into its richness and vividness.
The program Antaragni on 8th May, 2021 commenced with Ms. Azmina Khoja, Ms.
Fatema Jetpurwala and Ms. Janet James, our comperes, welcoming all the guests and
audience in different languages of our country. This was followed by the college
prayer. Following that, a background of the programme was given.
Dr. Rajeev I. Jha informed us about the origin of the CCRT sessions which were
attended by him and Dr. Manisha Tyagi in 2005. He informed us about the art forms
that would be presented in the cultural presentations based on the aesthetics of our
country India. He also highlighted that cultural kaleidoscope imbibes the spirit of team
work and experiential learning of cultural diversity.
Dr. Manisha Tyagi explained the theme of the program which was ‘Antaragni’. She
informed the audience that ‘Antaragni’ means the ‘fire within us’. She said that our
college functioned as the energy center where the student teachers explore their
potential. She highlighted that the program is all about bringing out the fire within us
with a sense of belongingness.

Post that Ms. Aditi Kelshekar gave an elaborate introduction of our Chief guest, Ms.
Simran Ahuja, highlighting all her achievements. She believed BTTC to be the birth
place for culturally aware and sensitive teachers. She spoke about the importance and
beauty of the Indian culture and highlighted her cultural journey throughout the world.
Our guest of honor, Dr. Jayashree Ramanathan following was introduced by Ms. Dinaz
Irani who briefed everyone about her work.
Next Ms. Asfiya Afzal welcomed and introduced the special guest, Ms. Rabia Patel. She
highlighted the importance of conservation of culture and requested everyone to help
those in need. She further expressed her love for Sindhi food.
Dr. Bhagwan Balani spoke a few words gratitude for our guests and encouragement
for the students. Him along with others looked forward to the depiction of beautiful
cultures of India.

Then the presentations commenced.
The first group which was the North
group or ‘The Land of Vedas’
Presented their work through a
beautifully written poetry.
The land of Vedas was a beautiful
representation of North India. It
consisted of amazing cultural songs
and dances. The presentation also
had role play which accelerated the
excitement level of the audience. It
had a food demonstration of
mouthwatering dish from North. The
presentation was highlighted by the
poem written by Mr. Drishtant
Mishra. Dohas, different festivals as
well as flora fauna of North India was
presented beautifully by the group. A
beautiful Sufi song sung by one of
the group members, Mr. Hamid Raza
Ansari was truly the highlight of the
presentation.
After the presentation, Ms. Janet
James introduced the ‘Chakshu’ or
the participants reflections for the
activities conducted by the North
group. The Chakshu had a summary
of all the beautiful responses of
different activities conducted by the
group. Ms. Azmina Khoja reflected on
the beauty of the North group
presentation and then introduced the
west group or the ‘Paschim Sangam’.

The Paschim Sangam was a beautiful
representation of the Western India. It had
a display of traditional clothes of all
states,
significance
of
historical
monuments and showcased a beautiful
painting. It had demonstrations of
different dance forms such as Ghumar
from Rajasthan and Garba from Gujrat. It
also had a quiz on the architecture of
Western India. Visual information about
the Raan Utsav was given and the cultural
vastness
of
Goa
was
beautifully
highlighted in the presentation, from its
markets and beaches to artifacts and
Dudhsagar. The courage and bravery of the
great leader and king Chhatrapati Shivaji
Maharaj was highlighted in Marathi
language.
Information about different festivals of Maharashtra was also presented in Marathi
with students wearing the traditional Maharashtrian outfit. After the presentation of
the West group, Ms. Azmina Khoja introduced the ‘Chakshu’ conducted by the Paschim
Sangam group. The Chakshu had a summary of all the beautiful responses of different
activities conducted by the West group.

After the beautiful glimpses of Paschim
Bharat came the exploration the East
and North East region of India, thus,
inviting the team of ‘The Paradise
Unexplored’ to present the beauty of
East and North East India. From West
Bengal’s very famous Durga Puja and
delicious
sweet
Mishti-Doi
to
Jharkhand’s historic birth from Bihar,
the team of ‘The Paradise Unexplored’
touched upon the most fascinating
aspects of this region. Cultural dance
performances of West Bengal and Assam
to the tribal songs of Jharkhand and
Assamese traditional folk songs, the
presentation was a delight to watch.
Many unknown facts and trivia about
this regionwere explored such as the
Ziro festival of Arunachal Pradesh, fish
food cooked in Bamboo shoot in
Nagaland, Sikkim being home to second
highest peak Mt. Kanchenjunga and the
very fascinating matrilineal culture of
Meghalaya. The presentation introduced
the audience to so many intriguing
facets of this region which were an
absolute delight to unravel.
To continue with the charm of ‘The
Paradise Unexplored’, the team was
invited to present Chakshu- the
perspective of the participants who
participated in the activities conducted
by the team. The compilation included
insights on the results of the Quiz on
Seven Sisters, videos of hook steps of
dances from East and North East regions
and participants sharing their most
inspiring personalities from the East and
North East region of India.

Being truly mesmerized by ‘the Paradise Unexplored’, an enthusiastic Ms. Janet James
introduced the next region and invited the audience for Dakshin Pradakshina- an
exploration of the Jewels of South India.
At the onset of the presentation, team Dakshin Pradakshina took off on a tour of this
culturally rich land of India- where they explored the phenomenal martial art forms,
graceful and expressive dance forms, melodious Carnatic music, creative arts and
crafts, beautiful beaches and breathtaking backwaters, UNESCO world heritage sites,
temples and spectacular palaces, delicacies made of plethora of condiments and
ingredients and vivid festivals!
The team explored each of the five states as a part of the tour- from Telangana’s 1000
pillar temple, Karnataka’s Mysore Pak, Tirupati temple of Andhra Pradesh to the
Rasam and Sambar of Tamil Nadu and boat race festival of Kerala- the presentation
immersed the audience into the richness and culture of the land. With folk as well as
classical dance performances, mouthwatering cooking workshops and sneak peeks
into locally celebrated festivals- the experience truly took the audience into the
magnificent land of Dakshin Bharat.
Along with the wonderfully
entertaining tour, the team also
presented
Chakshua
perspective of the participants,
where the participants not only
responded to the South India Quiz
but also enthusiastically shared
their favorite photographs from
their trips to South India as well
as their favorite South Indian
food and its recipes.

After the wonderful travelogue of Dakshin Bharat, the comperes invited team Mauj-eSindh, to introduce to us the magnificence of Sindhi culture with their presentation.
Mauj-e-Sindh began with a heart- warming song about pride and unity that the Sindhi
community is always strongly bonded to. Along with another song about the deeprooted connection between Sindhis and their language and the lovely cultural dance,
the team also showcased some mouth-watering Sindhi delicacies. It was also a delight
to hear the life-story of a Sindhi gentleman, who shared about how he began his life in
the city, his struggles and his journey of entrepreneurship. To end the presentation on
a beautiful note, the team presented ‘Jhulelal Jo Behrano.’ Team Mauj-e-Sindh did a
stupendous job of showcasing the richness and glory of Sindhi culture. The team also
presented the history of the culture with the significant education institutions and
achievements of some of the most well-known personalities from the Sindhi
community.
This was followed by a presentation on the reflections of the participants- Chakshu,
which covered entries for Sindhi food delights, photographs with Sindhi friends and
family and photographs in Sindhi traditional attire.

After experiencing a glimpse of Sindhi culture and now truly having completed the
exploration of all of India and its cultures, the compere Ms. Azmina Khoja requested all
present to join in for a prayer towards world peace and a safer tomorrow for all, as the
team presented Palav- an auspicious traditional Sindhi prayer, for the well being of all
post which the guest of honor- Dr. Jayashree Ramanathan to shared her impressions
for the event.
She praised how the cultural self-consciousness has been awakened through the
Cultural Kaleidoscope, as so much depth and knowledge on our traditions and heritage
has been projected and showcased beautifully. She highlighted how the preservation,
transformation
and adaptation of culture is what we should take away from the event, with our
‘Antaragni’ always ignited.
With gratitude expressed to our esteemed guest of honour Dr. Ramanathan for her
words of wisdom, Ms. Azmina Khoja invited our respected Principal, Dr. Bhagwan
Balani to share his insights on the event of the day who, in his kind demeanor and with
his profound wisdom shared the importance of culture, especially in a country like
ours- which is a ‘bouquet of flowers’ in his words, and hence preservation of culture is
key. His words of appreciation and insights that stem from innate wisdom, provide the
much-required inspiration and motivation to all students, especially in these
challenging times.

Following a gratitude note to the
principal for the inspiration that he
provides to all students always, Ms.
James invited Mr. Hamid Raza to
propose the formal vote of thanks.
Finally all attendees were requested
to rise for the National Anthem, which
marked the end of the day’s event.

Science Corner
Science corner has been one of the best practices of Bombay Teachers’ Training
College, It was initiated and inaugurated in 2016 by Dr. Rajeev. I. Jha, Science
Pedagogy master and Associate Professor at BTTC. The main aim of the Science
corner is to spread awareness about the occurrence of daily phenomena, linking it
to basic scientific concepts and acknowledging the magic of science among
students.
The student teachers conduct these simple science experiments considering it as a
practice session for PEOR demonstration method whilst developing necessary
skills to perform a science experiment smoothly. Student performers use a method
of PEOR which stands for Predict, Explain, Observe and React/Respond. It further
facilitates the development of scientific temper, a NEP Core Value, among the
student teachers. By doing so, the science student-teachers get more confident to
undertake demonstration based lessons during internship in their practice teaching
schools, thus inculcating the seed of scientific temper among students.
Science Corner at BTTC is open to all non-science student teachers who have
interest in daily life phenomena and have an affinity for understanding the Science
underlying them. The institute appreciates the performances of student teachers at
the Annual Function by giving an award of “Late Gaurav Neeraj Jha Trophy” for
“Contribution to Creative Science” in recognition of the outstanding work done by
him/her during the academic year. This trophy is in sweet remembrance of Dr.
Rajeev I. Jha’s late nephew, Late Gaurav Neeraj Jha, in whose fond memory he
initiated this innovative practice. Students strive hard to achieve this title and
compete for it. Each year, the best demonstrations are recognised and are awarded
this trophy.
This year due to pandemic the Science Corner had to be conducted through online
sessions. An orientation to science corner took place online where Miss Jahnvi
Doshi, Miss Yashvi Gada and Miss Sharmeen Ansari undertook the task of orienting
the FYBED students about Science corner under the guidance of Dr. Rajeev I. Jha.
The students of FYBEd and SYBEd of Science Pedagogy – 1 and 2 were requested to
make videos of their experiments and these were uploaded on flipgrid. Each
student was asked to demonstrated a minimum of 3 experiments and a maximum
of 5 experiments. They also had to complete their demonstrations within the
stipulated predetermined time duration. These experiments were unique and eyecatching and students correlated the scientific principles to daily life applications.
Throughout the entire process of Science Corner, Dr. Rajeev I. Jha, guided all the
student teachers. He supported us and gave us ideas and constructive feedback to
improve our skills and motivated all of us to give our best. Although we were
homebound amidst the COVID 19 pandemic, we could make interesting videos
using different software and ICT tools and could share this information through
electronic media; this itself makes us appreciate the beauty of science and its
immense contribution to mankind.

LENS Series

Lessons from Popular Culture
The Lens Series was introduced in 2007-08, with the intention of
drawing lessons from popular culture while making learning a joyful
experience for the student-teacher. Film is a leveller- children can relate
to it irrespective of their family background or learning abilities. Films
can be a gateway to exploring complex ideas and to view the dynamic
world from a variety of perspective. Young children are visually literate
and the curriculum needs to reflect this.
The Lens series is a series of educational movies that are shown to
students. Movies and TED talks are the best way to bring to class issues
and ideas that need to be discussed in the classroom and reflected on by
the teachers and students. They are also a great way to start problem
based and inquiry based learning sessions. My Octopus Teacher, The
Social Dilemma, many other documentaries and short films were
screened throughout the year and were found to be a way of expression.
Concepts like transgender community, biased treatment of women and
women empowerment are very well covered through popular culture.
There are movies that highlight how the dalits were treated in the preIndependence era and how and such movies help students reflect on
these issues and contribute in their own way and work towards finding
their solutions.

Student Portfolio
My Expressions

Bombay Teachers’ Training College at its core promotes learning through reflection. The
review and reflection on learning outcomes prove to be of great value in order to decide
the new goals of learning. In order to achieve this objective the institution has designed
and developed a format for individual portfolio of student-teachers. This Best Practice
was initiated in the year 2010-11. The portfolios of the individual student-teachers
developed by the institution derive from the visual and performing arts tradition in which
student-teachers showcase their accomplishments and personally favored works.
Students from all the programmes have their own portfolios. The college organizes
campus recruitment for students where students' portfolio represents their hard work
and tells a particular story about them.
A portfolio is a purposeful collection of selective significant samples of a student's work
accompanied by clear criteria for performance, which is an evidence of the student’s
effort, progress or achievements. It gives students a platform to show their talents and
allow for diverse means of demonstrating competency. Students are guided by the
faculty to maintain a portfolio so that it provides evidence of the student's knowledge,
skills, abilities and growth.
By preparing and maintaining a portfolio student-teachers learnt new experiences,
methods and proficiency as they see the other students collate their work. They
developed skills like time management, systematic work, organizational skills, creativity,
and introspection skills. It also helped them to present themselves in a concise and
holistic manner. The student portfolio helped student-teachers to consciously learn and
explore their strengths and weaknesses, threats and opportunities that come their way.
Creating, maintaining, and assessing student portfolio in an extensive BEd course is
definitely a time-consuming endeavor. It is a yearlong celebration of achievements
where students step outside with their head held high!

Scaffolding Digital Competencies
ICT Mentor-Mentee Program

The best application of learning is to teach and share the knowledge and skill and then
pass it on to others who can benefit and gain from our learning. Keeping this thought in
mind the S.Y.B.Ed. Batch 2020-21 undertook the challenge to learn a few technological
skills and study about a few online tools and then extend this learning to their community
and people around them.
The students played the role of mentors under the intensive guidance of Mentor Dr.
Rajeev I. Jha. They thus systematically trained the students of the other classes –
SYBED, SYDlEd and ECEP for virtual classroom teaching during the pandemic.
The best practice of the college institutionalised as ‘Scaffolding Digital Competencies’ in
2019-2020 by Dr Rajeev I. Jha, is based on the principles of social constructivist learning
theory of the Mozart of psychology, Lev Semyonovich Vygotsky. It essentially consists of
mentoring programme and peer teaching. The student teachers assuming the role of
mentors often lead to reciprocal teaching enriching the teacher educators in the
adoption and adaptation of digital tools and virtual classroom context.
To motivate and applause the meritorious performances of the students in this best
practice, Dr Rajeev I. Jha has instituted a prestigious Trophy namely “‘Late Shri
Indramani Tularam Jha Rotating Trophy’ in the Best Practice ‘Scaffolding Digital
Competences’ for Exemplary Performance since 2019-2020. This Trophy is awarded in
the Annual Day of the college.

SDC Cycle – I (August 2020):
The Cycle 1 of Scaffolding Digital Competencies was organised in the month of August
2020. Ms. Pooja Gala demonstrated Nearpod for making interactive presentations,
animations, 3D images, inserting audios, videos, virtual field trips and interactive slides.
Ms Dhara Shah demonstrated wizer.me to create online worksheets consisting of
matching, sorting, fill in the blanks, adding images and graphics for giving reference to
the students. Ms Ritika Makhija demonstrated Bandicam to screen record videos and
capture screenshots of ongoing presentations. She demonstrated Storyboard to create a
story line. Ms Nikita Soni demonstrated chartgo to represent data in the form of graphs,
pie chart, bar graphs and other graphical representation. Ms Zubia Shaikh demonstrated
Kapwing for editing videos, uploading videos and to make this video animated and
creative.

Ms Salsabeel Shaikh introduced Canva to build content in various forms like brochures,
flyers, presentations, poster etc. Ms Monika Dixit elaborated Autocrat that is useful for
generating invites and certificates. Ms Sharmeen Ansari demonstrated Adobe Spark to
create web pages, flyers, brochures etc. She also elaborated on web page designing. Mr
Arbaaz Shaikh explained the online tool Animaker that is used for create animated
videos.

SDC ECEP (September 2020):
Ms Salsabeel Shaikh introduced the ECEP student mentees to Canva and Mentimeter.
These digital tools were targeted to enable student teachers to teach effectively to the
pre-school classes and Class I & II students effectively.

SDC Cycle – II (November 2020):
The Cycle 2 of Scaffolding Digital Competencies was organised in the month of
November 2020. Ms Sharmeen Ansari introduced Adobe Spark. My Quiz and Jamboard
was demonstrated by Ms Urmi Chheda to create quizzes and work as digital whiteboard
respectively. Video with PPT, Bandicam and video editor were demonstrated by Ms
Jacintha Coutinho.
Kahoot and Proprofs were introduced by Ms Monika Dixit. Kahoot to create various types
of questions and Proprofs for creating interactive and creative online test training.
Classtools.net and Nearpod were demonstrated by Ms Pooja Gala. Wizer.me and Edpuzzle
were revised by Ms. Dhara Shah. Mr Arbaaz Shaikh demonstrated Animaker, a video
animation software tool. Gimkit and Peardeck were demonstrated by Ms Salsabeel
Shaikh to create online quiz and interactive slides respectively. Ms Zubia Shaikh
elucidated Wordwall, an online literacy tool that teachers to teach vocabulary and
content. Padlet and Testmoz were demonstrated by Ms Nikita Soni. Padlet is an online
bulletin board. Ms Ritika Makhija revisited Quizziz and Storyboard for the new set of
student mentees.
These are open and free resource building tools and all students were made aware of the
basic working of each. This later helped students to develop various types of learning
resources over a period of time. These also led to development of employability skills.
All sessions were appreciated by everyone because of their value in the teaching
profession. Practical application of each with respect to creation of learning resources
and content for online or offline modes of teaching is the major highlight of this best
practice.

Scaffolding Digital Competencies
ICT Mentor-Mentee Program

SDC – ONE WEEK NATIONAL WEBINAR FDP ON TOOLS FOR SYNCHRONOUS &
ASYNCHRONOUS CLASSROOMS: (From: 12th March, 2021 to 18th March, 2021):
A feeling of accomplishment and high motivation filled up as soon as the sessions of FDP
organised at the National Level started to unroll. These sessions were a matter of great
pride as the 12 student mentors of BTTC acted as the Resource persons. The whole FDP
was organised under the personal guidance and mentorship of the Organizing Secretary,
Dr Rajeev I. Jha.
Ms Ritika Makhija demonstrated Storyboardthat.com which helps to create story like
animations, characters, and expressions of the characters. Ms Zubia shaikh
demonstrated Word-Wall to create quizzes, word collection, word tags, word games etc.
Ms Sharmeen Ansari introduced Adobe Spark for posts, videos and web page. Mr. Arbaaz
Shaikh introduced Quizizz which helps to design templates for question-answer
assessment through various means. Ms Salsabeel Shaikh demonstrated Pear Deck to
make interactive presentations. Ms Nikita Soni enlightened the audience with interactive
collaborative tool called the Padlet.
Ms Bhavika Gyanchandani demonstrated Kapwing to put up the contents on the lesson
creatively to keep the students involved throughout. Ms Surbhi Yadav introduced
Typeform to create online interactive worksheets, quizzes, forms etc. Ms Dhara Shah
introduced Wizer.me to create online interactive worksheets. Ms Monika Dixit explained
Certify’em to create E-Certificates. Ms Pooja Gala elucidated Nearpod which had all the
elements to help a teacher make her class as interactive, lively and experiential as
possible. Ms Urmi Chheda demonstrated the use of the tool Testmoz for small tests and
assessments.
The integration of technology was very well explained and demonstrated by our very own
BTTC student mentors. The pandemic has proved that technology was the link that could
maintain the ongoing process of teaching-learning-assessment.
BTTC has indeed emerged as the leader in the training of student teachers in various
digital tools and virtual classroom techniques through a successful run of Best Practice
‘Scaffolding Digital Competencies’ under the Mentorship of Dr Rajeev I. Jha and
inspiration of Dr Bhagwan Balani.

The Clubs @ BTTC
Activities and Involvement

Eco Club
“It is our collective and individual responsibility…. To preserve and tend to the world
in which we all live.”
-Dalai Lama
The Eco club is one of the clubs which ensures that the environment is looked after
with utmost care. The orientation to the club was held on 27th February 2021. It was
done by the Eco club members of SYBED, Ms. Melvina D’souza and Ms. Sakshi
Shirgaonkar. A brief introduction about the Eco club and activities undertaken was
given by them. ‘WE CARE’ is the motto of this club which is reflected through
various activities. BTTC cherishes the value of eco consciousness and aims to spread
awareness of Environmental issues and problems that are engulfing the planet Earth.
During the orientation the executive body for F.Y.B.Ed and S.Y.B.Ed class was
chosen. The faculty in-charge of the Eco Club are:
Patron: Dr. Bhagwan Balani
Sponsor: Dr. Rajeev I. Jha
Advisor: Dr. M. A. Ansari

Due to the ongoing pandemic the club had to restrict its activities online. Although the
lockdown imposed due to pandemic made us confine our activities within our houses,
it didn't stop us from undertaking Eco club activities.
The first activity of the club was based on recycling waste. The club celebrated World
Recycling Day on the 18th March 2021. The agenda behind the activity was to create
awareness among the students and others about recycling various things which they
find in their houses. The theme of the day was ‘ Recycle for Lifecycle’. The club made
a brochure and allowed entries from the students of different institutes. Many
students participated in the activity. Right from Mauritius to high school students of
Mumbai, India, the responses received were overwhelming. The participants were
given an E-certificate for their participation in the activity. All the entries were
presented to the audience on YouTube and the 3 R’s of waste management i.e. Reduce,
Reuse and Recycle were emphasized.

On 21st March 2021, the Eco club celebrated the World Planting Day by
undertaking their next activity. The agenda behind this activity was to instill a
sense of love and care for mother earth and nature. The theme for the activity was
‘Plant -a-tree Ceremony’. This activity too had an overwhelming response from
all over the country as well as from abroad. This activity was open to everyone
from all age groups. Participants were told to click a picture with a plant or record
a video on flipgrid. We received about 25 entries from children as young as 2
years to college students. Most of the participants sent a picture with their plants.
We also received video entries which were applauded by all. The participants also
sent a catchy tagline for their entries like “Happiness blooms from within💛”, Say
aloe to my little friend😍, Big heart ❤️for these heart shaped leaves, I never want to
leaf you❤”. An E-certificate was provided to all the participants.
The First year students organised an event on 22nd April, 2021 on the occasion of
'Earth Day’. The day marks the anniversary of the birth of the modern
environmental movement in 1970. The Eco Club organised a Pledge Recital with
the theme 'Restore Our Earth'. A zoom link was created and all the BTTC Students
along with the Principal Dr. Bhagwan Balani and other Faculty Members joined
and took the oath; everyone switched their videos on and placed their right hand
on their heart with the sheer dedication to save the Earth. Two videos were shown
to the class, which emphasised why and how to save our planet. We also
announced about the activities wherein they create a video pledging the oath to
save the earth and upload it to Flipgrid. Dr. Balani Sir added upon the events by
providing a valuable message about the activities one can undertake now during
the times of these pandemic and make the noteworthy changes required for
achieving a sustainable lifestyle. An E-certificate was provided to the participants
who attended the event.

Literary Club
'Wizards'

Wizards, the Literary Club of Bombay Teachers’ Training College for
this batch was renamed and the executive committee members were
elected on the 1st March 2021 for the year 2020- 2021. The patron of the
club is Dr. Bhagwan Balani, Principal of Bombay Teachers’ Training
College, Dr. Neelu Verma is the sponsor and Dr. Priya Pillai, the advisor.
The Executive Body has the following students.
Chairperson: Dinaz Irani
Secretary: Pooja Jain
Joint Secretary: Hamza Shaikh
Treasurer: Azmina Khoja
Liaison Officer: Shashikant
Co-opted members: Janet James and Dhrumi Vora
The first activity conducted by the literary club was a short story contest
for the occasion of World Storytelling Day. The theme of the contest was
‘Relationships’.

The submissions for the stories opened on 7th March 2021 and the last
date for submitting the entries was 14th March 2021 at midnight. The
winners were announced on 22nd March 2021. The first prize was
awarded to Mrs. Sona Palan, Dr. (Ms.) Michelle Louie DeSouza was
awarded the second prize, the third prize was awarded to both, Mrs.
Azmin Z. Vania and Mrs. Manjula Kakkad. Lastly, the consolation prize
was awarded to Mast. Jay Mukesh Sakpal.
The second activity conducted by the literary club was the celebration of
the birth anniversary of one of the greatest playwrights William
Shakespeare’s aka ‘The Bard of Avon’ on 23rd April 2021. The program
started with an introduction to William Shakespeare and his literary
works which included comedy and tragedy dramas, historical plays and
sonnets followed by an interactive game of dialogues conducted by Mr.
Shashikant and created by Ms. Pooja Jain. Next came a scene reading
where Ms. Janet James and Ms. Dinaz Irani read a scene from
Shakespeare’s famous drama, a tragedy named Othello. Act 4 Scene 3 was
performed. Ms. Azmina Khoja conducted the next participatory activity
where participants were asked to recite their favourite quotes, dialogues
and sonnets of Shakespeare. Following the reflections of Dr. Bhagwan
Balani and other faculty members, the program was concluded with the
Vote of thanks by Mr. Hamza Shaikh followed by the national anthem.
Apart from these programs conducted, a daily ‘Quote for the Day’ and
‘Author of the Day’ activity is also done by students in the order of their
roll numbers.

Social Science Club

The Social Science Club orientation was held on 1st March, 2021. The
objectives of the club were spelled out to the members. The Executive
Committee was elected for carrying out the various activities of the
club.
This Day in History’ activity is being organized as a part of the
morning assembly. All students participate in this activity irrespective
of their membership status. Students tell what had happened on that
particular day in history.
Executive Body of F.Y.B.Ed. and S.Y.B.Ed
Title
Chairperson
Secretary
Joint Secretary
Liasion Officer
Treasurer
Co-opted members.

F.Y.B.Ed.
Ms. Pratiksha Sawant
Mr. Jaffin James
Ms. Fatema Jetpurwala
Ms. Avanti Pandit
Ms. Gazal Sharma
Ms. Suchi Dedhia
Ms. Krisha Panchal

S.Y.B.Ed.
Ms. Monika Dixit
Ms. Bhavika Gyanchandani
Ms. Salsabeel Shaikh
Ms. Heli Sadhani
Ms, Zubia Shaikh

Social Science Club
A Virtual ‘Heritage Walk’ was organised by the club on 22nd March
2021. Students took the class on a virtual heritage walk from CSMT
to Gateway of India. The spatial, social and cultural history of the
city was brought to life through fascinating virtual walk. A
multitude of architectural styles and heritage was highlighted.
Although the walk was virtual, the experience was real and live
The club organized various pre event activities to celebrate
Maharashtra Day from 18th to 28th April, 2021. 13 participants
uploaded their photograph wearing the traditional dressing of
Maharashtra. 7 entries showcased the traditional jewellery of
Maharashtra.
One
participant
demonstrated
a
traditional
Maharashtrian recipe. 18 participants attempted the quiz. The
students celebrated Maharashtra Day with full gusto and fervour on
30th April 2021.
World Consumer Rights Day was celebrated on 15th March, the
club organized an online quiz in which 230 participants
participated. In remembrance of the 'Quit India Movement', the
Social Science Club conducted an online quiz which was attempted
by 12 participants.

Science Math Club

Science Math club for the academic year 2020-2022 was formed in the month of
March 2021 and the inaugural session was held on 30th April 2021. Logo, Motto and
Tagline was introduced at inauguration session. Motto of the club is “EDUCATING
INDIVIDUALS HOW THINGS WORK” and tagline is “Never. Stop. Questioning.” Every
student having Science or Mathematics as their pedagogy is the member of the club.
A student body was also elected by the club in-charges, Dr. M.A. Ansari and Dr.
Rajeev I. Jha. The elected student body organizes different activities through out the
year. Twice a week, the members of the club present a short and interesting topic to
the class in morning assembly.
Few of the topics that have been presented are as follows:
• Magic of number 4 and 9
• How vacuum is created by high-speed moving vehicles.
• The composition of DNA
• How we see colours?
• Lesser-known applications of mathematics
• Concept ZERO
• Reason of watery eyes while cutting onion
The club aims to popularize the subject and satisfy the curiosity of the learners
through their informative events.

WOMEN
DEVELOPMENT
CELL
Active. Confident. Energetic.

The WDC @ BTTC consistently works to sensitize & enhance women
empowerment & gender equality. The Women Development Cell is
mandated body as per Section 3.2(15) of UGC Guidelines. The teachers in
charge are Dr Neelu Verma and Dr Raju Talreja.
It has been formed with the motive of promoting healthy relationship
among the students. it is important that prospective and pre-service
teachers are exposed to the various ideas & ways they can achieve gender
equaity in schools. The WDC organizes TalkFests & Webinars/ Seminars/
Events to acheive this aim.
Achieving justice on & off campus is the responsibility of this cell. All
activities of WDC aim to promote practices & mechanisms that uphold
the fundamental rights and help students and teachers to create a
supporting and enabling environment to achieve equality.
Objectives of WDC:
To create social awareness towards the various mandates prohibiting
gender discrimination.
To provide a platform for dialogue, deliberations on woman’s rights
and gender related issues.
To provide a forum for exchange of ideas.
To promote gender awareness.
To organise seminars, workshops, activities, events related to women
development.
The students and teachers have informal meets to decide the events that
are organized each year. This year, an International Conference was
organized in collaboration with four other institutions. A series of two
TalkFests was also organized where the participants were exposed to a lot
of information regarding two topics- Edupreneurship and Cyber
Security.

International
Conference

Gender Mainstreaming: Global Perspectives
Organized by
BOMBAY TEACHERS' TRAINING COLLEGE
Women Development Cell
in collaboration with

Department Of Women's Studies, University of Calicut
Faculty Of Humanities, University of Johannesburg
Asian-African Association for Women, Gender and Sexuality
Association For the Schools of Social Work in Africa
February 2 - 3, 2021

The inaugural session began on 2nd
February 2021.
Gender mainstreaming is not an end in
itself but a strategy, an approach, a
means to achieve the goal of Gender
Equality. In the process of Gender
Mainstreaming there are a number of
gender issues that need immediate
attention. Dr. Raju aptly pointed this in
her welcome address. It was followed by
a prayer to ask God help us create a just
and equal society.
Dr. Bhagwan Balani, I/C Principal,
addressed the gathering. He began with
thanking the Guest speakers and other
colleagues who accepted the invitation
to contribute to the conference by being
a part of it. He put forth the vision of
BTTC to reach out to the society by
creating awareness and by sensitizing
our own students that will be the social
warriors of tomorrow.
Dr. Neelu Verma then introduced and
invited the Chief Guest, Dr. Amiya
Bhoumik, founder and president of
Lincoln University College. He began by
stating
the
fact
that
gender
mainstreaming has evolved into many
kind of social, economical, cultural and
religious byproducts. He highlighted the
fact that there are several policies and
regulations
to
stop
gender
discrimination
yet
unfortunately
nothing has been achieved, in fact, it has
evolved
into
a
dangerous
social
phenomenon. If we implement this kind
of socio-ethical concepts into our
policies and education system from day
one then it will become our behavior
and there will be no discrimination.

The guest of honour was Ms. Rakhee
Vaswani, a celebrity chef and founder of
Palate Culinary Academy. She said that
back then being a good daughter meant
doing household jobs but today being a
good daughter is getting education and
making a career out of it. She proudly
mentioned how her studio isn't gender
biased or even age biased. She shared
her experience on how she faced gender
discrimination in her field as well.
Mr. Harish Iyer, an equal rights activist
and a renowned blogger was the guest of
honour. He spoke of the fact that when
we talk about gender, we think of it as
binary- male and female. Similarly,
when we talk of gender empowerment,
it is not only women empowerment but
men empowerment too.
The next speakers spoke on topics
related to various sub-themes of the
conference.
The guest speaker Dr. Vibhuti Patel,
Former Professor of Advanced Centre
for
Women's
Studies,
School
of
Development Studies, Tata Institute of
Social Sciences, Mumbai spoke on
Gender
Budgeting
and
policy
perspectives for mainstreaming gender.
She opened her topic by saying that
budgeting is an important exercise
because any gender commitments that are made should be translated
into financial commitments. According to her Gender Budgeting is not a
separate budget for women, rather it is a dissection of the government
budget to establish its gender-differential impacts. She specified a 5-step
approach to GRB to translate gender commitments into financial
commitments.

Dr. Madhavi Venkatesan (AAAWGS, USA)
an
American
Economist
and
Environmental Activist spoke on the topic
Gender and Economy: Value of Work. She
highlighted that the value is based on the
measurement of its market worth. She
very rightly said that when we talk of
numbers or measures like GDP and
National income which is a tool of
economy, we often neglect the value of
work of people. She quoted that if we look
at the Intrinsic Value that people get to
the table in terms of work and service, it
will
change
the
discussion
of
discrimination
in
all
forms.
She
enlightened us that there is a vast
difference
between
inclusion
and
diversity. The mere presence of women is
a workplace doesn’t necessarily include
her in the change or development.
Dr. Shahana Rasool, Vice President
(AAAWGS, University of Johannesburg,
South Africa) spoke on the topic Gender
and
Development.
Dr.
Shahana
mentioned that development has many
dimensions, they are based on – race,
class, location, age etc. She highlighted a
few points that how location, class, race,
gender
affect
or
promote
Social
Development. Based on gender, she
mentioned that women are responsible of
triple care. Women are responsible for
Reproduction, Maintenance of the family
through work and service and also the
Community care. Dr. Shahana rightly
stated that it was high time that we begin
to value the unpaid care that a woman
renders in order to fulfil her role in the
societal formulated norms and roles.

Dr. Kgomotso Jongman (ASSWA, Botswana) talked about The Ignored
Pandemic. He said that gender based violence doesn't see social or
economic class. He mentioned that 67% women in Botswana
experienced physical violence, more so by the hands of someone in
their close family, such as father, uncle or husband. He pointed out an
interesting fact that there is a 'Culture of Silence' that has led to lesser
and lesser reports despite the prevalence of such situations being high.
Passion killing, also known as femicide suicide is the harshest form of
gender based violence. He said that such violence has been normalized
and he concluded by saying that steps must be taken in his country to
stop such violence from taking place.
Dr. Lubna J. Mansuri ended the session with a vote of thanks to all
participants, collaborators, speakers, Bombay Teachers Training
College Women Development Cell for collaborating with Department
of Women’s Study, University of Calicut, Faculty of Humanities,
University of Johannesburg, Asian- African Association for Women,
Gender and Sexuality and Association for the Schools of Social Workers
in Africa, on the theme Gender Mainstreaming: Global Perspectives.

In the afternoon of Day one of the conference, there were virtual and
parallel Paper Presentation sessions on Google Meet.
The session Chair for 1st session was Dr. Saramma Mathews. Session
faculty incharge was Dr. Meenakshi Lath. Student coordinator was Ms.
Monika Dixit. Nine papers were presented in this session on Google
Meet.
Paper Presentation Session 2 Chair was Dr. Bharti Chibber and Session
faculty incharge was Dr. Mandeep Kochar. Student coordinator was Ms.
Arnaaz Shroff. Ten papers were presented in this session on Google Meet.
For the Paper Presentation Session 3, Session Chairperson was Dr. Usha
Rani. The session commenced with an address by Dr. Rajeev Jha, Session
faculty-in charge and Ms. Jahnvi Doshi was the student coordinator. A
total of eight papers were presented in this session on Google Meet.
Paper Presentation session 4, Chairperson was Dr. Sheela Philip. The
session was moderated by Dr. M.A. Ansari as faculty in charge. Mr.
Arbaaz Shaikh was the student coordinator. The session had a total of
eleven paper presentations.
The Paper Presentation session 5 started with Dr. Manisha Tyagi
welcoming the guests and inviting Ms. Ritika Khairwar, student
coordinator, to introduce Dr. Ajanta Rajkonwar, the session in-charge.
The session had a total of ten paper presentations.
For the Paper Presentation Session 6, Session Chairperson Prof. Shahida
Murtaza. Dr. Priya Pillai was the session faculty in charge for this session.
Student coordinator was Ms. Heli Sadhani. There were nine paper
presentations in this session.
The papers presented in all the sessions were appreciated by the session
chairs and all other participants and everyone gave constructive feedback
to all the presenters. Every session was followed up by a brief discussion
and questions and answers between the session chair and the participants
which led to more insights of the session. The healthy interaction among
the participants was highly appreciated by everyone. The conference has
received an overwhelming response and has helped in sharing and
exchange of ideas.

Dr. Neelu greeted everyone and began
with the second day’s proceedings by
reading out the highlights of the first
day and introduced Dr. Jaya Dantas,
president of AGW (Australian Graduate
Women), (Curtin University, Australia).
Dr. Dantas began her session by giving a
brief gist of her professional life and
then introduced us to a definition on
WHO definition of health; Health is a
state of complete physical, mental and
social well-being and not merely the
absence of disease or infirmity. Dr. Jaya
Dantas, PhD spoke on the topic Covid19, social determinants, gender and
health. She stated how everyone was
gravely affected by the Covid- 19
pandemic. The most important point
that was brought into our notice was that
there have been gender differences even
the mortality rate caused by Covid. The
mortality rate was observed more in
men than in women. The topic on Social
Cohesion was discussed in detail.
The next guest speaker was Dr. Anshumala Shukla-Kulkarni whose topic
was Gender and Health. Dr. Anshumala Shukla-Kulkarni who is a
Gynecologist at Kokilaben DA Hospital discussed very important points
on gender and health. Since the pandemic outbreak both the genders
have been going through their own health wise struggles. It was also
stated by Dr. Anshumala that there have been relatively more deaths of
males because of Covid when compared to the females. This is because of
the hormonal changes they go through. She explained the etiologies of
various diseases like Cervical Cancer, Endomertiosis, Osteroporis etc and
specifically pointed out about Cervical Cancer as it is common but
generally remains undiagnosed. However, it is preventable. She even
spoke about how menupause causes certain changes in the women’s
body. She said how Iron Deficiency in Women can be a cause leading to
many diseases.

The next guest speaker was Ms. Rekha Sharma (Chairperson, NWC,
India) whose topic was Education for Gender Mainstreaming in an
Interconnected World. Ms. Sharma highlighted the mental health of
women. It was a big issue, she said, but people are not even aware about
this being a problem. She also gave some statistics of women having
suffered a lot during the pandemic where from the second week of
pandemic itself physical violence against women had increased and has
been multiplying ever since. She stated that amidst having no boundaries
on online work hours, teaching and guiding their children, helping their
partner and family members whenever needed, it is all taking a toll on
their overall health. Females losing their job was seemingly higher,
Sexual harassment and cyber-crimes were also on a rise. Following
discussions on these issues, Ms. Sharma said that all family members
should take care about one another and should pay keen attention on the
mental health of each other.
The guest speaker for the next session was Prof Moly Kuruvilla,
University of Calicut, India and her topic was Gender Based Violence.
Prof. Moly pointed out the setback we are facing in terms of gender
equality. ICT has given wings to women and other sexual minorities as
well as rural and underdeveloped areas across the globe, she said. She
asked a question "Is the present ICT affected education system is capable
enough to provide the social changes we expect?" She spoke about the
statistics she had found that among the age group of 60+ people who are
not able to read where majority of them are women. She answered her
question by saying that the present ICT based system is not capable
enough to provide the social changes we expect to have in our society
which was supported by telling a story. She highlighted various problems
and gave probable solutions to it such as easily accessible education,
subject of gender equality at all educational levels etc.

Vicky Shinde whose topic was Challenges of
Sexual Minorities and Special Groups was
the next guest speaker. She has been working
in the field of human rights law network for
the past 5 years. She has a registered Shiv
Shakti
Foundation
that
deals
with
transgender rights The foundation helps the
transgender persons for settling any issues
related to their health, education, documents
or jobs. The foundation works extensively
for the LGBT community towards their
rights and addressing their issues. She
recollected 2 discriminatory incidents she
had faced in her life. Based on her
transgender rights, she stated the 2014, Nalsa
Judgement was path- breaking and has
helped her and a lot of support was received
by the transgender community. Vicky
Shinde loves working with the youth as they
are
more
accepting
than
the
older
generation.
Paper presentation sessions were scheduled in the afternoon. On day 2,
there were four parallel sessions. Paper Presentation Session 1 was
moderated by Dr. Priya Pillai. The chairperson of the session was Dr.
Sugandha Ramamoorthi. Student coordinator was Ms. Surabhi Yadav.
Seven papers were presented in this session on Google Meet.
Paper Presentation session 2 was chaired by Dr. V. Bharathi Harishankar.
Session incharge was Dr. Rajeev I. Jha and Student coordinator was Ms.
Anjali Makwana. Six papers were presented in this session.
For the Paper Presentation session 3, Session Chair was Professor
Neelofar Khan. Session faculty incharge was Dr. M. A. Ansari and Student
coordinator was Ms. Jill Shah. Seven papers were presented in this
session.
Paper Presentation session 4 had Dr. Sudeshna Mukherjee as Session
Chair. Session faculty incharge was Dr. Manisha Tyagi and Student
coordinator was Ms. Yashvi Gada. Nine papers were presented in this
session.

After all the papers were presented through online mode in parallel
sessions, the valedictory function was organized. Dr. Neelu Verma
welcomed all the participants for the valedictory session. She highlighted
on the collaborations of different organizations for this international
conference and how it would be beneficial in the long run.
Ms. Nandini Manjrekar was the guest for the Valedictory function. She
spoke about her views on gender complexities; she shared her experience
on gender equality in education. She highlighted the issues on
sexualities, rights and role in education.
Dr. Neelu Verma invited Prof. Anita Singh, President of AAAWGS,
Professor in the department of English and coordinator of Center of
Women’s Studies. She spoke about collaborations and said that coming
together is important to build the community and solve gender issues.
She said that these platforms can solve the problems of sexualities and
gender issues. Through these associations we can highlight the
complexities of the societies on gender.
Professor Moly Kuruvilla, who has been a pillar of strength and support
during the conference. She spoke on how Gender mainstreaming
programmes focuses on individual and national level. She expressed her
gratitude for inviting her and being a part of the collaboration.
Dr. Bhagwan Balani concluded with the last session highlighting the
sensitivity of gender mainstreaming. He mentioned that the stories he
heard from all the guests had compelled him to reflect on the disparity
between male, female and other genders.
The two- day International Conference was summarised by Dr. Neelu
Verma in the valedictory ceremony which concluded the conference.

PREPARING
TEACHERS FOR
TOMORROW

Building Teacher Capacity

Report of the UGC HRDC Refresher on “E-learning and
E-governance”
held online from 16.09.2020 to 29.09.2020
The online refresher course in “E-learning and E-governance” was
scheduled from Wednesday, 16th September to Tuesday, 29th September
2020 and was organized by the University Grants Commission Human
Resource Development Centre, University of Mumbai, in collaboration
with Bombay Teachers’ Training College, a constituent college of HSNC
University, Mumbai.
The Inaugural Function commenced on 16th September at 10 am sharp.
Dr. Bhagwan Balani, Professor and Dean of the Faculty of Humanities at
HSNC University, Mumbai and Principal of Bombay Teachers’ Training
College welcomed the participants and the guests. Dr. Meenakshi Lath,
Associate Professor at BTTC introduced the esteemed guests. The Chief
Guest of the function, Dr Niranjan Hiranandani, Provost of the newly
constituted HSNC University Mumbai addressed the participants and
spoke about the importance of e-learning and e-governance in the
context of a post-COVID world. Dr Rajan Welukar, Former Vice
Chancellor of University of Mumbai gave the keynote address and spoke
about current trends in education. Dr Shanti addressed the participants
and also gave an overview of the achievements and work of the UGC
HRDC, Mumbai. Dr. Rajeev I. Jha, Associate Professor at BTTC delivered
the formal vote of thanks.
Prior to the inaugural session on the evening of Monday, 14th September
2020, Dr. Balani, Dr. Priya Pillai, Librarian BTTC & Dr. Raju Talreja,
Assistant Professor, BTTC along with Dr. Lath and Dr. Jha oriented the
refresher participants on the use of the Zoom platform - since it was
probably the first time that the participants were attending an online
refresher course.
The participants in the course represented several states across the
country such as Kerala, Tamil Nadu, Andhra Pradesh, Gujarat, West
Bengal and Uttarakhand, with the maximum number of participants
from various parts of Maharashtra. Within Maharashtra, maximum
participants were from Mumbai, in addition to some from Pune, Nashik,
Ahmednagar and other locations. The refresher participants were drawn
from across diverse academic disciplines such as Language and
Humanities, Social Sciences, Science, Mathematics, Commerce &
Management. Some of the participants were professional disciplines such
as Education, Law, Library Science and Agriculture.

The resource persons for the refresher course came from various
backgrounds such as from academia, industry and the government
sector. A number of resource persons were experienced academics in the
University system. The resource persons included representatives from
industry many of who gave the participants an overview of e-governance
practices. The resource persons from government included experts from
UGC, MKCL, RUSA, Government of Maharashtra. The sessions were
indeed very interactive and engaging. Some of the sessions were practical
demonstrations of ICT tools which gave the participants some time for
hands-on engagements with ICT tools. The sessions exploited the
capability of the Zoom and online platforms in the use of online polls to
seek the participants views, questions to test the understanding of the
attendees and the use of the chat box for asking questions and increased
interaction.
The unique thing about this refresher was that it was conducted entirely
online - and yet we were able to witness maximum interaction and
participation as would happen in a face-to-face situation. The
participants kept their videos on for maximum duration - barring some
downtime due to unstable internet connections. The use of the Google
classroom by the organizers gave participants a taste of a virtual learning
space where presentations and important resources were shared with the
participants. Dr. Pillai and Dr. Raju were always on standby to
troubleshoot tech troubles experienced by the participants in the use of
the Zoom platform.
The presentations by the participants on various topical issues related to
e-governance and e-learning started on Monday, 21st September and
continued till the morning session of Tuesday 22nd September. Each
session was chaired by an expert resource person who while weaving
together all the strands and themes of the presentations also gave
individual feedback to the participants on their presentations. Apart
from the expert - the peer participants also asked questions to the
presenters. Though the mode was virtual, it was evidently an interactive
environment. The participants also completed an assignment related to
the development of e-content and appeared for MCQ tests to evaluate
their grasp and application of the concepts presented during the
refresher sessions.
There was a feedback session by all the participants on the last day of the
refresher course. The participants gave feedback about the resource
persons, coordination and organization of the refresher along with few
suggestions.

The refresher course concluded with the valedictory session at 3.30 pm
on 29th September 2020. Dr Bhagwan Balani started the session by
welcoming the gathering. Thereafter some of the participants - namely
Moon Moon Dutta from Gokhale Memorial Girls' College, Kolkata; Dr
Swapnil Undale from Dr. V. Karad MIT World Peace University, Pune
and Dr. Koshy CJ from Pazhassiraja College, Pulpally gave their
impressions of the course. Dr. K. Shanti then addressed the gathering and
appreciated the efforts of the organising team. Dr. Pravin Walke,
participant from the National Centre for Nanosciences and
Nanotechnology, introduced the esteemed Chief Guest for the
valedictory function - Dr. K.S. Mantha, Chancellor of KLE university. Dr.
Mantha delivered the keynote address on ‘E-governance in higher
education’. Dr Ronald Yesudhas, participant from College of Social
Work, Nirmala Niketan gave the formal vote of thanks. This marked the
successful completion of the refresher course.

WEBINAR ON RESOURCE MOBILIZATION:
LOCAL TO GLOBAL
A COLLABORATIVE EFFORT

Resource Mobilization: Local to Global, an FDP was conducted in
collaboration with G.H.G. Khalsa College of Education, Gursusar Sadhar,
Punjab, Council for Teacher Education Foundation (Punjab and Chandigarh
Chapter) and The Best Health Solutions, Johannesberg, South Africa from 8th
February 2021 to 14th February 2021.

The teacher is the pivot of the educational system. This FDP was organised
realizing that the teachers have to be at the centre stage of the national
development, provisions for their motivational training and consistent
exposure to innovative trends and advanced knowledge in various disciplines
and across disciplines, need to be revisited and reengineered in consonance
with the contemporary scenario of the nation.
Various topics of deliberations were The Art of Proposal Writing, Local and
International Funding Sources, Library as a Learning Resource Centre,
Academic Writing for Social Sciences Research and many more.
International and national level resource persons shared their experiences,
which included Dr. Bhagwan Balani, Dr. Rajeev I. Jha, Dr. Lubna J. Mansuri
and Dr. Priya Pillai.

BTTC felt privileged to offer Coursera for Enterprise to celebrate the zeal of
life long learning during this a academic year. The platform was open not
only to the students and alumni of BTTC but also to the community at large.
Learners were encouraged to join the courses by sending out a google form.
1084 learners were invited out of which 507 learners joined various courses
according to their interest. 191 learners enrolled themselves in various
courses. These consisted of our students, BTTC alumni and learners from
community at large.

UNITY IN DIVERSITY
INDIA CHAPTER
Global Dialogue Foundation- Unity in Diversity works in the field of citizen
diplomacy and uses 'dialogue' to promote intercultural understanding. In
collaboration with the United Nations Alliance of Civilizations, our objective
is to initiate, promote and foster cooperation among the global community in
a range of intercultural initiatives that aim to establish a peaceful and safer
coexistence.
GDF was first incorporated in Melbourne, Australia, in July 2008. In
December 2009, GDF established as a public not-for-profit organization, and
as a registered charity in December 2012. Currently in a growth stage, GDF is
recognized as a leader in citizen diplomacy to promote intercultural
understanding. The organization values integrity, creativity and respect for
our relationships with each other, our partners, and the world at large.
The term unity in diversity relates to the state of togetherness or integrity
despite the presence of infinite diversity. Unity in diversity is based on the
concept where the individual has variations in physical qualities, skin colour,
castes, creed, cultural and religious traditions, etc. Unity in Diversity Events
aims to open new pathways for increased understanding and collaboration
among peoples and cultures in communities around the world.
Some benefits of Unity in Diversity Events include:
• Engage community leaders in the global intercultural discussion
• Identify innovative grassroots solutions that can be scaled up and replicated
• Help shape policy
• Share best practices; reduce duplication
GDF also collaborates with students of different colleges and there is a
selection process wherein the mentors select the students and depending on
the students field of interest, the mentors select and add them to that
particular department.
Bombay Teachers’ Training College proud to be part of Global Dialogue
Foundation 10 students and 1 coordinator (Ms. Ritika Makhija) students of
BTTC is now a first batch of GDF Internship Program.

1. Salsabeel Shaikh
2. Zubia Shaikh
3. Juwairiah Ansari
4. Nikita Soni
5. Arbaaz Shaikh
6. Anju Konai
7. Surbhi
8. Sharmeen Ansari
9. Mubarak Radhanpurwala
10. Monika Dixit
Our students worked with four different departments.
1. Social Media Department: This department focuses in all the social media
posts and tags on a regular basis and also does the event promotion online.
2. Collaboration Department: This department focuses on the collaboration
with different organizers, and management whenever an event is about to
take place.
3. Research and technology Department: Research department helps other
department in case on any detailed research required and also creates a
presentation for the same.
4. International Development Department: This department focuses on how
to include and collaborate with the international organizers and promote
GDF across the globe.
Students at BTTC certainly proved that India is certainly a brilliant example
of Unity in Diversity. This is because India has people of diverse religions,
cultures, castes, sects, etc. Above all, these people have been living together
peacefully for many centuries. Unity in diversity revolves around the
principle that unity can be achieved in spite of the differences of people.
Unity in diversity comes into the picture when the diverse characteristics of
students and teachers are unified and utilized in the achievement of learning.
After a huge success of one-year Internship, Ms. Salsabeel Shaikh became the
first Youth Ambassador of GLOBAL DIALOGUE FOUNDATION UNITY IN
DIVERSITY INDIA CHAPTER.
Bombay Teachers’ Training College intends to continue this journey with
Global Dialogue Foundation and represent our cultures and our unity in
diversity.

Campus Placements
Campus placement at BTTC is a program conducted within the college to
provide jobs to students nearing completion of their studies. Unike every
year, this year had been different due to the COVID-19 pandemic. The
lockdown enforced due to the pandemic affected campus placements.
However, our I/C Principal Dr. Bhagwan Balani and our campus placement
faculty incharge Dr. Lubna Mansuri helped the students in the online mode.
Virtual Campus Placement was supported through Zoom application. The incharge Dr. Lubna Mansuri contacted different Schools and invited them for
virtual interviews and screening. This year in the month of March the college
invited several leading educational institutions to conduct a virtual campus
placement. The institutions included schools like Dubai Scholars, Fazlani L’
Academic Globale, Nahar International School, B D Somani International
School, and many more.
The students of the final year were made to fill up the Excel sheet which
consisted of their names, pedagogies, their Resume and the details of their
YouTube Channel. This list was then sent to different schools and the school
shortlisted the students who fulfilled their criteria in order to interview them.
Later the School finalized the students and sent their names to the college.

Campus Placements
The Scaffolding Digital Competencies had developed knowledge in digital
competencies in Education and enabled the students to use different
applications in the internship. It also taught them how to create dynamic
approaches to teaching and gave them edge over others.
Bombay Teachers’ Training College also provided training in the areas like
writing a good resume and building a positive recruiter perception. Interview
simulations were conducted to prepare students for answering different
questions during an interview.
Placements gave the students an opportunity to get a job easily even in this
uncertain time of the COVID-19 Pandemic. Not everyone was shortlisted on
the first day but they were motivated to be confident and never lose hope as
the only way to do great work is to love what you do!

INTERNSHIP
REFLECTIONS
Anupamaa Bijlani
The practice teaching internship has been a great learning experience.
Documenting digital lesson plans, using various digital teaching aids, delivering
virtual lessons has given us required exposure and confidence to teach in this
digital era and become future ready educators. Classroom Management, Time
Management, Creative Thinking, Communication and Interpersonal Skills are
some of the skills which we got to practice and polish. The constant support of
our teachers and peers have been a great morale booster throughout the
internship

Nagaraj Ambat
My first internship experience as a teacher felt as if I am the captain of the boat
and my students are my sailors. We are working together to steer the boat (of
knowledge) towards our goal.

Hamid Raza Ansari
For the internship the college gave us opportunity to search a school of our own
choice and if approved, the official letter to start interning. In case we didn't find
any school, college assigned us school all over Mumbai which covered boards like
SSC, CBSE and ICSE. At internship we understood how the school functions. In all
Internship interns learn, but during our internship we had dual guidance. One
from our college faculty in- charge guiding us to make effective lesson plans and
second from school teacher who guide us how to deliver said lesson plans.

Reshma S. Goregaonkar
I am grateful to the BTTC Professors and Principal and Holy Name School
Principal for giving me this opportunity to learn. I learned from BTTC to inculcate
qualities and values in students by using co-curricular activities, digital tools,
evaluation methods as well as offline methods too.
I also participated in extracurriculars, for example dramatization, remedial
teaching, etc. All things learned in internship helped me to improve myself for
the betterment of my future teaching

Pooja Jain
Internship in CHM college was a different experience as the teaching level and
style was different to that of a school. When we started with VBM School, we
initially were guided by the teachers to select our units for lesson plans, observed
them taking classes, and understanding what our roles as teachers were. We got
to take substitution classes where we would sometimes team up with our fellow
student teachers and conduct some educational co-curricular activity. Handling
the naughty who liked to scribble or make noise in the zoom meeting, tested our
patience also taught us a lot about online class management. Maintaining the
enthusiasm of the class, coming up with creative ways to teach and evaluate the
students were our key takeaways. While observing our peers we learnt how
effectively and creatively they taught the class and handled the students. The
internship gave us lots of learning points that we as teachers could keep in mind
and implement in our future practice teaching lessons.

Jaffin James
I was new to a wonderful experience of practice teaching, let alone be the group
leader of an amazing and excellent team. The teachers at BTTC certainly provided
a much needed first hand help at communication with the respective college as it
enabled us as a team to function smoothly from day one itself. Guiding the team
across technical difficulties and appropriate dedication shown by us student
teachers surely have left a good impact on the institution. We look forward to
more such internships in the near future to help us refine our teaching skills,
since teaching is an art as well as a science.

Dinaz Irani
My internship experience was amazing and interesting. I was always learning
from students, teachers, peers and from my own experiences. Giving the first
lesson felt terrifying but the students were young yet so mature, I felt at ease
with them soon after. Thereafter, my students and I established a good rapport
which furthered the teaching leaning process smoothly. This was especially true
for Class 6 students. Through past experience as well as observations I saw how
students were not getting adequate chances to answer or ask, hence I decided I
would give chance to each child waiting to answer a question or ask a question.
This would help them in expressing themselves and would keep their curious
nature alive!

Ambica P. Motwani
I interned at NMT Academy and I learned a lot from my teacher.
Since the students are first generation learners here, I couldn't involve much of
the ICT tools but yes, I learned an interesting method- Story Telling and the skills
that are required for the same. Throughout my internship, this skill bloomed and
I got the confidence to teach and work with kids as I deal with adults when
teaching.

Priyal Jain
The Practice Teaching that we had done in SEM 2 gave us experience of
conducting classes online. It gave us experience of handling zoom and all the
digital tools to make our lessons more interesting. The lectures were scheduled
online that helped teacher in giving students more exposure to technology. It
was also possible to give students detailed information about a particular topic
by exposing them to Youtube videos, digital tools, etc. The only barrier was
attention of the students as they were attending their lectures from their homes
they were often disturbed by the house environment.

Priyanka Yadav
This internship has been a roller coaster ride for me right from making the lesson
plans to the feeling of butterflies in my stomach before the first lecture.
Nevertheless, it has been a very exciting and profound learning experience where
I got to learn so many things from some outstanding teachers, my amazing peers
and of course my own mistakes. I am looking forward to learn more and
experience the same excitement again in my next internship.

Krisha Panchal
The practice teaching internship has been a true learning experience. It was a
great opportunity for us to get well acquainted with the teaching-learning
environment at different schools and colleges. Delivering virtual lessons with the
help of digital teaching aids has enabled us broaden our knowledge and also
build confidence. My heartfelt gratitude to all the Teachers and Faculty at BTTC
for constant guidance and support which was a remarkable force that enabled us
to successfully complete the internship program.
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Fluttering Tricolor
Independence Day

The pandemic stopped us from meeting each other but it could not stop us
from celebrating our 74th Independence Day. On 15th August 2020, the entire
HSNC University celebrated Independence Day digitally.
The celebrations of 74th Independence Day flavoured with patriotic flavour,
zeal and zest made it an unforgettable occasion. The morning was marked
with the benign presence of the President of HSNC University Mr. Kishu
Mansukhani, Provost Dr. Niranjan Hiranandani, Vice President of HSNC
Board Mr. Anil Harish, Trustee of HSNC Board Mrs. Maya Shahani, Dr.
Hemlata Bagla, Principal of K.C College, Dr. Pooja Ramchandani Principal Of
H.R College, Dr. Bhagwan Balani Principal of Bombay Teacher’s Training
College and all the faculty members and students of HSNC University.

The programme for Independence Day began with the video performance on
‘Muskurayega India.’ This performance was presented by all the faculty
members of Bombay Teacher’s Training College. Melvina D’souza, a council
member of S.Y.B.Ed shared her insights on ‘Swatantrata Divas Ka Mahatva.’
She enlightened all of us by her splendid thoughts on Independence Day.
Dance Performances were done by the students of S.Y.B.Ed. and D.El.Ed.
Students expressed their thankfulness towards all the COVID warriors for
putting their lives in danger and continuing their service towards society.
Mask distribution glimpse was shared with us and same was presented by
students of S.Y.B.Ed. Students took part in singing and presented before us
the well-known slogans by our great leaders. Ms. Shraddha Jha played her
magic on Piano on the tune “Ye Desh Hai Veer Jawano Ka.”
Independence Day indeed had the flavours of patriotism that we could
experience on the digital platform in these trying times. The session ended
with the national anthem.

Teachers' Day
Teacher’s Day is celebrated on 5th September every year on the occasion of the birth
anniversary of India’s second President, Dr. Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan. Dr. Sarvepalli
Radhakrishnan was of the opinion that “teachers should be the best minds in the
country”. On every September 5, Teacher’s Day is celebrated all over India as an
occasion to appreciate and acknowledge the efforts and hard work of our teachers in
making us sophisticated and responsible individuals. Every year Bombay Teachers’
Training College celebrated this occasion with immense joy in the college but for the
first time it was celebrated digitally from the comfort of our homes.
The programme began with the presentation of our college profile. Dr. Mandeep
Kochar invited Ms. Ashu Sharma and Mr. Khushwant Singh for a prayer song. They sang
a beautiful prayer on Guru, a teacher. Later our esteemed guest Mrs. Maya Shahani, Mr.
Kishu Mansukhani, Dr. Kalpana Kharade, Mr. Kishore Peshori and all our Bombay
Teachers’ Training College faculty members were welcomed by our respected principal
Dr. Bhagwan Balani. He also appreciated all the students of BTTC.
On this special occasion of teacher’s day as a token of appreciation, all the teachers
who contributed towards BTTC were felicitated with awards. Dr. Kalpana Kharade was
awarded the Distinguished Educationist Award by Dr. Rajeev Jha on behalf of the
college for her wonderful work in the field of education. Dr. Raju Talreja ma’am was
facilitated by Dr. Meenakshi Lath for completing her Ph.D. Dr. Mitesh Gala was
facilitated by Dr. Lubna Mansuri for being the resource person at BTTC and his
contribution to the college. Later, Dr. Kalpana Kharade was invited to speak a few
words on receiving the prestigious award. She talked about her journey of her life till
she became a Ph.D. Guide. It was very inspirational. Later Ms. Raju Talreja expressed
her gratitude to all of us and thanked her guru (Dr. Kalpana Kharade) who was also
with us on the platform. Mr. Mitesh Gala expressed his gratitude toward the BTTC
family.
Later it was time for the result announcement of ECEP students. An amazing surprise
video was played for our dear students to announce their achievements and results. All
of them were congratulated for successfully completing the course.
The president of HSNC Board Mr. Kishu Mansukhani sir was invited to speak a few words
on the occasion of Teacher’s Day. Mrs. Maya Shahani and Mr. Kishore Peshori, Principal,
MMK College spoke a few words.

Dr. Neelu Verma announced the awards and felicitated the S.Y.B.Ed. students of batch
2019-2020. The students had worked extremely hard in all curricular and co-curricular
areas and their dedication had paid off. They were all happy to receive certificates for
all their efforts in enriching their own lives. Dr. Lubna Mansuri announced the awards
for F.Y.B.Ed. students of the batch of 2019-2020.
Prize distribution for all the competitions that took place throughout the year were
announced by Dr. Manisha Tyagi. Ms. Sapna Chhabria and Dr. Naresh Meghjrajani
announced the annual prize distribution of D.El.Ed.
Videos felicitating all the dear faculty members of the college were displayed. All the
students had created different types of videos for all the teachers paying a tribute to
their extensive work that makes each of them unique. This was done in a distinctive
way. Vote of Thanks for the programme was given by Ms. Melvina D’Souza a student of
S.Y.B.Ed. The programme ended with the National Anthem. This whole programme was
live on the Facebook page of Bombay Teachers’ Training College.
Truly an event to remember.

Republic Day Celebration
The 72nd Republic Day Celebrations were held on 26th January at the
HSNC University, Mumbai Campus. All the three constituent colleges,
that is, HR College of Commerce and Economics, KC College College of
Arts, Science and Commerce and Bombay Teachers’ Training College
jointly organized the event at the HSNC University Campus, Worli.
The band played the music and the student volunteers of NSS marched
to the flag. The flag was hoisted by the Honourable Vice Chancellor, Prof.
Dinesh Panjwani. This was followed by National Anthem.
The programme was hosted by Dr Kavita Lalchandani, Registrar, HSNC
University, Mumbai.
The Honourable Vice Chancellor, Prof. Dinesh Panjwani gave the
presidential address. The principals of all three colleges were in
attendance. The day was celebrated with national fervor.

International Women's
Day Celebration

The International Women's Day celebration was held on 12th March 2021
from 12 pm to 1 pm. The webinar began with performances of students
from Bombay Teachers' Training College. Dr. Raju Talreja eloquently
described the aim of the Women Development Cell and its various
activities.
The first talk was by Dr. Hemlata Bagla, Principal of K.C. College,
wherein she highlighted her gender-neutral upbringing and explained
how it helped her in achieving the milestones. An activity was conducted
in which students had written letters to a woman who had impacted their
life and had inspired them.
Mrs Kiran Madan, founder of Sanskar India Foundation urged all women
to go with the flow in life and be passionate and change the ‘chalta hai’
and the 'Not In My Backyard (NIMBY) mentality of society.
The next activity was displayed wherein pictures of our participants with
the most important female figures in their life was showcased.

Dr. Nupur Krishnan, Ambassador of Fit India and Director of Bio-Logics
Nutrition Clinic helped the participants focus their attention on their
physical well being and explained the importance of it.
Dr. Manisha Tyagi then shared a video on the female influence in her
life, titled “A woman of substance and sheer magic”. She dedicated this to
late Dr. (Mrs.) Mintu Sinha, ex-director of Bombay Teachers' Training
College.
Dr. Bhavna Rajpal aka The Sindhi Girl explained the term 'Feminism'
and how important it is to change the mindset of people. Dr. Bhagwan
Balani reiterated how Dr. (Mrs.) Mintu Sinha, paved the way to success
for Bombay Teachers' Training College.

Community Service FY. B. ED
Life’s most persistent and urgent question is: What are you doing for
others? – Martin Luther King
As an indispensable part of the B. ED curriculum, students The students
of Bombay Teachers’ Training College got a wonderful opportunity to
engage in Community service from 1st of April to 7th of April, 2021.
Students formed groups of 6 to 12 and approached different NGOs. Due
to the pandemic and social distancing restrictions, most of the students
volunteered online.
Three students volunteered at an NGO named Hariyali where they
conducted various nature related activity such as Learning about Bio
composting, de-weeding, planting saplings, watering the plants, learning
about silk-cotton, soaking Apta Ashoka, Cotton and Areca seeds, transfer
of saplings from bed to bags, mulching and so on.
Two groups of 6 and 8 students each volunteered at Sanskar India
Foundation who has a long standing association with BTTC. These
students created digital learning content on various topics such as Covid
19 guidelines, Tourism Pollution, Soil Erosion, Water Pollution, World
Health Day, Van Mahotsav, Green Economy, World Earth Day, World
Wildlife Day, E-waste and Recycling of e-waste, Carbon Footprints etc.
They also created DIY videos on mask making, making bag from old TShirt, seed paper making, kitchen gardening, paper bags etc.

Another group of 5 students volunteered at SankalpTaru Foundation,
Dehradun where they created content for online campaigning, blog
writing and virtual sessions on topics like How to make organic colours
with flowers, How to make fruit candy from solar drying, Homemade
Compost, Best out of waste, Life without Plastic etc.
A large group of 12 students volunteered at Bright Spark, Chandigarh
where they created digital learning content and delivered virtual sessions
on topics such as, English: Vocabulary building, Story telling, Science:
parts of body, Primary and secondary colours, Environment education:
Water, Water Pollution, Geography: Solar System, Parts of Plants, First
Aid, Food and Caring of Animals, Origami, Science Experiments and teh
likes.
One group of 4 students worked with Human Server Multipurpose
Organization Chembur and conducted various activities with children,
like- Thought of the day., Yoga session, Names of the months, Taught
tables and simple mathematical operations, Addition and Subtraction
sums, Number counting from 1-50, Revision of the days of the week,
English Vocabulary building etc.
Six students in a group volunteered at The Save Movement where they
attended discussions and training on What is the Climate Save Movement
and what do they do.
Intersections of consent within human and non- human animal
interactions and systemic oppression, Awareness Programme on Climate
Change by Avantika Mathur and Nayan Agarwal, Discussion Round on
Climate Change moderated by Ms. Avantika Mathur and Ms. Nayan
Agarwal, General discussion on Sustainability and how a sustainable
lifestyle can be lived, Introduction to and discussion on Diversity, Equity
and Intersectionality by Ms. Aprajita Ashish, General discussion on the
myth that vegans aren’t as strong as Non-vegetarian and the likes.
The last group of 5 students volunteered at Cheshire Home, Mumbai.
They conducted activities like uprooting weeds, planting trees in the
garden, cleaning, arranging hand bags, sweeping, picking up dry
leaves,punching papers, cleaning office space, doing documentation work
and so on.

Community Service SY. B. ED
“Remember that the happiest people are not those getting more, but those
giving more.”
― H. Jackson Brown Jr.
Community service week for the SY. B. EDs began on the 1st of April and
ended on the 7th of April. It is an integral part of the B. ED. Curriculum
that helps students sensitize themselves towards the society and need to
give back to the society in some form or the other.
As the pandemic was still going strong in the early months of the year, the
students came up with an idea to serve the community through a
different way. They decided to create videos and post them on their
respective YouTube channels. This was an individual project opportunity
for students.
Two options were suggested. One was to either make a video on one
career or make videos explaining two full chapters in your pedagogy.
Thirty three students took up career guidance as community service
where they identified the career they wanted to undertake for the video
and then did thorough research on it. The students came up with various
careers such as Criminology, Cinematography, Fashion Designing, Indian
Army Officer, Indian Administrative Services, Wine Sommelier, MBBS,
MBA, Journalism etc. In the video they provided various aspects of a
career such as scope, criteria, advantages, disadvantages and so on.
The students enjoyed working towards contributing towards community
development during the pandemic through their small projects.

Community Service SY. B. ED
Another group of students, 7 in number, took up making videos in
relation to content in their pedagogy. Many of the students took up
subjects like Science, Math and English of various standards and boards.
In their YouTube video they explained the content in great detail.
Two Students also collaborated with organisations named Ashadaan and
Varista respectively, for giving their services to the community.
These videos are not only accessible to general public that includes those
who may not be having access to education or to career guidance or
counselling. The Students put in great efforts and creativity to come out
with wonderful ideas to make their community service more interesting
and rewarding.

Learning to Teach in
Inclusive Environment
A Project work Report on ADAPT
Bombay Teacher’s Training College is popularly known as a pioneer
institute in training and teaching future teachers with no stone left
unturned. The college has a legacy of giving great teachers to the society
which continues even today with the same enthusiasm. The students are
not only trained in teaching but also prepared for future by involving and
training them with 21st century skills. With pandemic making an overall
shift in the education structure, the students are well equipped to deal
with the current situation. Along with shaping the overall personalities of
its students, the college also caters to the well-being of the society by
giving students the opportunity to serve the society by way of community
services.
In one such initiative of the college to get its students equipped with a
special kind of training in order to deal with differently abled students,
Bombay Teacher’s Training College collaborated with ADAPT and
introduced us to a course which was in relation to our semester 4 paper
‘INCLUSIVE EDUCATION’. ADAPT, formerly The Spastics Society of
India, was founded by Dr. Mithu Alur in 1972. They work towards
creating an inclusive, disability-friendly nation, from inclusive education
to inclusive employment.
Due to the pandemic situation we had to take up this course in online
mode, otherwise we would have got a chance for some hands-on
experience with differently abled students. But our Vice Principal and
our subject teacher for Inclusive Education, Dr. Mandeep Kaur Kochar
guided us time to time and explained in detail about various disabilities
and different learning styles which really helped us. For this course with
had a full-time co-ordinator Ms. Archana from ADAPT, who gave us an
overview of the course and supported us.

As this was an add on course for the students of Bombay Teachers'
Training College, the students were required to learn remotely as per
their speed and pace. The Course was for 5 weeks. The students had to
login and start the course to earn the certificate, which was provided to
students towards the end after completion of the course. the course had
all the necessary resources which were already published and uploaded
on the website, after going through the resources the students had to
complete assignments and answer some questions.
In week one, Dr. Mithu Allur, gave us brief introduction of the course and
the organization. There was another video by Dr. Shabnam Rangwala
who talked about treatment and therapy. We were introduced to socio –
emotional development with a video by Dr. Mrs. Rekha Vijaykar. We also
learned about understanding the exclusion of children with disability
(especially children with cerebral palsy) from regular schools.
In week two, we were involved in an activity known as experiencing
disability. With this we were made aware of different disabilities. We
were also taught the meaning, vision, principles, pros and cons of
inclusive education. The video also focused on barriers and difficulties in
inclusive education.
In week three we learnt and pondered on the feasible solutions to remove
the barriers and how to bridge the gap of communication. In week four
we were taught with practical exposure on how deal with students in the
classroom setting. For week five we were asked to write down own
experiences with exclusion and inclusion.
Overall, the course was very enriching and with the expert and
professional person training us, It made the experience even more
impactful.

Extension Work
with DLLE
The Department of Lifelong Learning and Extension (DLLE) was established on
October 12, 1978. It has been recognized as a Statutory Department and one of the
authorities of the University of Mumbai since 1994 to promote a meaningful and
sustained rapport between the University and the community.
It functions under the Board for Lifelong Learning and Extension to create skilled and
learned human power through its various degree level programmes and skills
development programmes. The Board of Lifelong Learning and Extension has the duty
to create synergy at policy as well as operative level between various teaching, research
and development institutions, various regional and national bodies and governmental
agencies in the domain of lifelong learning, value education and life skills for senior
citizens apart from other duties given under the Act.
“Empowerment should mean that women gain the ability to challenge and combat their
oppression. In practice, it has come to mean marginally improving their material
circumstances.” —Kate Cronin-Furman.
Bombay Teachers’ Training College took up Women Survey- Women Empowerment as
our project for extension work under the guidance of Dr. Manisha Tyagi and Student
Managers Ms. Zubia Shaikh and Ms. Heli Sadhani. Bombay Teachers’ Training College
aimed to work on this project to motivate and develop women, promote their
participation in all areas and sectors, build stronger economies, improve their quality of
life, propagate gender equality, assist them in making their own decisions and make
them independent in all aspects.
The class was divided into groups and were assigned various issues like physical abuse,
sexual assault, abuse of domestic workers (women) at work place, health hazards caused
due to lack of sanitation and elderly women neglected by their children. Teams
conducted the survey and provided guidance to women. While conducting the survey
we tried to empower them with the help of one-to-one interaction. The groups worked
on solutions and measures on the designated issue.
In the second year the teams worked on the findings of research done in the previous
year and mention government policies, international policies, NGO’s etc that worked
towards empowering women about their rights and duties. The teams prepared leaflet
on the same as well.
Hence, this programme was very important to uplift the women keeping in mind
various issues and problems faced by them.

Parents Teachers Meet
The Parents Teachers meet of Bombay Teachers’ Training College took
place on 8th August 2020. The meeting took place on zoom platform.
This was the very first time that the parents interacted with the teachers
online. The meeting started by a welcome note by Dr. Manisha Tyagi to
the parents. Later, the college prayer was played to seek the blessing of
almighty.
Principal Dr. Bhagwan Balani gave an introductory speech and welcomed
the parents. He told that this meet was held in order to interact with the
parents. He remarked that the teacher training programme was changing
as the students cannot visit the college or schools for practice teaching so
they had to manage through online medium.
He said that the students were working very hard to learn new
technologies and exploring new platforms to conduct the classes. He told
the parents about the outcomes of students learning in the last five
months. He mentioned that the teachers are also working hard to train
students. He mentioned that with the help of students the college
organized many webinars and those webinars are available on the
college’s YouTube channel. He also mentioned that BTTC had become a
constituent college of HSNC University. He stated that the students
would prepare videos and upload them on YouTube to create their digital
footprints and would also be shared with the school teachers for their
reference.
He said that it was an important day in order to applaud the students for
the work done by them. He asked what the parents were expecting from
the college and from the teachers. He wanted suggestions from the
parents for better learning of the students. He said that the students
should not only aim for a job as a teacher but also setup their own
identity. Later, the session was handed over to Ms Shraddha Jha. She told
the parents to switch on their camera so that some memorable pictures
would be clicked with them. The B.Ed students put up a presentation
showcasing their journey at BTTC. The presentation consisted of all the
activities that were undertaken at the college. The first one was the
morning musing, meditation and yoga.

Next, was the Centre for Cultural Resource and Training (CCRT). In this
the students represented different states and their cultures. Following
that was the BTTC week which was the yearly college festival which was
held by the college for its students. Many events took place during this
week. Inter-college dance competition, inter-collegiate personality
contest,
inter-school
poetry
competition,
inter-school
painting
completion, to name a few.
Next was the internship experience of the students who visited different
school for internships. Followed by that was the community services
were the students visited different NGOs and worked with them for a
week
The next showcase was the different workshops and seminars conducted at
the college and those in collaboration with other colleges and University of
Mumbai. The students not only took part Iv various competitions held by K.
C. Law College, K. C. College, etc.
The students not only confined themselves to the local or national level but
also made an International mark through the Global Dialogue Foundation.
The college magazine was also published online. Later, Ms. Dianne Gonsalves
spoke about the achievements of the students. The presentation of B.Ed.
students ended with a glimpse of all the students of the class.
Later, the students of D.EL.ED. showcased their journey. The students
highlighted the yoga workshop conducted by the college for the students at
the Kaivalyadham, Mumbai. They spoke about their experiences with regards
to CCRT, BTTC week and Community work with various NGOs, sports day
and lastly their internship experience at various schools.

That was followed by an interactive session was conducted where parents
and the teachers conversed. The parents were delighted by the work done
by the college. All the parents were in praises for the college. The
Teachers and the Principal assured the parents that good work will
continue in the future. Later, all the teachers spoke and gave their
impressions about the students. The teachers also praised the hard
working and enthusiastic students they had.
At the end the parents filled a feedback form for the parent teachers
meeting. The parents were overwhelmed by the presentation of the B. Ed.
and D. El. Ed students. Parents were satisfied by the activities conducted
by the college. A lot of parents felt that the BTTC college has explored
true potential of their children/ wards. A lot of. Parents noted that their
ward had sufficient provisions of technological accessories at home for
their online lessons however they preferred offline education to online
one.
The Parents Teachers meet ended with a formal vote of thanks by Dr.
Mandeep Kochar after which the National Anthem was played.

International Dance Day
International Dance Day was celebrated on the birth anniversary of Jean
Georges Noveree and the significance of this day is that people from
different ethnic groups come together to one common language- Dance.
Our day started with the college prayer. The introductory speech started
with greetings to Dr. Bhagwan Balani, faculty members and students. It
also included the importance of dance in our lives and how dance can be a
mood changer.
Later a small tribute video was played for the Covid-19 warriors who have
been helping the country during this difficult situation with the best that
they can give. The Covid-19 warriors have been sacrificing their lives to
serve us. Following that was a brief introduction given by Dr Manisha
Tyagi for the COVID-19 warriors.
The Folk dances of the various regions were performed by the
participants. Dr. Bhagwan Balani had performed on the Sindhi folk dance
named “Hoojamalo music”. There was Sindhi folk dance performed by
Ms. Ambica P Motwani and Ms. Ginni Khatwani. The songs taken by them
were “Jhulelal and Hojamalo” song respectively. The next performance
was a Maharashtrian folk dance Lavni performed by Ms. Pratiksha Sawant
on the song named “Kashi mi jau mathurechya baajari” .
Followed by that was a Gujrati folk dance. Ms. Vidhi Shah performed a
graceful and energetic Dandiya dance. The song taken was “Vaagyo re
dhol”. Next came the trio of Ms. Suchi Dedhia, Ms. Krisha Panchal, Ms.
Komal Kotadia who performed the famous garba dance of Gujrat. The
songs taken were the combination of “Ho Rang Rasiya” and “Pethal Pur
Ma”.
Followed by a traditional Rajasthani folk dance performed by Ms. Priyal
Jain on the famous song of Rajasthan that is “Ghoomar”, Ms. Damini
Vengurlekar performed the magnificent “Bharat Natyam” with smooth
and gentle movements. Lastly Ms. Kinjal Jain performed a overwhelming
contemporary dance on the song “Makhna”. Through the folk dances we
understood that though there are many different cultures, religions, castes
and language but we all are always together in any situation.

After all the elegant performances by the lovely participants Ms. Ambica P.
Motwani shared her inputs on how she enjoys dancing. Dr. Manisha Tyagi
shared how she enjoys dancing in every situation and from the past so many
years she has been engaged in dancing.
Further, Dr. Rajeev I. Jha gave a brief explanation on how he is closely
connected to dance and he stated that he dances for Natraj and Nathan. Dr.
Bhagwan Balani shared his input on dance. Post that there were some
reviews shared by Dr. Neelu Verma, Dr. Meenakshi Lath, Dr. Mandeep
Kochar, Dr. M . A. Ansari, Dr. Priya Pillai and Ms. Sapna Chhabria.
The students then shared their opinions about dance. A short and beautiful
poem 'Peace within' was recited by Ms. Pratiksha Sawant which was written
by Ms. Fatema Jetpurawala that described how dancing gives peace to a
person. There was an extraordinary dance performed by Ms. Aarti Pandey
and Ms. Jaishree Rathi that was very relatable to the current scenario.
There’s a proverb that ‘ACTION SPEAKS LOUDER THAN WORDS' and
that is what their performance did. Important messages hidden were to
WEAR YOUR MASK, MAINTAIN SOCIAL DISTANCING, WASH YOU
HANDS FREQUENTLY AND GET VACCINATED. Indeed it was a very
clear message for following the rules to stop the spread of the COVID-19.
Dr. Bhagwan Balani then gave a brief conclusion to the event with
appreciation given to the faculty, committee members and the participants.
He also congratulated us on completing the event successfully. Lastly the
formal vote of thanks was given by Ms. Fatema Jetpurawala. The event
concluded with the Nation Anthem.

Virtual Heritage Walk
The Virtual Heritage walk began with Dr. Raju Talreja welcoming all the
students. As the Virtual Heritage Walk started, Ms. Zubiya Shaikh and Ms.
Salsabeel Shaikh of SY. B. ED played the role of tour guides and Ms. Gazal
Sharma, Ms. Pratiksha Sawant and Ms. Fatema Jetpurwala of FY. B. ED played
the tourists.
They started from Chhatrapati Shivaji Maharaj Terminus followed by the
BMC office opposite the Terminus, where the tour guides explaining the
Indo-Saracenic architectural form and High Victorian Gothic style of
architecture.
They then toured the Rajabai clock tower which is situated in Mumbai
University campus, Fort. Post that they got a glimpse of the Asiatic Society of
Mumbai, The Jahangir Art Gallery and Kala Ghoda.
Following that, tourists got a tour of the Orthodox Jewish Synagogue- Knesset
Eliyahu Synagogue, an example of neo-Classical architecture. The interior of
the synagogue was mesmerizing. Followed by the Synagogue they toured the
Chhatrapati Shivaji Maharaj Vastu Sangrahalaya, previously known as the
Price of Wales Museum, Fort.
Lastly, they saw two more heritage sites, the Taj Mahal Palace and the
Gateway of India from which they took a to and fro ferry ride. Although the
heritage walk was virtual, it was fun and we managed to catch glimpses of
aerial views of the places on the map with the help of Google Earth.
Dr. Manisha Tyagi spoke about how under usual conditions this walk would
be conducted offline where students would get the real exposure to heritage
sites around the college, however under these special circumstances it was
being held virtually.

International Sindhi Language Day
On 10th April, 2021, the Sindhi Sangat Club-H.R. College Of Commerce
And Economics, Kishinchand Chellaram College & Bombay Teachers’
Training College celebrated International Sindhi Language Day as
Language is the RoadMap of a Culture. The day was celebrated with Joy
and Pride.
The Chief Guest for this event was Dr. Ram Jawahrani. The Guest of
Honour was Shri Kishu Mansukhani. The special guest was the Provost,
HSNC University and Trustee HSNC Board, Dr. Niranjan Hiranandani.
Other special guests Shri Anil Harish and Smt Maya Shahani, Trustee
HSNC Board, were also present.
The event began with introductions of the dignitaries. They emphasised
that Sindhi should be promoted and the youth should be encouraged to
take up courses, converse in Sindhi and stay connected. Chief guest Dr
Ram Jawhrani in his address congratulated the three colleges and the
board and the University.
In the year 1967, Sindhi was officially recognised in the constitution. Few
activities organised by the colleges were appreciated for promotion of
Sindhi. For spreading and popularising the language, he enlisted the
importance of learning Sindhi in Arabic and Devnagri scripts. He
highlighted that Sindhi is ancient culture. Today's youth should not feel
that Sindhi cannot be learnt. Sindhi can be learnt in a week's time. The
virtual platform acts as a catalyst for spread of the culture. Contribution
of sindhis in all fields was acknowledged.
Drishika Advani entertained the gathering
by singing Sindhi songs. Quiz was
conducted to assess awareness about
Sindhi culture. Programme ended with
the pallav.

WEBINARS
AND
WORKSHOPS

Webinar Series 7: Two week
Faculty Development Series
for School Teachers

Innovation in the school system is
doing things differently, effectively
and using different strategies in
teaching. One should be open to
different changes. Mrs. Srivastava
spoke about ‘A Dual Approach and
Congruence Model.’ She talked
about conceiving and exploring
innovative ideas from the core by
breaking old thinking patterns,
designing new ideas and defining
new purposes that can lead to
success. She concluded her session
by stating “develop an idea even if it
fails, experiment, try again and deal
with changes and the world will
change.”

DAY 1
SESSION 1

Session 1 of the two-week FDP was
held on 20th July 2020 from 11:30
am to 1:30 pm The topic for the
day
was
'Winning
through
Innovations' The resource person
was Mrs. Mani Srivastava and the
moderator was Dr. Lubna Mansuri.
Dr. Mani Srivastava commenced
by stating that “Innovation is the
key to Success.” In a school set up
Innovation means a process or tool
or an approach that is new to the
organization, that changes the core
work of teaching and learning
process leading to new capabilities.

Webinar Series 7: Two week
Faculty Development Series
for School Teachers

DAY 2
SESSION 2

Session 2 of the two-week FDP was held on 21st July 2020 from
11:30 am to 1:30 pm. The topic for the day was 'Making of Digital
Lesson Using Videos and Video Editing'. The resource person was
Dr. Prakash Pitroda and the moderator was Dr. Manisha Tyagi. Dr.
Prakash Pitroda stated the qualities of a good teacher. He began with
the very first aspect of a lesson plan, i.e., Set Induction. He
demonstrated the use of images and videos to successfully carry out
set-induction. To create the body of the lesson plan he
demonstrated the use of PowerPoint presentation. He also
demonstrated adding audio file to a PowerPoint slide.
He introduced the simplest technique of downloading videos from
YouTube by simply adding ‘ss’ to the weblink which proves to be
quite useful. Video editing tools like Movavi and Filmora were
introduced. Testmoz, Kahoot and Google Classroom as evaluation
tools were demonstrated.

Webinar Series 7: Two week
Faculty Development Series
for School Teachers

DAY 3
SESSION 3

Session 3 of the two-week FDP was held on 22nd July 2020 from
11:30 am to 1:30 pm The topic for the day was 'Making of Digital
Lesson Using Videos and Video Editing: Part II.' The resource
person for the day was Dr. Mitesh Gala, an alumnus of Bombay
Teachers’ Training College while the moderator was Dr. Neelu
Verma.
Dr. Mitesh Gala stated that “Technology will not replace
Teachers but those who do not use it optimally.” The role of
videos in the teaching-learning process to keep the students
engaged was emphasized. Many technological tools were
illustrated such as Videoscribe, Animaker app, Robocompass,
Adobe Premier, Windows Movie Maker, Bandicam. Various tips
and tricks for ease of use of such tools were covered in this
session.

Webinar Series 7: Two
week Faculty Development
Series for School Teachers

DAY 4
SESSION 4

Session 4 of the two-week FDP was held on 23rd July 2020 from 11:30 am
to 1:30 pm The topic for the day was ‘Innovative Pedagogies’. The
resource person for the day Ms. Aruna Mundiyath, an Alumna of
Bombay Teachers' Training College and the moderator was Dr. Priya
Pillai. She stated “When educating the minds of our youth, you must not
forget to educate their hearts.” It was explained that ‘school’ plays a very
important role in the life of an individual.
She further explained that a teacher must resort to innovative techniques
so as to keep the school environment holistic. The importance of
Collaboration, Critical Analysis and Critical Thinking in school
environment was emphasised. Inquiry Based Learning (IBL) and steps
involved in it were explained. Further, Interdisciplinary approach was
explained. Emphasis was laid on setting measurable and small goals.
Qualities of students were stated and the teachers role in developing
those were enlisted.

Webinar Series 7: Two week
Faculty Development Series
for School Teachers

DAY 5
SESSION 5

Session 5 of the two-week FDP was held on 25th July 2020 from 11:30
am to 1:30 pm. The topic for the day was ‘Exploring the Realms of
Scientific Temper through Astronomy’. The resource person for the
day was Mr. Sarosh Baria and the moderator was Dr. Rajeev I. Jha. The
session commenced with an activity. He asked profound questions such
as “What can be done to make our students critical thinkers?"
"How can they become nation builders?” He explained various aspects
of astronomy such as lunar and solar eclipse, the contributions of
Islamic scientists and astronomers to science. He stated the fact around
which the majority of the session through astronomy revolved, which
was, ‘when the population of a specific country encourages scientific
temper, the nation is more advanced, successful, developed and stable.’

Webinar Series 7: Two week
Faculty Development Series
for School Teachers

DAY 6
SESSION 6

Session 6 of the two-week FDP was held on 27th July 2020 from 11:30 am
to 1:30 pm. The topic for the day was ‘Engaging, Enabling, Evolving a
Blended Learning Approach.’ The resource person for the day was Dr.
Lubna Mansuri and the moderator was Dr. Raju Talreja. The session
focused on constructivism, cooperative and collaborative learning where
brief explanations on all the three aspects were given and it was
emphasized that 21st Century education is all about cooperation and
collaboration.
An understanding of Blended Learning Approach was given which
included the use of traditional classroom teaching methods together with
use of online learning. She suggested that research proved that this
approach can increase the ability of the students to be creative, to learn
creatively, enhanced their higher order thinking skills, enhanced
learning and life skills, opportunity for collaboration, increased
flexibility. Demonstration of Web Quest – a 21st Century tool along with
its history, steps involved and its guiding principle was done.

Webinar Series 7: Two week
Faculty Development Series
for School Teachers

DAY 7
SESSION 7

Session 7 of the two-week FDP was held on 28th July 2020 from 11:30
am to 1:30 pm. The topic for the day was ‘Energetic Yoga for
Wellbeing’. The resource person for the day was Dr. Manisha Tyagi,
faculty of Bombay Teachers’ Training College and the moderator was
Dr. Mandeep Kochar. She explained the importance of yoga in daily
life, especially during pandemic times. It was emphasised that one
must make health his/ her priority. Presented were some reports on
Medical Science and Yoga by The Harvard Medical School, WHO etc.
Eight Limbs of Yoga and Five Social Ethics were discussed. A detailed
review on the benefits of the Yoga i.e., well-being, concentration,
balance, meditation, flexibility, strength, relaxation were listed.
Furthermore, she further presented her own PPF-WAPMS Tool Box of
Energy, which includes prayers, positive affirmation, food, water,
asanas, pranayama, mudras/meditation and sleep which she personally
felt would be very beneficial to put into practice. Details of pranayama
and mudras were illustrated to boost and balance energy.

Webinar Series 7: Two week
Faculty Development Series
for School Teachers

DAY 8
SESSION 8

Session 8 of the two-week FDP was held on 29th July 2020 from
11:30 am to 1:30 pm. The topic for the day was ‘Bringing Life to
Work: Keeping Mental and Emotional Health Intact.’ The resource
person for the day was Dr. Neelu Verma, faculty of Bombay
Teachers’ Training College and the moderator was Dr. M. A. Ansari.
Challenges faced with online learning by teachers and students,
opportunities and benefits of e-learning was elaborated.
She explained how online learning affects us leading to excessive
stress, emotional and mental imbalance and further discussed the
same. Tips were given about how one could manage work from
home, ways to maintain mental, emotional and physical wellness.
To destress and reduce anxiety, we were asked to spend time in
nature, stay away from mindless activities such as mindless eating,
scrolling and imbibe a shift towards mindfulness.

Webinar Series 7: Two week
Faculty Development Series
for School Teachers

DAY 9
SESSION 9

Session 9 of the two-week FDP was held on 30th July 2020 from
11:30 am to 1:30 pm. The topic for the day was ‘How to Use Google
Forms in Education.’ The resource person for the day was Dr. Priya
Pillai, Librarian of Bombay Teachers’ Training College and the
moderator was Ms. Sapna Chhabria.
The resource person shared an overview of Google Forms and gave
a brief history of its evolution over the years. An explanation was
given as to how one can use google form for educational purposes
and as an activity tool in the classroom applications such as
surveys, feedback, assessment, research, parent data, flipped
classroom, spelling test, and digital assignment submission.
A demonstration of Google forms was given where each step was
explained in detail. She also illustrated how to add images and
videos, spelling tests, audio test, certificates etc. to the Google Form
with help of add-ons.

Webinar Series 7: Two week
Faculty Development Series
for School Teachers

DAY 10
SESSION 10

Session 10 of the two-week FDP was held on 31th July 2020 from 11:30 am
to 1:30 pm. The topic for the day was 'ICT Tools for Virtual Classrooms.’
The resource person for the day was Dr. Rajeev I. Jha, faculty of Bombay
Teachers' Training College and the moderator was Mr. Naresh. Dr. Rajeev
I. Jha demonstrated Google Classrooms, showed its many features and
briefly spoke about Classtools.net and Venn Diagrams.
Next, his ‘Star Presenters’ demonstrated various tools. Ms. Pooja Gala
demonstrated the tool Jamboard which she explained was a digital
whiteboard having necessary tools and could also be used as a
brainstorming tool by students and teachers. Ms. Nikita Soni
demonstrated Mind map using the Wondershare and Mindmeister to
make flowcharts that are simple and easy to remember. Ms. Dhara Shah
put forth her work on Edpuzzle. She discussed the various features about
this assessment-centred tool. Ms. Ritika Makhija illustrated Kahoot, an
assessment centered application for conducting quizzes and puzzles for
the students. The Valedictory session was carried on by Dr. M. A. Ansari
and Ms. Sapna Chhabria.

Webinar 8: Power of Music
This Webinar was organized on
16th
August,
2020
in
collaboration with M.M.K. College
and BIAP. Mr. Deepak Watwani
was the moderator of the session
and Mr. Roshan Mansukhani was
the resource person. He spoke
about acceptance of the pandemic
and the lockdown situation that
all individuals were facing. He
further added that music could be
used as therapy. He commenced
with an activity of maintaining
silence for five minutes with
closed eyes and then he played a
musical tune.
He explained
music therapy by giving an
illustration
and
asked
the
audience to not stick to just one
genre of music. He interacted and
asked people about music they
listen to, to which he was given
diverse responses. He said that
therapy
is
“reconnecting
to
yourself".

He asked the participants to
reach out to parents, friends or
even counsellors, if there are
stressors in their life. He talked
about
removing
the
communication gap.
Conversation about many a
profound questions took place.
He asked us to respect ourselves
and love ourselves. He stressed
upon
having
hobbies
and
respecting our mind and body.
He rightfully said “we blindly
trust the world but we don’t trust
our own selves.” He motivated us
to keep trying different genres
of music throughout the day in
moderation and with frequent
breaks. He reiterated taking 20
minutes out of 24 hours to keep
those moments to reconnect to
ourselves and as ‘me time’. He
further
expressed
“Change
expectations into acceptance.”

Webinar 9: Let's Talk Etiquette

Bombay Teachers' Training College organized a webinar on the
topic ‘Let’s Talk Etiquette’ with the Resource person, Ms.
Yogeeta Borkar. It was held on 7th August 2020 from 10:30 am
to 12:30 pm. The moderator was Dr. Rajeev Jha. Mr. Arbaaz
Shaikh introduced the Resource person.
The key takeaways of the session were art of creating the right
‘first impression’, concept and elements of social etiquette, key
etiquette tips to carry ourselves gracefully with dignity and
confidence and finally the benefits of etiquette to enhance our
personality and stand out in social and professional arenas.

Webinar 10: Improvisation in times of
Uncertainty- Online Study Circle
Kapila Khandwala College of Education and Bombay Teachers’
Training College jointly organized an online Study Circle on
11th September, 2020 from 7 pm to 9 pm. The session was
facilitated by Dr. Gopal Midha, University of Virginia, USA. The
webinar focused on how one can improvise in an educational
setting. A quick ‘I think I will shave my head’ Improvisation
exercise was conducted followed by a discussion on the topic of
Improvisation.
Improvisation
is
often
unscripted
and
spontaneous. The facilitator quoted “Our scenes of our lives are
to a great extent improvised.”
An exercise on improvisation was done by 3 participants.
Concept of improvisation, reflection in action and reflection on
action in an educational setting was explained. The topic of
collaboration and Improvisation was also dealt with. He focused
on how one could have better dialogues and improvise oneself
especially during a time of uncertainty. He gave an example and
emphasized how even during the pandemic, instead of working
on skills and qualities an individual must possess in times like
these, one still keeps going back to set patterns of assessment
and teaching, which he said must be changed. He asked one and
all to bring in improvisations in their lives.

Webinar 11: Instructional Strategies of
Robert Marzano
The webinar was organized on 12th September, 2020. The Chief
Guest was Dr. Ritu Uppal, the resource person was Ms. Sheetal
Chhabria. The session was moderated by Ms. Sapna Chhabria.
The resource person spoke about the nine instructional strategies
that can be used by teachers. Strategy 1 was to Identify
Similarities and Differences. It can help break down complex
concepts into easier parts. Strategy 2 was Summarising and Note
Taking. It is where one decides which materials are important and
which one to prioritize.
Strategy 3 was Reinforcing Effort and Providing Recognition. She
stressed on using symbolic recognition.
Strategy 4 was Homework and Practice. She said homework
should be debriefed, have minimum involvement of parents and
have a purpose.
Strategy 5 was Non Linguistic Representation which is knowledge
in visual form. One must use linguistic and non linguistic
representations.
Strategy 6 was Cooperative Learning among Students.
Strategy 7 was Setting Objectives and Providing Feedback. Lesson
plans are the objectives and results and reports, certificate and
rewards, rubrics are forms of feedback.
Strategy 8 was to Generate and Test Hypotheses. It is where
students are applying the knowledge and information they have.
Strategy 9 was Questions Cues and Advanced Organisers which
proves to be effective if presented before the learning experience.
KWL charts, concept search, dictionary etc.

Webinar Series 12: BTTC one-week
Faculty Development Program
Theme: Emerging pedagogies for the
21st century

Session 1 of the one-week FDP was held on 19th October 2020
from 11 am to 1pm. The topic of the session was ‘engage with
drama and teach with joy.’ Resource persons were Ms. Tasneem
Fatehi, Ms. Kriti Tiwary and Ms. Srividya Srinivas and the
moderator was Dr. Lubna Mansuri.
The session elucidated the importance of theatre in teaching and
explained that theatre is a powerful learning medium. Some
games and exercises which can be used in the classrooms e.g.,
‘five fingers’, ‘on the spot’ and ‘teacher in role’. The importance
of the mental wellbeing of the teachers was explained and to help
with that she did a small exercise with the participants called
‘Draw your feelings out’ or ‘today I feel’.

Webinar Series 12: BTTC one-week
Faculty Development Program
Theme: Emerging pedagogies for the
21st century
Session 2 of the one-week FDP was held on 20th October 2020 from 11
am to 1 pm. The topic of the session was ‘Metamorphosis’ and the
resource person was Ms. Azmin Zubin Vania The moderator was Dr.
Neelu Verma. She explained how examination is not the only thing
which is important for students' future but experience and knowledge
also goes along. The resource person conducted an online poll where she
asked everyone to select importance of examination, formative
assessment etc.
Further tips were given which teachers should use while teaching which
will help students to be focused such as using different teaching
techniques. She also enumerated characteristics of teachers in 2 different
groups, one that helps us explore and the next that simply states the
difference between right and wrong. She emphasised on co-curricular
activities and that knowledge alone will never help anyone to grow or
develop but experience and the will to try something new will.

Webinar Series 12: BTTC one-week
Faculty Development Program
Theme: Emerging pedagogies for the
21st century
Session 3 of the one-week FDP was held on 21st October 2020 from 11 am
to 1 pm. The topic of the session was ‘The Power of Story Telling in
Education’. The resource person was Ms. Priyanka Babbar and the
moderator was Dr. Manisha Tyagi. She explained the importance of
storytelling and how we can remove barriers in the society by it.
She explained with the help of an activity how we should treat every
individual equally without any bias. She spoke about various issues in the
society and how to address them through storytelling. With the help of
various activities explained the power of storytelling in education.

Webinar Series 12: BTTC one-week
Faculty Development Program
Theme: Emerging pedagogies for the
21st century
Session 4 of the one-week FDP was held on 22nd October 2020 from 11
am to 1 pm. The topic of the session ‘Project based learning’. The
resource person was Ms. Mahera Goel and the moderator was Dr. Rajeev
I. Jha. She mentioned project-based learning is like healthy cooking. She
also mentioned that teachers or presenters are curators.
Just like a museum hires an excellent curator to ensure that piles of
artifacts are compiled and presented, a teacher or a presenter compiles
information and tries to formulate patterns in order to support cognition
of the children. She differentiated between a project and project-based
learning. She went on to further explain project and project-based
learning with the help of flash cards and many videos were used to
explain various components of the session.

Webinar Series 12: BTTC one-week
Faculty Development Program
Theme: Emerging pedagogies for the
21st century
Session 5 of the one-week FDP
was held on 23rd October 2020
from 11:00 am to 1:00 pm. The
topic of the day was ‘Enabling
self-expression in the classroom.’
The resource person for the day
was Ms. Ninoshka D’silva and the
moderator was Dr. Raju Talreja.
She spoke about how selfexpression plays an important
role in our life and to deal with
the problems and stresses of daily
life. She did many activities and
exercises on self- expression
verbally and through actions such
as PIN, Neck Stretches, Sound and
Breathing, Object Theatre, Drama
Games, Umm..Ah Challenge and
Monologuewhich
was
a
profound activity in which she
spoke two lines on a boy who feels
unloved and told the participants
to play the role of the character
and continue the story in a small
paragraph. Then she told them to
express their stress through ‘let us
measure
our
stress’
activity.
Lastly, she highlighted how these
activities will help the students in
education.

Webinar Series 12: BTTC one-week
Faculty Development Program
Theme: Emerging pedagogies for the
21st century

Session 6 of the one-week FDP was
held on 24th October 2020 from 11
am to 1 pm. The topic for the day
was ‘Drama in Online Education.’
The keynote speaker for Day 6 was
Ms.
Angela
George
and
the
moderator was Dr. M.A. Ansari.
The
speaker
highlighted
how
important it was to make the
students comfortable with online
learning.
She
emphasized
the
importance of emotional check-in
and how she spends the first five
minutes of her class by just talking
to the students about anything. A
dance
along
activity
boosted
everyone’s mood. It was explained
about how virtual meetings are
“modern seances”, where half the
time goes in just asking students if
they can hear you.

In a poll about problems faced in
online education, the major hurdle
discovered was the attention span of
students. Emphasis was laid on how
important it was for teachers to
work
harder
and
smarter
to
improve student participation in
online
classrooms.
A
concept
named
Sketch
Notes
was
introduced. It was explained how
one can incorporate Drama in
Online Education. Agentic learning
was also introduced as an emerging
pedagogy. This was followed by the
Valedictorian session. It was overall
a very fruitful 6-day Faculty
Development Programme.

WEBINAR
SERIES 13

Webinar Series 13: Talkfest on
Edupreneurship

The Webinar was held on 3rd
November 2020 from 11:00 am to
12:30 pm. Moderator was Dr. Neelu
Verma. The topic of the day was
'Edupreneurship'. To give us an
insight and explain the true meaning
of Edupreneurship, we had on our
panel Mrs. Lina Ashar and Mr. Agnelo
Rajesh Athaide. Mr. Agnelo stressed
upon
the
new
term
PassionPreneurship where driving force is
the attainment of goal, profits and
earning you wish to achieve. The urge
and the need to create an impact is a
self
driven
and
internal
idea.
ExampleIn
today’s
times
the
intersection or rather integration of
Expressive Arts, Technology, Music,
Research etc. are all the impacts that
the edupreneurs have brought about
in the education system.

Each One – Reach One is a
collaborative idea. Dr. Lina quoted
that we all need to be good story
tellers, there will be people who will
join your journey, if our story is
picked up it is going to have a ripple
effect. Mr. Agnelo mentioned the
important P’s- Pain, Proof, Promise,
and Purpose. To do anything in life,
especially becoming an edupreneur
needs fetching possibilities rather
than pointing out problems. He
quoted “Everyone who wants to
excel should remove two such words
that stops our brain from moving
ahead –IF and BUT”. And the “No”
in our life that we get from people, it
simply means “New Opportunity.
The take away from this talkfest was
that the power to move ahead in our
life is under our control.

Webinar Series 13:
Talkfest on Cyber Safety
The webinar was held on 5th
November 2020 from 11 am to 12:30
pm. The speaker of the day, Mr.
Sachin Dedhia, a cybercrime expert,
certified ethical hacker and an
independent
cybercrime
investigator. The moderator was Dr.
Neelu Verma. He spoke of the
change in trend especially during
COVID-19
pandemic
wherein
scammers
have
become
more
dauntless
contributed
by
the
increase in online activity during
COVID-19 pandemic. He showed the
viewers a list of websites and
confirmed the fact that websites
ending with .cc, .tk etc. are fake
ones. With regards to debit and
credit cards and internet banking,
he asked us to keep only one debit
card or credit card and have a
spending limit to minimize losses, if
at all. He also notified us that
internet banking applications

are quite safe to use but the user has
to be more careful and alert at
keeping our devices safe. With
regards to wallets and UPIs he said
that wallets are safer than UPIs,
while even if one decides to use
UPIs one must not link accounts that
have Fixed Deposits linked to it and
have a low spending limit. He also
spoke about how OTPs are a safety
infrastructure available only in
India. He further asked us to
regularly keep changing account
passwords and ATM pins etc.
Internet insurance is also preferred
to prevent oneself from internet
frauds and useful for those who
have regular online transactions
taking place. We were also asked to
connect to and lodge a complaint at
cybercrime.gov.in if we come across
any fraudulent transaction taking
place.

WEBINAR
SERIES 14
Eco Friendly
Initiatives
in Collaboration with

Sanskar
India
Foundation

Webinar Series 14: Eco Friendly Festivals
for a Sustainable Environment
Workshop 1:
Eco friendly Rakhi

The webinar was held on 29th
August 2020 from 3 to 4.30
PM and the Resource Person
was Mrs. Shruti Vashishtha,
Sanskar India Foundation.
The
moderator
was
Dr.
Mandeep Kochhar. Dr. Kiran
Madan,
the
Director
of
Sanskar India Foundation
gave a brief introduction
about
the
non-profit
organization working chiefly
works
on
environment
health, civil and social issues
in and around Mumbai, and
provides holistic value based
environmental
programme
for schools to create a
generation of socially and
environmentally
conscious
citizens.

Mrs. Shruti Vashishtha taught
us how to make eco-friendly
Rakhis for Raksha Bandhan
with lots of creativity without
using plastic and thermocol.
She showed five types of
Rakhis
using
different
recycled
and
eco-friendly
materials from waste i.e. old tshirt, beads, old threads,
wedding card and old ribbon.
One by one Mrs. Vashishtha
made the participants do all
the five Rakhis with different
methods or styles of knots by
using her own creativity and
imaginations.

Webinar Series 14: Eco Friendly Festivals
for a Sustainable Environment
Workshop 2:
Eco friendly Ganesh Idol
This Webinar was held on 18th August
2020 from 3 pm to 4:30 pm. Mrs.
Shruti Vashishtha from Sanskar India
Foundation was the resource person
who provided an insight on making
eco- friendly Ganesh idols at home with
the help of Shadu mitti, clay or maida.
She explained the importance of ecofriendly Ganesh idols as it doesn’t harm
environment. She introduced various
materials used in making ganesh idols.
She used Shadhu mitti with water to
make dough to prepare body parts of
Ganesha.
Students from S.Y.B.Ed and S.Y.D.El.Ed
were able to make Ganesha idols with
the help of the instructions. She
explained the use of turmeric along
with detergent to make the idol a little
colourful.
Mrs.
Shruti
introduced
various
decorative material to be used while
making the idol. It was also a refreshing
experience to learn the skill of Idol
making especially on a virtual platform.

Webinar Series 14: Eco Friendly Festivals
for a Sustainable Environment
Workshop 3:
Eco friendly Diwali
She used various materials like
chart paper, knitting needles,
cardboard for support to make
lanterns more creative. She made
another lantern using a box and
bulb and taught how to fix the bulb
and used stitched cloth for a better
lighting effect.
The session was held on 7th
November 2020 from 3 pm to 4:30
pm. The session was moderated by
Ms. Sapna Chhabria who highlighted
the festival of Diwali followed by
college
prayer.
Mrs.
Shruti
Vashishtha was the resource person.
She shared her knowledge of firecrackers, how dangerous they are,
how it pollutes the environment and
harms
humans.
Mrs. Shruti
Vashishtha started her workshop by
teaching how to make flower rangoli
and water candles. She used various
materials to make candles and
flower rangoli. She explained how to
make scented candles by using
essential oils.

Mrs. Shruti took wool of three
colours i.e. red, green and blue and
showed how to make 'toran', she
used 16 strands of each colour to
make a braid and attached the pom
poms to the thread. All the
participants actively participated in
various activities taught by Mrs.
Shruti Vashishtha. The session
ended with a Vote of Thanks by
Kiran Shah.

Webinar Series 14: Eco Friendly Festivals
for a Sustainable Environment
Workshop 4:
Eco friendly Christmas
Christmas at Bombay Teachers’ Training College was truly a learning
experience. We made this Christmas eco-friendly and learned many
things using different materials. The resource person for the workshop
was Mrs. Shruti Vashishtha and she shared her creative ideas that made
Christmas more glorious.
Students learned how to make decorative items with the things available
at home like red and white crepe paper, A4 size green sheets, empty jar,
red ribbon, unused cardboard, cutter, scissor and fevicol. Mrs. Shruti
made mistletoe, snowman, candles, decorative Christmas jar and ribbon
bow. Altogether it was a wonderful learning experience. It was quite an
insightful session and a wonderful experience to be creative in making
our homes look beautiful this Christmas. Sanskar India Foundation gave
us the opportunity to learn and be environment friendly.
She inspired everyone by quoting an example – Mumbai produces 8000
tons of waste every day. She spoke about three mantras of dry waste i.e.
REDUCE, REUSE AND RECYCLE. The students took home a very
important learning for life.

Webinar Series 14: Eco Friendly Festivals
for a Sustainable Environment
Workshop 5:
Eco friendly Holi
Mrs Shruti Vashishtha began by explaining the harmful effects of the
chemical colours that are used during the festival of Holi. She mentioned
that many of the colours used are made up of dyes which are very
harmful for the skin and causes allergic reactions in many cases.
She demonstrated and explained how to prepare various colours using
organic and natural items which are available in our kitchen and are used
in our day-to-day life. Mrs Shruti demonstrated how to prepare various
water colours like yellow, red, green, blue, orange & brown using
turmeric powder, beetroot paste, spinach paste, organic blue (Neel). She
also shared an interesting way of making yellow coloured water with
marigold flower.
She further explained how to prepare various organic powder colours
just by mixing corn starch with natural ingredients and grinding it once
its dried. She mixed corn starch with turmeric powder and made a paste
with mixing some water and she spread the paste on a steel plate and kept
it aside for drying. Once it was dried, she scraped it and asked to grind it
to get a powdery texture. Likewise, all other colours could be made.
She encouraged all to celebrate the festival of colours, Holi in an ecofriendly manner.

WEBINAR
SERIES 15

Machine Intelligence Research Labs, USA
in collaboration with

Bombay Teachers’ Training College
A Constituent College of HSNC University, Mumbai

Four-Day Faculty Development Program on

Training Teachers for
Artificial Intelligence in Schools
(18th November – 21st November 2020)

Webinar Series 15: Training Teachers
for Artificial Intelligence in Schools
In the Inaugural session on 18th November, 2020 Dr. Ajith
Abraham enlightened the viewers about everyday experiences
that involve Artificial Intelligence. Dr. Arturas Kaklauskas
explained Academic Research Centres and various trends that
need detection and prevention which can enhance to develop
personalized digital Artificial Intelligence.

Session 1 was about the 'Role of AI
in Modern Society' and the guest
speaker was Dr. Ajith Abraham. It
was held on 18th November 2020.
The first session was all about
giving detailed information on
what is AI and machine learning,
its uses, types, applications etc.
He started the session by briefing
about AI and its importance in
Fourth Industrial Revolution by
giving examples like Growth in
World economy, use of smart
machines etc.

Session 2 was related to 'Problem
solving using AI.' The guest
speaker
was
Dr.
Mahendra
Kanojia. The entire session was
based on Machine Learning and
Deep Learning. He explained how
real life problems can be solved
using
AI.
He
spoke
about
challenges faced by AI while
solving the problem. Later he
elaborately explained the seven
steps of problem solving using AI.

Webinar Series 15: Training Teachers
for Artificial Intelligence in Schools

Session I was 'Introduction to Data Sciences' and the guest speaker was
Dr. Ajith Abraham. He explained in detail about data mining and taught
us that data can be anything and can be in various forms like whatsapp
chats, archives of tweets etc. The data mining methods, especially the
predictive one, are crucial in today’s scenario to find more information
about Covid-19. Information was given on the quality of data and how
bad quality data can lead to downfall of projects. Fake data or
wrong/duplicated data can cause grave problems which must be avoided
at all costs.
Session II was 'Getting started with Machine Learning' and the guest
speaker: was Mr. Subodh Deolekar. It was held on 19th November 2020.
Initially AI generated music was played for the audience and the
participants were then asked to use google to find out the name of the
song by just humming the tune.
Sir spoke about the Turing test and displayed a website called bot.poet
where the readers are given sample poetry and they have to guess
whether it’s written by a poet or a bot. He explained the three categories
of machine learning: supervised, unsupervised and reinforcement.
Lastly, the learners were also given some sources from where they can
brush up their information on Machine Learning.

Webinar Series 15: Training Teachers
for Artificial Intelligence in School

Day 3 of the webinar was held on
20th November, 2020. Session 1 was
'Introduction to AI Programming.'
The resource persons were Dr. Niketa
Gandhi and Ms. Serena Gandhi.
Participants were introduced to the
website – ‘Scratch’ and its advantages
were discussed. Dr. Niketa Gandhi
further went on to introduce the
resources for educators and for
students that were available on
‘Scratch’. The resource person gave
the participants a brief overview
about the website, thus making
everyone well acquainted with it. She
also
demonstrated
its
use
and
application. Ms. Serena Gandhi also
created a game, thus making it
evident to the participants that the
website ‘Scratch’ is very user-friendly
for users of all ages.

Session 2 was 'How to teach
Artificial
Intelligence?'
The
resource person was Dr. Pooja. She
emphasized on the fact that as
teachers
it
is
important
to
understand
and
know
about
Artificial
Intelligence
before
teaching it to the students. She
highlighted about the Learning
mode which had two categories –
Surface
Learning
and
Deep
Learning. Emphasis were laid upon
the objectives of teaching Artificial
Intelligence and on Inquiry – Based
Learning and the desirable features
of the same were highlighted. The
differences between Traditional
teaching
and
Inquiry
Based
Teaching
–
Learning
were
discussed in a very interactive
manner. The participants were
encouraged to interact, making the
session very engaging.

Webinar Series 15: Training Teachers
for Artificial Intelligence in Schools
Day 4 was held on 21st November
2020. Session 1 was 'AI for Content
Development'
and
the
guest
speaker was Dr. Nikhil Kumar
Rajput.
The
resource
person
introduced the first tool which was
Google Documents and how its
various features can be used in
creating content fast and easily.
The next tool introduced by the
resource person was Otter.ai which
is like Google Documents with the
added feature of podcasting so
teachers can not only use their
voice for writing text but it also
saves an audio file which can be
used in class. The next AI tool was
Amazon Polly which is text to
speech tool. In this the written text
is converted into audio. Following
that a tool called Indian TTS was
introduced. Next, a tool which can
be used to check the grammar in
the
content
easily
called
Grammarly was also introduced
and lastly, a tool named was
InferKit which creates unique
content on different topics was
shown. This was followed by a
group of panelists answering the
questions received in past 3 days
during the course of webinar.

Session 2 mainly dealt with the
incorporation of AI in lesson
plans. Part 1 where Dr. Rabiya
Saboowala
explained
about
Inquiry based lesson plans. & Part
2 where Dr. Pooja Manghirmalani
Mishra explained about AI part in
our lesson plans.

Webinar 16
Preparing for
Inclusive
Classroom

Webinar series 16
Theme: Preparing for Inclusive Classroom

The first day of the webinar was
29th December, 2020. The guest
speaker was Ms. Manjushree Patil
and
the
moderator
was
Dr.
Mandeep Kochar. Ms. Manjushree
Patil
conducted
an
activity
wherein she asked the participants
to draw a flower and a sun on a
piece of paper. The objective of
this activity was to show how each
flower is different from the other
and the sun being universal yet
was differently perceived by each
participant. Through this she
highlighted the fact that each one
is unique in their own way. She
beautifully explained how we need
to make the shift from different to
diverse and from calling students
special to unique. She spoke about
the campaign she ran a few years
ago
that
was
“Recognizing
uniqueness
and
Respecting
diversities #beginswithme.” There
was another interesting activity
conducted by Manjushree ma’am
wherein she

created break out rooms and asked
the “what are the diverse traits we
observe In ourselves, our near and
dear ones and the children in the
classroom?” The participants came
up with a lot of relevant and
mindboggling answers. She then
displayed a diversity wheel which
systematically showed the various
diversifying traits, some being
more evident than others like age,
gender, race, mental and physical
abilities. The typically less evident
traits being social class, religion and
belief,
sexual
orientation
and
ethnic heritage. Some secondary
traits that were discussed were
education and training, health,
income, expertise, etc. She threw
light upon how we need to accept
diversity in our surrounding first.
She quoted that “Inclusion begins
with an I” and showed a very
engaging video on the same. She
concluded the session by asking the
participants to watch her TEDx talk
on inclusion.

Webinar series 16
Theme: Preparing for Inclusive Classroom
The second day of the webinar
was 30th December, 2020. the
guest speaker was Ms. Manjushree
Patil and the moderator was Dr.
Mandeep Kochar. Ms. Manjushree
Patil began with an energizing
activity
and
appreciated
all
enthusiastic participants. Then
she discussed how the students of
AATMAN Academy learn to make
salad, wall painting, embroidery
work with lot of interest. Through
this she explained us that it
doesn’t
matter
what
is
the
student’s percentage but their
learning and enjoyment which
fulfills the objectives set by
AATMAN academy. Then she
displayed a short film ‘I am’. It was
very
powerful
and
very
meaningful film.

She then shared a poem “TO
THEM…” written by herself. The
poem conveyed that we should
not show sympathy or empathy
and do not call them disabled, we
all should treat them equally.
Ma’am shared a film about a
child’s perspective and discussed
about inclusion and belonging.
She said that in AATMAN
Academy there are no complaints
about students there they take
and give only feedbacks.
Ms. Manjushree went on to
explain about learning styles as in
visual learners, aural learners,
read/write
learners
and
kinesthetic learners. At the end of
the session Ms Manjushree shared
her favourite poem which is
really close to her heart.

Webinar 17
A talk with an Alumna on the theme: Darpan
The webinar was held on 31st
December,
2020.
The
guest
speaker
was
Ms.
Fatema
Contractor while the moderator
was Dr. Priya Pillai. Ms. Fatema
Contractor
believed
that
“Teaching is an Art of Courage”, if
a teacher has explored herself, her
own abilities only then will she be
able to channelize her student’s
abilities. To explain the true
meaning of self-reflection, she
gave us an activity where the
audience had to look around
themselves
and
associate
themselves with any one thing
that relates or gives a meaning to
the
person’s
character.
This
activity not only helped us open
up our mind on what we think of
ourselves to be but also made us
realise some strengths that had
gone unnoticed. She further
mentioned that “Self Awareness is
the first step to Self Reflection”.
This simply means that unless you
haven’t explored your inner self,
you cannot correctly evaluate
yourself.

Ms. Fatema introduced a very
interesting game to us, wherein an
online
site
was
given
https://powerpuffyourself.com/#/e
n, the game on this site allowed us
to design our own avatar and design
our own powerful self. Through
these games and activities she
brought out the meaning of the
terms Self Concept, Self Image,
Ideal and Real Self. She enlightened
us on the view that we often deceive
ourselves by creating a wrong self
image. The self image is nothing but
the influence of our experiences
and the world that reinforces the
notions of ourselves to us. She gave
us a few solutions as to how we can
explore ourselves and go down deep
within to know the inner self.
Solutions like Self talk, taking
insights of what people around you
think of you, asking self evaluating
questions to yourself can help to
know more about our “SELF”.

Webinar series 18:
Re-imagining Early Years Education

The first technical session of
Webinar series 23 was held on 18th
January, 2021 from 11 to 1 pm. The
topic was 'Repurposing early years
education'
and
the
resource
person was Ms. Leslie Udwin. The
inaugural address was by Dr.
Niranjan Hiranandani. Ms. Leslie
was
interested
in
creating
awareness due to so many cases of
atrocities which need urgent
action. She therefore rolled out
the “Think Equal” and “Samantha
Foundation” where she aims to
change the system to include all
children under the age of 5. She
informed that the birth of this
movement was the news of brutal
rape and murder Jyoti Singh
whom the media called Nirbhaya.
She also shared the learning
outcomes of 25 competencies and
skills.
She
also
shared
the
implementing countries. She told
about
importance
of
early
learning.

The second session was held from
2 to 3 pm and the topic of the
second technical session of the day
was
'The
Environmentalists’
perspective
to
Social
and
Emotional
Learning.'
Sharanya
Nayak, a journalist and Rajaraman,
a student of Adivasi movements,
who
is
understanding
the
community learning and modern
learning systems. It was said that
Adivasi world view is not really
compartmentalized and everything
is a flowing circle. They spoke
about
childhood
in
a
very
philosophical way and told us the
way Adivasis allow their children
to explore and do not kill their
curiosity.
The
political
and
psychological aspects of childhood
and its connection to SEL was
pondered upon. It was noted that
education must aim to develop
good human beings.

Session 1 of day 2 was held of 19th January 2021. The topic was 'Deep
Diving into the Self.' The resource person was Ms. Manjushree Patil. She
said that most of the professions are stereotyped and stereotypes need to
be eliminated. The concepts of gender stereotyping need to be put to an
end. We teachers as facilitators need to do our homework. Children tend
to create these stereotypes in their own minds. She showed a few videos
which were quite interesting and were meant to break stereotypes. Dr.
Neelu Verma read a poem published in an NCERT book about gender
stereotypes.
The topic for session 2 of Day 2 was. A 'Teachers contribution to ESL in
classroom'. The resource person was Dr. Swati Popat Vats. She affirmed
that the only way we can capture a child’s attention is through stories and
its important that we teachers realize it soon. Teach children to value
themselves as individuals. She said there is nothing wrong in going to
other countries so long as you are proud of your own. Children should be
taught autonomy to do things on their own. Emotional labelling
shouldn’t be done. Especially when we don’t allow the child to cry, we
disrespect their emotions.

The theme of session 3 of Day 2 was
'Accepting the self.' The resource
person was Ms Sonali Kulkarni. It
was a question and answer round
where participants asked questions
on SEL, mental health, teaching as a
profession etc.
The resource person for technical
session 1 for day 3 was Ms. Amber
Paulsen.
The
topic
was
'Understanding
Emotional
Intelligence'. She explained why EI
is important. It is related to intrinsic
motivation, productivity and overall
mental well being at work place and
elsewhere. EI positively affects
academic achievement of college
students and social life. EI can be
transferred to early childhood years
through Social Emotional Learning
or SEL. To supplement this she
showed
a
video
showing
the
importance of SEL.

Dr. Kavita Arora was the
resource person for technical
session 2 for day 3. The topic
was 'EI and Early years of a
child'. She felt that Early
Childhood years are the most
precious years. She started with
a story where she tried to share
the collected wisdom that she
got from children.
She further went on to tell
about
advances
in
Neuroscience. She asserted that
the brain has capacity to learn
throughout lifespan. Each one
of us is unique and method for
learning is different in different
children. In a classroom, a
teacher can discuss about one
act of kindness every day.

The resource person for technical session 3 for day 2 was
Rajshri
Deshpande.
The
topic
was
'Stronger
communities through EI'. She read a book titled
Rainbows in Windows and praised the Illustrator's work.
She shared her experiences during Covid- 19 times
which was followed by a question and answer round.

The topic for Session 1 for day 4 was 'Gender Stereotypes'. Dr. Leena
Pujari was the resource person. She asserted that the gender education
process should begin in school because at school stage, we can intervene
and it is necessary. She said that as educators we should check ourselves
for prejudices. We must respect gender non-binary persons.
She spoke about heteronormative regime where we teach children to be
masculine and feminine in families, schools, public transport, law etc.
She asked us to let children to decide their gender identity.
Ms. Manjushree Was the resource person for Technical session 2 for Day
4. The topic was Samanta Programme. She explained that there’s no right
and wrong behavior, behaviors are appropriate and inappropriate. She
further gave examples for it. She further informed us that the content of
Samanta education is obtained from “Healthy Minds” at Univesity of
Wisconsin- Madison. She illustrated how we can be more inclusive, and
make children confident in themselves. Ms. Manjushree read the book'Lara, the yellow lady bug', gave a lesson plan to it and conducted an
activity.
The topic for session 3 for day 4 was 'The power of narrative' and the
resource person was Ms. Ila Arun. She opined that we should give
confidence to a child, to have a dream and to believe in yourself, to do
your thing and do not think what others think about you. She further
added that “All of you teachers, you have a great responsibility. A teacher
has to be an actor, a parent. The first introduction to god is a teacher”.
Storytelling is such an ingrained talent for most of us that we often
unknowingly create, tell and participate in stories. We have the unique
power to change the narrative of an entire world!

Day 5 of the webinar was on 22nd January, 2021. The first technical
session was a panel discussion. Different speakers from different
countries were invited to share their experiences about the Samanta
Programme in their own countries. We heard many stories and their
opinions about implementing this program and the hardships that
they faced while implementing.

Ms. Paba Deshpriya
(Sri Lanka)

Ms. Yojana Shardul
(India)

Ms. Sandra
(Botswana, Africa)

Mrs. Sandhya Vasanthi
(Sri Lanka)

Ms. Sophie Patitsas
(Australia)

Karen Pinder and Ms. Swapna
(Australia)

Ms. Tshidi Tmogodiri
(South Africa)

Topic of session 2 of Day 5 was 'Inclusion'
and the resource person was Resul
Pookutty He read a book “Diego’s great
idea” which talks of the idea of inclusion
and being kind.

Miss Neo Pamela Tsatsi
(Botswana):

The Valedictory Ceremony on
Day 6, 23rd January 2021 started
with Dr. Lubna Mansuri who read
a comprehensive report of the
five days. She invited Dr Leena
Pujari to moderate the session.
She
even
emphasized
the
importance
of
Social
and
Emotional Learning especially in
Early Childhood Education. She
said that much of the learning
takes place in school, hence
school teachers play an important
role.
She
emphasized
the
importance of diversity and
difference and not imposing one
view only. One must reflect and
introspect.
She
further
encouraged the participants to
share their experiences. At the
end of six days participants were
asked what would they possibly
do to reimagine things in the
context of Social and Emotional
Learning. A few participants
came forward to share their
experiences.
Experiences
of
different teachers and individuals
were heard.

They pointed out what they learned
during this program. They also
shared their feelings about the
webinar topic and gave their
feedback. They encouraged the
organizers to conduct more such
webinars. Ms. Sharyu Jadhav and
Ms. Swapnil Chinchanikar were
called to give their reflections.
Teachers
from
Chinmaya
Shishuvatika, Z. Zarina working as
a psychologist, Rajashree Suresh –
from Singhania school also shared
their views.
Dr.
Neelu
Verma
formally
introduced Dr. Leslie Udwin and
invited her to address the gathering.
Leslie expressed her happiness over
the successful completion of the
workshop and invited all teachers
to implement the suggestions given
during the 6-days.

National Seminar
in collaboration with
G.H.G. Khalsa College of Education
Hind Di Chaadar: An Unparalleled
Sacrifice

A National Seminar commemorating 400th Parkash Utsav of Sri
Guru Teg Bahadur ji was collaboratively organised by G.H.G.
Khalsa College of Education & Bombay Teachers' Training College
on 23rd January, 2021.
The seminar began with paath followed by presentations from
diginitaries and researchers. G.H. G. Khalsa College of Education
dedicated their seventh issue of journal publication to commerate
the birth anniversary of Sri Guru Teg Bahadur Ji. This issue is a
compilation of 21 contributions from national and international
academicians, researchers, historians.

Webinar 19: Yoga for Teachers

The webinar was held on 25th
January 2021 from 11 am to 12:30
pm.
The
moderator
was
Dr.
Mandeep
Kochar
and
Ms
Daryanani, an alumnus of Bombay
Teachers' Training College, was the
guest speaker who initiated the
meeting by saying that, according to
Yogic scriptures, the practice of
yoga leads to the union of
individual
consciousness
with
universal consciousness. She spoke
on the fundamental elements of
“Ashtanga Yoga” The eight limbs of
yoga. She discussed each limb in
detail starting from Yama or
external ethics Niyama or internal
ethics, Asana- which is important
for correct posture, Prayanama, the
practice of controlling breath,

Pratyahara, the withdrawal of senses,
Dharna
which
is
improving
concentration and learning abilities
and
Dhyana
also
known
as
meditation. A discussion on “Why do
we pay attention to our breathing
during yoga?” was held wherein some
participants
mentioned
how
breathing soothes the mind, helps
concentration and controls mind and
body.
Ms.
Naina
Daryanani
demonstrated the Balloon Breathing
Technique, participants were thrilled
to know how relaxing it was. She
quoted “When you own your breath,
nobody can steal your peace.” She
then mentioned that research studies
suggest that Yoga can help children
with ADHD. She concluded by telling
us the importance of yoga in our
lives.

Webinar 20: EDUCATIONAL
LEADERSHIP: SETTING NEW TRENDS
The webinar was held on the 6th
of February, 2021 with Dr. Paul
Machado as the resource person
and Dr. Priya Pillai as the
moderator.
Dr.
Machado
mentioned,
“Teachers
are
gardeners; we need to prepare the
environment to be conducive for
learning.” He also recited a story
of a fish. One act of yours can
change the world. He says that a
teacher should motivate and
cheer the students. A teacher has
to be a counsellor, mediator
between students and parents.
That’s how good and great
teachers are distinguished.

There are basic skills that you need
to know as a teacher. One needs to
be 'competent. One should have
'Communication skills' to talk
clearly and concisely with all
parties. Teachers are 'lifelong
learners as they need to go the extra
mile
to
keep
learning
and
developing their personalities.

A
teacher
should
possess
'imagination' and should be creative.
He states “If the child doesn’t
understand the way you teach, teach
the way the child learns”. The
teacher should have the quality of
'leadership', to stand in front of the
class and lead others not by words
but by deeds. Finally, teachers are
'organizers'. Dr. Machado said that
the day you feel comfortable, step
out of your comfort zone. He gave
the acronym ASCEND, which is
Aspire, Seek, Connect, Embrace,
Navigate and Dare. Do beyond the
call of the duty. He said that teachers
should not think about monetary or
non-monetary rewards. Students
education should benefit as an
individual and is a part of giving
back to society. Teaching is a
profession that teaches all other
professionals. and when they see a
teacher organized in thought and
action they imbibe the same.

WEBINAR 21: RESOURCE
MOBILIZATION: LOCAL TO GLOBAL

Resource Mobilization: Local to Global, an FDP was conducted in
collaboration with G.H.G. Khalsa College of Education, Gursusar Sadhar,
Punjab, Council for Teacher Education Foundation (Punjab and
Chandigarh Chapter) and The Best Health Solutions, Johannesberg, South
Africa from 8th February 2021 to 14th February 2021.

The teacher is the pivot of the educational system. This FDP was
organised realizing that the teachers have to be at the centre stage of the
national development, provisions for their motivational training and
consistent exposure to innovative trends and advanced knowledge in
various disciplines and across disciplines need to be revisited and
reengineered in consonance with the contemporary scenario of the
nation.
Various topics of deliberations were The Art of Proposal Writing, Local
and International Funding Sources, Library as a Learning Resource
Centre, Academic Writing for Social Sciences Research and many more.
International and national level resource persons shared their
experiences, which included Dr. Bhagwan Balani, Dr. Rajeev I. Jha, Dr.
Lubna J. Mansuri and Dr. Priya Pillai from BTTC.

WEBINAR SERIES 22: EDUCATION
BEYOND BORDERS, WITHOUT BARRIERS

This webinar was held on 17th
February 2021 from 10 am to 11 am.
The resource person was Monica
Tekchandani, an ex-student of
Bombay Teachers' Training College.
The moderator was Dr. Mandeep
Kochar. Ms. Monica Tekchandani
introduced herself and spoke about
her achievements and her journey
from India to the US. She gave us
information about differences in the
education system in India and the
US. She emphasized on the license
being essential for teaching in the
USA. There are various stages to go
from teacher to lead teacher to
director 1 and then director 2. To
become a teacher and get a license
for Grade 1 to Grade 12 one has to
appear
for
the
test
from
Massachusetts.

It is compulsory to have a master's
degree plus GRE exam for
conducting research. Ms. Monica
Tekchandani
also
mentioned
about J-1 visas which are given by
sponsors
for
exchange
programmes but one should be
eligible. The candidate should be
the present teacher in their home
country. Another visa i.e., H-1B
visa was discussed as well. She
compared the policies in the UK
and USA and concluded that the
US is more diverse and policies are
much better. Dr. Bhagwan Balani
shared how inspired he was while
listening
to
Ms.
Monica
Tekchandani
guide
the
participants
with
helpful
information.

WEBINAR SERIES 22: PROFESSIONAL
GROWTH IN DIGITAL MARKETING FOR
TEACHERS

The webinar was held on 17th February 2021 from 11:30 am to 1 pm. Dr.
Bhagwan Balani addressed and introduced the speaker of the day, Mr.
Amit Sharma. He started the session by introducing the three starsmedical practitioners, bankers and teachers. He shared the fact that once
we come to know the target audience we know what to tell them and how
to deal with them. Mr. Amit Sharma says to teach properly we need to
grab the student’s attention by saying something which is relevant to
them. Facebook is the biggest watering bowl for the students followed by
Google, WhatsApp, Snapchat. He gave the perspective of how to create
and market your own brand as a successful teacher. It takes six months to
two years for proper brand building for you to attract people.
Once you have the right audience, it grows rapidly. The ideas should be
relevant and the topics should be trending. For a teacher to market
himself or herself on social media and topics need to be related to
current affairs or young adults which is not really explicit but is not
boring either. Mr. Amit Sharma talked about having a blog of your own,
writing interesting things including learning nuggets and promotion on
social media. He said that the best lectures are when you get the least and
learn the most. The session was interesting and informative. Mr. Amit
Sharma gave his suggestions on how to be socially active. It was of help
and was appreciated.

Webinar Series 23: in collaboration with FIT
India and Biologics Nutrition Clinic

The first day of webinar series was
held on 22nd February 2021. The
topic of the day was 'Learn to
differentiate
between
physical
hunger & mental hunger.' The
moderator was Dr. Neelu Verma.
The Resource person was FIT India
ambassador and Director of BioLogics Nutrition Clinic, Dr. Nupur
Krishnan. She Verbalized the need
for the importance of internal
health identifying the root cause of
chronic diseases. She enunciated
that
there
are
2
important
characteristics of Nutrition Science:
Balance and Discipline. She spoke
that something that suits one body
may not necessarily suit another.
She
also
said
that
physical
parameters too are individualized.
She gave the viewers 3 tips: 1) Be
realistic in your health strategy. 2)
To go by principles of healthy
eating. She put emphasis on
mindful eating. 3) She asked one
and all to not fall for the notion of

not wasting food, because the food
would anyway either go to waste or to
the waist. She iterated on the
foundation of good health and gave
30% weightage to lifestyle which
included
quality
sleep,
ageappropriate eating, not skipping
meals, 30% to Exercise which
consisted of breathing exercises and
high-intensity exercises and 40% to
diet. She spoke about how to choose
the correct foods or ingredients right
from our kitchen with various
cooking and techniques She stated,
“Indian diet is the best diet.” As we use
a variety of spices in our meals. To
reduce the risk of chronic disease
proper body assessment should be
done. She pointed out carbohydrates
produced Tryptophan which helped
in the release of Serotonin that led to
good mental health and improved
sleep. Before concluding, she gave a
very interesting distinction that
Calcium is absorbed in the end of any
meal and Iron in the beginning.

Webinar Series 23: in collaboration with FIT
India and Biologics Nutrition Clinic

Day 2 of webinar series was on 23rd
February 2021. The topic for the day
was ' Are you scared of Fats/
cholesterol/ cooking oil/ nuts?' Part 1.
Moderator was Dr. Neelu Verma. Dr.
Nupur Krishnan started the session
with the topic of Calcium Absorption.
Packaged foods like ketchup contain
HCFS
which
in
turn
hampers
Vitamin D absorption. Dr. Krishnan
reiterated the fact that options like
homemade chutneys are healthier.
Dr. Krishnan spoke about the reasons
for the causes of Acidity. She gave
healthier options like Flaxseed and
Pumpkin seeds which can be used for
snacking. She highlighted how good
sleep improves our overall health.
How iron helps to increase immunity.
Dr. Krishnan also spoke about White
Blood cells and Red Blood cells in our
body.
Information
was
given
regarding the best quality Natural
Iron
Sources
like
Apples
and
Bananas.

She gave tips for a balanced diet such as
Eating Seasonal fruits and vegetables,
the amount of salt to be had per day and
who should avoid it, calorie count,
Sugar-free, fats divided into visible fats
and invisible fats also good and bad, oils
that are good for health, cholesterol as
divided into good and bad cholesterol,
sources of saturated fats are plant
source and animal source, ICMR
recommended dosage of unsaturated
fat of 20%, probiotic vitamin that helps
us in building our gut health and also
increases immunity. She also showed us
via a diagram how CHO foods give us
Tryptophan which helps in releasing
Serotonin which gives us good sleep
and good mental health. Dr. Krishnan
told us about the benefits of Air-fryers,
Tandoors and OTG and emphasized the
fact that microwaves emit harmful
waves which are bad for health when we
warm food or boil water in it.

Webinar Series 23: in collaboration with FIT
India and Biologics Nutrition Clinic

The last day of webinar series was
held on 24th February 2021. The
topic for the day was 'Ask the
nutritionist'.
Following
a
presentation of case studies, Dr.
Neelu Verma initiated the Q & A
session. There were questions about
dieting,
to
which
Dr.
Nupur
Krishnan replied that it must not be
a drastic change, but rather a way of
life that takes into consideration the
parameters of one’s body. Dr. Neelu
Verma posed questions on healthy
breakfasts to which Dr. Nupur
Verma replied that at least a small
breakfast is necessary as we remain
fasting throughout the night. Dr.
Nupur Krishnan said that toxins can
be dealt with by having a strong
immunity,
which
requires
a
balanced lifestyle. queries on the
appearance of pimples were there to
which she replied that these are a
result of abnormal regulation of
hormones and PCOS for which she

expressed her affinity towards
acquiring
required
nutrients
through natural sources. Dr. Nupur
replied
that
for
non-diabetic
people, the glycemic load of
potatoes, rice etc., can be altered
significantly by cooking techniques
like roasting instead of boiling. She
said that due to the presence of
goitrogens,
vegetables
like
cauliflower, Brussel sprouts should
be avoided by thyroid patients. She
also answered questions about
mixed flours and suggested that
store-bought mix flours should
only be consumed once in a while.
As the Q/A session came to a close,
she gave a brief plan for a
maintenance diet At the end of the
webinar, Dr. Neelu Verma extended
her gratitude towards Dr. Nupur
Krishnan.

Webinar 24
SMT CHANDIBAI HIMATHMAL
MANSUKHANI COLLEGE
(MANAGED BY HSNC BOARD AND
AFFILIATED TO UNIVERSITY OF
MUMBAI)
IN COLLABORATION WITH
BOMBAY TEACHERS’ TRAINING
COLLEGE
(A CONSTITUENT COLLEGE OF HSNC
UNIVERSITY)
TWO DAYS - ONLINE
FACULTY DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAMME
TEACHING-LEARNING STRATEGIES
FOR
OUTCOME-BASED EDUCATION

Outcome Based Education

The Two-day Faculty development Programme was organised on the topic of
“Outcome Based Learning”- an emerging need for the educational progress
and enhancement. It was meant to explain the importance of experiential
and productive learning for the up-gradation of teaching- learning process.
Introducing new ways of teaching and communication with the learners was
the base of this programme.
The webinar was held on 25th February 2021. Technical Session 1 was based
on the model of Dr Benjamin Bloom Taxonomy’s Model of Outcome based
learning Mr. Kishu Mansukhani (President and Trustee HSNCB), as well as
Dr. Manju Lalwani Pathak (Principal, and Chairperson IQAC) along with Dr.
Bhagwan Balani, I/C Principal, BTTC enlightened the session with their
presence. Dr Neena Anand as the moderator invited the first resource person
– Dr Bhagwan Balani, where he stated the importance of inclusive and
integrated education for outcome-based learning. He mentioned that
technology was the latest and the most basic requirement in today’s modern
educational system.
The 2nd Speaker, Dr M.A Ansari introduced the meaning of outcome-based
learning. He went back to explaining the history of Dr Benjamin’s
framework. He mentioned the key points for the three hierarchical model
that lists the objective like cognitive, affective and psychomotor development
and learning goals.

The 3rd Speaker - Dr. Rajeev I. Jha took up a crucial concept of the 4
Quadrants Paradigm namely (E-tutorial, E-Concept, E-Assessment, Online
Discussion). He further explained the importance of Online portals such as
Google Classrooms being an effective platform for the teaching-learning
process.

The 4th Speaker- Dr Manisha Tyagi gave us solutions to design the outcomebased learning by explaining the template to develop and inculcate this
model in class. The template stated Programme Education Outcome,
Programme Learning Outcome and Course Learning Outcome. She
explained that to carry out these templates we have the solution if using
various technological and online tools. These tools in themselves ready us for
the challenge of ‘Edupreneurship’.
Ms Bhavika Gyanchandani and Ms Ritika Makhija demonstrated and
explained the uses of such online education enhancing tools namely ‘Quizizz
and Google sites’.
All these tools are helpful for various online assessments of the learners and
pre-class reference materials that can be used for live worksheet experiences
and activities online.

Session 2: Immersive Technologies for Student Engagement: Dr Raju Talreja
(BTTC- College Faculty) was displayed her skills on online platforms like
Slido.com and Edpuzzle.com. She further explained, how video can be a way
of engaging the students and sites like edpuzzle.com can be a great focus
building and content enriching experience for the students.
Session 3- Topic: Technology-integrated Teaching-Learning Strategies
Time: Dr. Neelu Verma (BTTC- College Faculty) shared her experience
of working with the online tool Canva. She explained how this simple
tool can be used to design posters, brochures, PPT’s and much more. Dr.
Mandeep Kochar later went on to explain about an effective tool Pixabay,
which is similar to Canva yet fulfilled all the missing gaps in Canva.
Session 4: Topic- Differentiated Assessment Strategies & Case Studies:
Ms. Sharmeen Ansari (Student-B.Ed) took over the session to explain an
online tool namely Padlet. A tool where the teacher can post a question
and the students can jot down answers on the same notice board. Padlet is
very useful in order to keep a track of whether students have understood
the concept and entering their answers on the notepad gives them a
chance to express themselves without any hesitation or fear.
Sir Agi Thomas Ended the session on a note that these online tools have
up-scaled the face of education and teachers are also part of this growing
environment. Change is a universal norm and implementing these new
technological changes will impact the resourceful learning each child
takes back after every class.

The webinar was held on 26th February 2021. The session kick-started with a
brief note, technology drives the mind of today’s learners and on this note, Dr
Meenakshi Lath elaborated on the conceptual framework of Technologybased learning. She preceded her talk on a very crucial theoretical concept
given by John Dewey on Community of Inquiry. This concept was
highlighted that technology gives the children an opportunity to freely and
creatively interact with the teachers. She further mentioned a few online
tools that help us build this inquiry within children namely: Mentimeter,
Nearpod, Word Wall etc.
She emphasized a very interesting concept of the Process of creating
deep learning and that can be achieved by: Social Presence, Cognitive
Presence and Teaching Presence.
Dr Lubna Mansuri took over the session to explain a new concept of
Virtual Walk. Gallery Walk is a concept where children get a chance to
explore and move around. But with the emerging technological
environment, we have platforms like Zoom, Google classrooms, Google
Meet, where students can be made to experience a virtual walk by
creating various setups, breakout rooms etc.
Dr Priya Pillai introduced a New online tool that helps as an organisers. This
tool helps to store, organise, fetch reference materials. It also helps to share
these references in a group and helps us interact with others by sharing each
other’s reference materials. It can be called as a reference manager. The
session was further taken over by Ms Salsabeel Shaikh who explained the
online tool called Mentimeter. It is a tool that helps us design logos,
presentations, etc.

Ms Zubia Shaikh elaborated on the tool called Nearpod that helps the
teachers to create collaborative boards, Fill in the blanks, Memory tests
etc. All these tools helps the teachers to have a better and personalized
insight of each student’s knowledge. The morning session ended with a
recap and appreciation of all the online tools and discussing their uses
The afternoon session commenced with Dr. Mandeep Kochar talking
about how new teacher trainees are now preparing with the technological
aspect of education. She stated that educational training is now not just
confined to the conventional class method of question and answer. Thus
she introduced applications like MOOC and SWAYAM, where audios can
be inserted into documents for a new experience while children go
through their study material.
Mr Ranjeet Kalaskar (BTTC- Faculty) – Mr Ranjeet further introduced
animation platforms like micro media animation and Hot potato. He
elaborated on the idea of pictorial display for better learning and showed
how to use crosswords for a new way to play the question and answers for
students.
Ms Surbhi Yadav (Student BTTC)- Explained further on how to create
MCQs, quizzes etc. on Google Forms and using them as a medium of
assessment.

Dr Bhagwan Balani (Principal- BTTC) – Towards the end of the two-day
webinar on technology-based, integrated teaching-learning stressed that
teachers and students both, should now be equipped and ready for the
technology-based system of this world. The advancement in technology is
not going to stop so we being in the educational setup are responsible for the
future of this technology-driven world.
Dr Meenakshi Lath also added to the idea of Programme Educational
Objective where the objective should be integrating all the advancements
into the learning process.
Ms Sapna Chhabria went back to the roots of the technology that is our
Microsoft office Applications, and how these applications can still be
utilized to their optimum. Ms Sapna along with Dr. Mandeep Kochar
explained how teachers can replace the physical files and folders and
maintain documents by creating E-Portfolios, E-libraries, E-markets and
E-Assessments.
Dr Neena Anand took over the session to thank and appreciate all the
faculty members who had been an inspiration to all teacher trainees to
change the outlook of the teaching-learning process and to formulate an
integrative methodology to keep up with the advancements and
technology-driven world we live in.

WEBINAR 25: NATIONAL LEVEL FDP
ON TOOLS FOR SYNCHRONOUS AND
ASYNCHRONOUS CLASSROOMS

The session was held on 12th
March
2021.
After
welcome
addresses by Dr. Balani and Dr.
Rajeev Jha, Ms. Ritika Makhija
started her session by introducing
the tool StoryBoard. It is very
effective to learn. It consists of
animated characters. Change in
their
position,
their
facial
expression, pose or textables, etc.
are
there
to
make
ones
presentation innovatively. one can
pre-set poses. Multiple characters
are there to create ones story or
even a comic in a presentation.
There are so many options to
make
ones
presentation
interesting. One can make it into
PPT,
PDF,
High-Presenting
Animated GIF. It can also record
audio.

Ms. Zubia Shaikh started with
'Wordwall' which is a tool that can
be used to make various types of
quizzes or assessments. To make
students interested in learning, she
guided us with this innovative tool.
To make activities she showed how
to make, pre upgrade or Pro
upgraded template. She showed us
Labeled Diagram where one can
change size, add images, specify
search. She mentioned about 24
labels being there. Themes can also
be changed and shared. There’s no
limit in this tool to participate.
various sharing options are also
available.

WEBINAR 25: NATIONAL LEVEL FDP
ON TOOLS FOR SYNCHRONOUS AND
ASYNCHRONOUS CLASSROOMS

The session was held on 13th March 2021. Ms. Sharmeen Ansari
introduced her tool Adobe Spark and explained the three major purposes
for which it can be used, namely making posts, videos and webpages. She
informed us about the ready-made templates available for free that can
make the process much easier and quicker. She also said that Adobe
Spark is a free website with a paid version also being available. Ms.
Sharmeen Ansari expressed that web pages and videos can make
presentations more interesting for our students. She began her
demonstration on making web pages by making a sample webpage live
for the audience. She took a moment to talk about the disadvantages of
not having a premium account, such as the inability to connect to Adobe
Lightroom or Adobe Stock.
Mr. Arbaaz Shaikh began his presentation on the Website Quizizz by
introducing the various features of the platform. He went on to
demonstrate the two ways that Quizizz can be used, namely to prepare
lessons and quizzes. Starting with the demonstration of quiz preparation,
Mr. Arbaaz Shaikh began sampling a general knowledge quiz. He showed
the different types of questions available elaborating further on each.
Starting off with Multiple Choice Questions, he displayed how the
correct answer needs to be marked before posting the question and also
illustrated the timer feature. He then moved on to the Checkbox feature
which was very similar to the Multiple Choice Question style but had the
additional option of having multiple correct answers.

WEBINAR 25: NATIONAL LEVEL FDP
ON TOOLS FOR SYNCHRONOUS AND
ASYNCHRONOUS CLASSROOMS

The session was held on 15th March 2021. Ms. Salsabeel Shaikh gave us
a brief introduction to her tool Pear Deck. Firstly, she taught us how to
create a lesson step by step. She taught us how to add slides, change
backgrounds, change layouts, add images, add texts and how to directly
add videos via Youtube if we don’t have the URL. One of the amazing
features shown was that we could crop the unwanted parts from the
video and focus only on the main content. Later Ms. Salsabeel, also
showed us some other features which included various templates which
can be used for an interactive session, as this feature allows the students
to be creative.
In the next session, Ms. Nikita Soni briefly introduced us to her tool
Padlet. She started her session by making a Padlet option in which
there were various options for us to choose. Ms. Nikita selected the
option 'WALL'. She showed us various features which included how to
add colours, reactions, comments, different backgrounds, icons, titles,
images, attribution etc. She demonstrated how to modify the wall by
using various features and lastly, showed how to present it and share
the same.

WEBINAR 25: NATIONAL LEVEL FDP
ON TOOLS FOR SYNCHRONOUS AND
ASYNCHRONOUS CLASSROOMS

The session was held on 16th March 2021. Ms. Bhavika Gyanchandani started
her demonstration of 'Kapwing' by making us acquainted with the various
tools options available on the platform like the studio, video maker, meme
generator, subtitle and so on. She explained in detail the ‘Studio’ tool by
choosing a blank canvas & adding text into it, uploading relevant images,
resizing the text & image, animating the text, adding audio. She also pointed
that we can even record our own voice & add it to the slide.
Ms. Surabhi Yadav started her presentation on the tool 'Typeform' by
portraying it as a better & more interactive platform as compared to other
platforms available online used for creating forms. She explained that
Typeform is software used for creating interactive worksheets, forms &
quizzes which can be used in classrooms by teachers. She shared with the
audience that this software is used by big brands like Airbnb, Apple, Nike &
so on.

WEBINAR 25: NATIONAL LEVEL FDP
ON TOOLS FOR SYNCHRONOUS AND
ASYNCHRONOUS CLASSROOMS

The session was held on 17th
March 2021. Ms. Dhara Shah
introduced her tool 'wizer.me' and
explained that it is a better version
as compared to Google forms and
helps
in
creating
effective,
informative
and
interesting
worksheets. She informed us that it
is a website and not an application.
She told us about the different free
and
premium
features
of
Wizer.me. Ms. Dhara Shah showed
us the features, tabs and interface
of the website. She explained the
different tabs like Community,
Worksheets, Learner and Coffee
room. She further stated that this
website is free and accessible on
the mobile phone as well as
desktops. She demonstrated on
making worksheets, live for the
audience.

Ms. Monika Dixit introduced her
Tool 'Certify’em' by stating that
the tool is different from those
with academic applications. She
expressed the agenda of ECertificate and the steps to create
E-Certificate.
Ms.
Monika
further showed us the basic
template that she had already
prepared in Google Docs. She
informed us about how we can
insert the basic borders for the
template. She explained to us
how we can create a certificate
and attach it to the Google form
and informed us about the
advance
options
and
the
information that can be added
up. She informed us how we can
email the certificate to the
participants. She demonstrated
the tool Autocrat on how we can
certify when there are more
registrations.

WEBINAR 25: NATIONAL LEVEL FDP
ON TOOLS FOR SYNCHRONOUS AND
ASYNCHRONOUS CLASSROOMS

The session was held on 18th March 2021. Ms Pooja Gala introduced her
tool on "Nearpod" and explained it. It was interesting, she shared with us
the steps to log in and made us familiar with different steps. She taught
us how to make a presentation, different types of quizzes like 'Time to
Climb', open inverted comma questions and much more. It was helpful.
She was clear and we were able to understand well. She explained the last
option 'front of glass' clearly. How to create lessons? She explained with
examples. Many slides regarding this were shown and explained.
Nearpod is very good and helpful. The demonstration of integration of
videos in Nearpod was also done.
Ms Urmi Chedda gave an effective session on 'Testmoz'. It was enhancing
and enriching. She gave a lot of inputs on TestMoz. She also conducted
an activity on the same. She very well guided us in solving and
conducting quizzes. She also made us aware that we could immediately
see the score. This is an important tool for the teachers to use in the
schools during online sessions. She was clear and we were able to grasp
all that she spoke and explained. A true or false example was given after
which she showed results to the quiz conducted and then she explained
about the score. Next she showed us how to share with two options then
submit.
Following this, the First Week of National Level FDP came to an end.

Early
Childhood
Education
Programme
2020-2021
A Prism to my Passion

Early Childhood Education Programme
A year filled with Creativity, Innovation, Hard-Work and
Collaboration
Batch-2020-21 (Virtual Learning)
(By Amatullah Motiwala)
The early childhood education programme at BTTC is an
amalgamation
of
practical,
cultural,
moral
and
disciplinary
experiences. The Course has pushed the threshold of all the
boundaries we thought we could never cross. At the beginning of the
course we had an opportunity to enrol for courses offered from across
the various countries on the platform Coursera. Most of us gained a lot
of knowledge, earned our certificates and studied subjects which
otherwise could never have been available to us. Special workshops
like Readiness to write, Puppet making, early lessons on Hindi,
Phonetics, Science, Maths were held to give us an insight of how to
Introduce such crucial topics to the child at his early learning stages.
It is an intensive training that prepares its students with skills that are
beneficial for Personal, Educational, Professional and Community
Advancement. The entire year of ECEP is an amalgamation of theory,
practical, practicum, seminars, workshops and practice teaching. The
teachers work towards inculcating a sense of strong emotional,
creative and inventive interest among the teacher trainees of ECEP.
They try and ready their trainees to present themselves as catalyst to
transformational and progressive change.
The Academic year had been challenging for teachers as well as
teacher trainees due to the pandemic situation but all collaboratively
found creative and innovative solutions through the virtual learning
programme for the year.

“Practice makes a man Perfect” – This quote truly applied during the
course of ECEP as before we stepped into the reality of teaching, we
practiced
giving
simulated
(demo
lessons),
making
online
presentations, using the ICT online tools, making videos etc. This year
proved to be unique as things that happened virtually have given us
the training to be ready for all kind of situations as unique as teaching
bigger, smaller, complex concepts and lessons online.
Salient Features of the Virtual Learning Year at BTTC
Virtual Classrooms on interactive platforms for Theory
Practicum (Workshops, Seminars, Academic Events, Preparation of
Portfolio Files like Readiness and Creativity files and Practice
teaching during Internships)
Practical work of the six Papers (subjects)
Lessons and Demonstrations at BTTC (Simulated)
Campus Recruitment Online Drive
Special Concepts taught over the six core papers helped us grow as
early childhood education teachers.
Background and new trends of Early childhood Education, Methods
and Approaches used for Early Childhood Education, Planning and
organisation for Early Childhood Education, Management, Policies
and Innovations for Early Childhood Education and ICT in ECE are
some relevant topics.

Theory and Classroom Teaching
The theory of ECEP is covered over six Papers and contributes only
quarter section of the Programme. The theoretical concepts are
covered topic wise by Professors who give us an in-depth insight of the
topic. These topics sum up to be an integral training wherein the
teachers engage students in classroom discussions, sharing ideas,
collaborative learning and interactive activities. Though the classes
took place virtually but the teaching staff used various online tools to
give it a personal touch. Through the various interactive activities, we
all felt connected and that made the teaching-learning process very
easy and very smooth.

Practical and Practicum
The Practical Training at BTTC comprises of the major and the most
important part of the ECEP. Each Subject has its practical assignments
to give a hand on experience of the subjects. The practicum is the
overall practical knowledge that is acquired through the special classes
like creativity, workshops, internship and simulated teaching.

Workshops and Seminars
The workshop and seminars are an integral training element. At
BTTC, we believe in collaborative, interaction and experiential
learning. For the course of ECEP, there were special sessions on Early
Language Development, Creativity, Yoga, Puppetry etc. that were
organised. We had the experience to connect with the resource person
directly and learn a great deal of techniques and tips from them. The
discussions over the topics in seminars gave us an idea about the
relevance of modern techniques and integration of new methods in
early teaching.

Integration of ICT
Progressive change)

(Emphasis

on

Transformation

and

The Academic year of 2020-21 had been very crucial as learning the
ICT became a compulsion and the need of the hour. Due to the virtual
learning it became very important to integrate creativity and
innovation in the conventional ways of teaching and learning. Thus to
promote this idea and inspire the teacher trainees- various seminars
and faculty development programmes like Artificial Intelligence,
Scaffolding digital competencies were held.

Exclusive Workshops and Training Sessions
Pidilite Workshops: The Pidilite sessions throughout the year gives us
a lot practical training on using different materials for different art
work. Pidilite is an amalgamation of art and craft and various material
experiments with Ms Aparna Sheth (Pidilite Resource Trainer). Twelve
sessions are held throughout the year and each session consist of
making an item that would be useful for our early childhood teaching
skills and development.

Phonetics and Multidimensional Teaching Aids
The Phonetics workshop helps the Early Childhood Education
teachers is a boon as we move on to be greatly responsible in
inculcating language in the early learners. Phonics, rules of phonics,
sounds, blends and diagraphs, grammar associations etc are the main
element of Phonic Training for teachers. The Multidimensional
teaching aids are the development of ways in which learning for these
little ones become easier. The development of readiness tools for
language and writing are the focus of this workshop.

Yoga and Physical Training for Early childhood Education
Physical Training for early learners is crucial for their growth. Yoga is
one of the forms of training that requires a great deal of patience and
will. Thus by training young learners on yoga, we can assure increased
adaptability, focus and concentration in children. Thus Early
Childhood Education teachers should have the basic knowledge of
yoga, its uses and benefits.

Cultural Education: Sustainable Practices, Dolls of India
(Resource for Primary education)
Doll Making is a Craft that is traditional and a cultural practice.
Through the art of doll making, we can create different characters for
the early learners. Dolls give the early learners a sense of connect with
the story and thus early childhood education should know the craft of
decorating and know the basics of doll making.

Workshop on Fun with Science and Mathematics, Number
Concepts, Alphabet, EVS
Science and Numbers require the logical development in children.
These abstract concepts of Science and Maths have to be integrated
with lots of fun and creativity especially to young children. Thus these
workshops were organised to give an insight of how these topics could
be fun and experiential for little ones.

Special Events and Celebration at BTTC
During the Kaleidoscope (Cultural event) at BTTC, the ECEP got a
chance to participate and perform. During the events like Diwali and
Christmas, the ECEP took part and prepared performance items like
dance, songs, acts etc. All the students worked in groups and had
virtual appearances in the form of pre-recorded videos and acts.

Internship (Observation and Practice Teaching)
Internship is a very crucial element of the ECEP. Over the year
students had the experience to observe teaching and day to day work
process of schools for totally 25 days of observation. Students were
given an opportunity to take up lessons in schools and practice over a
few topics for teaching for 15 days. Students got evaluation directly
from the school teachers who observed their lessons. Before the
students began their internships, the students practiced taking up
lessons through simulated lessons. The simulated lessons were taken
up at BTTC under the guidance of teachers. Students got progressive
feedback that helped the students grow in their ways of teaching styles.
As the year at BTTC ends, the teacher trainees emerge as efficient
learners. They move out with life-long skills of Innovation, Creativity,
Hard-work and Dedication towards work and community needs.

DIPLOMA IN
ELEMENTARY
EDUCATION
(D.EL.ED.)
2020-21

One and a half years of online teaching and learning has propelled the
teachers and students many years ahead in education technology. At
Bombay Teachers' Training College, we realized the importance and
implementation of technology in online teaching early on, which
resulted in scaling up the asynchronous and blended learning modes
of instruction and continuing with the synchronous mode of teaching.
Numerous opportunities throughout the academic year facilitated the
teachers and students to upskill themselves in digital technologies and
adapt to the online teaching by welcoming challenges.

HSNCB on Coursera
Coursera for Campus Basic Plan gave our students opportunity to
enroll in courses of their choice and required them to complete the
course within specified time. The response from students was very
good, which was evident in the enrollments and successful completion
of the courses.

Webinars and Workshops
These themed around the topics which aimed to enhance the teaching
learning situations in both - classroom and remote, were quite evenly
paced out keeping the modified academic calendar dates in mind.
Students greatly benefitted from these sessions that was observed in
their lesson planning and practice teaching during the online school
internship. Human Rights Day was celebrated on 10.12.2020. There
was a presentation on Human Rights by Mr. Naresh Menghrajani
followed by Quiz on the theme "HUMAN RIGHTS".

Pidilite Workshop Series
This was successfully conducted online and like in the past years,
students made the articles as per the instructions. Students learnt and
acquired skills in Warli, Monochromatic, Dot, Pebble, Dabu, Mosaic,
Fruit and Vegetable, Tie and dye - Baandhini, Lehariya, and Block, and
Resist technique painting methods in addition to Applique work,
Majarpat bag, Pasta photo frame, Lippan Art and making stationery
holder. The delightful art work of each student has added to the
creative art gallery by D.El.Ed. students.

Eco-friendly celebration of festivals workshop series
This was conducted in collaboration with Sanskar India Foundation
and they were as successful and appealing as in the past years. The
message of always being environmentally concious and maintain the
significance of festivals was effectively communicated to students.
Students learnt to make ecofriendly Rakhis, Lord Ganesha idols,
Diwali and Christmas decorations and Holi colours. The response
from students to these workshops undoubtedly indicates that they not
only internalize what they learnt but that they will also spread the
message of environment consciousness far and wide.

Skill Up!
A series of eight sessions by Ms. Jyoti Bhatia - Interpersonal and
Intrapersonal communication skills, The Art of Storytelling and
Drama, Teacher Ethics and Positivity, Organization Skills, Importance
of Physical Exercises, Curiosity in Arts and Crafts, Attributes of a
Teacher and Homeschooling- was successfully conducted for
Teacher's Personality Development.

Scaffolding Digital Competencies
These sessions by the second year B.Ed. students introduced
contemporary digital tools with demonstrations in the real time, which
can be used to enhance the teaching and learning in the classroom and
remote situations. The list of digital tools that our students learnt with
their seniors included My Quiz, Jamboard, Video with PPT, Bandicam
and Video Editor, Kahoot, Proprofs, Nearpod, Classtools.net,
Wizer.me, Edpuzzle, Padlet, Testmoz, Mentimeter, Quizziz and
Storyboard, Animaker, Wordwall, Gimkit and Peardeck. Teaching by
demonstration facilitated D.El.Ed. students to get a hands-on
experience in using these tools. The ease and dexterity in using the
digital tools by D.El.Ed. students to make their instructions and
evaluation better was noticed in their practice teaching during the
school internship.

Events and Activities
The students were a part of all celebrations that happened in common
for all the classes. This included all national days and festivals.
Independence Day Celebrations, participation in Global Day of
Oneness with GDF, represented countries like Thailand, Brazil, Italy
and UAE in the event. Teachers’ Day Virtual Celebration was made
possible by the students through their special and memorable event
for teachers. They participated in the CCRT Project on 10.11.2020 and
depicted the culture of the states of Maharashtra and Odisha.

School Internship including Practice Teaching
D.El.Ed. students of both the years successfully completed their school
internship in an online mode. D.El.Ed. students got an opportunity to
intern in reputed schools like MSPT School, Grant Road, VBM School,
Grant Road, Sind Model Primary School, Grant Road, Guru Nanak
High School, Dadar, The Diamond Jubilee High School, Mazgaon and
The Rightway School, Navi Mumbai.
Ms. Ankita Jain, SYDElEd student passed paper 1 and 2 of Central
Teacher Eligibility Test (CTET) held in 2021.
Overall, the students and faculty had an enriching year where
everyone developed new skillsets to deal with the challenging and
changing times. The current scenario is here to stay and has taught us
the new normal of virtual teaching learning processes. The students
have imbibed all the professional ethics and competencies related to
the same.

Faculty
writes...
THE

MILLION

Looking at
Life

It is the supreme art of the
teacher to awaken joy in
creative expression and
knowledge

DOLLAR

EXPERIENCES

The Road Less
TravelledCreativity &
Expression

Life can only be
understood backwards; it
can only be lived forwards

Dr Mandeep Kochar
The lesson I learned from
Pandemic 2020 - What took away
my kitchen from me??
There was a time in my life as a young parent, when my children would
complement in front of all my family members and their school and
social friends, “Mom is the best cook in the world”. Though I understand
I am not, I just had been cooking very plain and simple food, but those
were some of the exceptional moments for me as a mother to cherish.
They would exchange their tiffin with others in the school and would
come home and tell me that their friends loved those ‘Aloo ka Parantha’
and ‘Raajma Chawal’. Somehow, mistakenly I missed out on paying
attention that in exchange of barter for their school friend’s tiffin, both
always chose Dosas and Idli Sambhar.
Time flew at its best speed from schooling to graduation and
postgraduation. The dialogue in the family for tiffin or leaving the tiffin
at home was almost a forgotten gesture for years. On most of the
weekends, going out to eat dinners or ordering food from outside was an
added amazing feeling. Focusing on everyone’s career and fulfilling the
dreams, spending extra hours at work, fulltime requirement of maid for
the whole family in kitchen, changed timings for meals for all the family
members, all this did not only take away my kitchen from me but also
made me forget the primary choices of my children.
The unforgettable Sunday, 22nd March 2020, the sudden lock-down
pushed me to my coping skills with my kitchen and I started analysing
and asking questions to myself if I was really a good cook. Do they really
enjoy eating food cooked by me? I cherished the consistency of their
favourite meals and flavours existed the same. I noticed the deeds of
wrinkling their nose, has matured into ‘plating’ their own food items,
displaying for making it look tasty that I enjoyed differently this time. I
created my new ways for n’ number of dishes and I won over the cap of
‘good at cooking’ ‘Mom Title’.

In the clumsiness of lockdown and societal isolation, I realised it was not
the taste of my kitchen ingredients but the extra support of love and care
of Punjabi Mom’s ‘Makhan’ and ‘Payaar da Tarrka’ that I had been
managing to pack up in the tiffin for them made them feel that ‘Mom is
the Best’. The enclosed family environment during pandemic, somehow
rejuvenated my love for my kitchen. I accepted, no one had taken away
my kitchen from me, instead no one can. It was me only who has chosen
to be away from cooking for ineffable reasons in all these years.
I wish to advise all the young mothers or would be mothers, that
sometimes on the path of fulfilling our own professional choices, we
become over ambitious, desiring high for ourselves and tend to overlook
our primary duties. Let us not forget that children like to over project
their tiffin at school and wish to win over the Tiffin Barter. The sense of
appreciation that comes subconsciously from our children is the biggest
gift we receive to sustain our morale. Those moments are retained in our
life for long and adds to our child’s mental dictionary & album that
builds his confidence for lifetime.
Truly, some of the foodstuff that I tried cooking together with my
grown-up boys during this phase of pandemic, probably did not look
very appetizing but all turned out to be delicious because we could
manage it with ‘Pyaar da Tarrka’ by being together in the kitchen.
Thank you 2020, for stimulating and energizing my kitchen and giving
me an unintended chance to say ‘I am the best trainer Mom to my boys
and they are ‘the Best Cooks’… Amen!!

Dr Meenakshi Lath
The micro- credentials
‘marketplace’
The education news over the last one year, and more so the last few
months offers ample evidence that education, as we know it, will never
be the same again. What has changed in education besides the online
exams and the ubiquitous use of the Zoom platform? The answer to that
question is, ‘way more than we realise’. While we were busy exploring
digital tools, and debating about digital overload - the very structure of
education has been undergoing a drastic shift.
One of the latest trends in some countries like the U.S., U.K and
Australia is micro- credentialing - which refers to earning mini degrees
or certifications.. Less than a month ago, the Australian government
approved a grant to set up the country’s first online platform for microcredentials - which had been in the pipeline for over a year.. This
generous grant was won by a private, albeit not-for-profit entity, which
provides tailored admissions services along with a host of other related
services in a couple of territories within Australia. Apart from skill
development and lifelong learning - the ‘marketplace’ will provide a
comprehensive national framework for information about and access to
a diversity of education credentials for learners, not only within
Australia, but beyond its borders. This platform will work in tandem
with a National Credentials Platform, that will provide learners a way to
showcase their qualifications. Learners will soon be able to leverage
individual course credits towards acquiring complete degrees.
While one would assume that this trend emerged from the corporate
education world, it is interesting to note that almost all of the
universities in Australia are working on restructuring their best courses
as micro- credentials. The micro- credentials being offered represent a
diverse range of knowledge and skills for the workplace as well as the
personal space.

A case in point is the University of Western Australia - which offers
credentials like Bioethics, Teaching Outdoors, Practical Building
Conservation, and even a credential like Lactology, which incorporates
the latest in breastfeeding research, with the sole aim of improving the
breastfeeding experience for mums and their babies. The Aussies are
pioneering ‘stacking’ of micro- credentials into degrees, and this is only
the beginning.
On the other side of the globe, in the U.S., a digital academic credentials
verification company known as Digitary along with the U.S.-based
digital credential service-provider, Parchment has announced a strategic
partnership to help learners convert ‘credentials into opportunities’.
Digitary is utilised by organizations in 135 countries, including the
London School of Economics - so one can just imagine the synergy this
collaboration is set to generate.
While we don’t see much use of the micro- credentials ‘nomenclature’ in
India, this concept is surely picking up, especially among private
universities and start-ups. Companies like UpGrad, which is a
Bangalore-based startup that specializes in higher education and
upskilling courses, has reported a steep growth curve over the last year
as learners move online due to the flexibility and affordability of their
courses. Micro- credentialing is also being powered by blockchain
technology, and we are in for some truly interesting times in the
education universe. Micro- credentialing is proving to be a
gamechanger, and it's time for those of us in education to step ‘up’ their
game.

Quality education enables people to develop all
of their attributes and skills to achieve their
potential as human beings and members of
society.

Dr Rajeev I Jha
Online Learning
Online learning is an instructive technique wherein students adapt
basically through a PC or online gadget. Students and instructors are
carefully associated and all learning occurs through a solitary
computerized stage.
What are its advantages?
1. Proficiency
Web based learning gives a viable method to educators to instruct
exercises to students. Web based learning has many tools like
recordings, PDFs, webcasts and instructors can utilize this load of
devices as a component of their exercise plans.
2. Openness of Reality
Another benefit of online training is that it permits students to go to
classes from any area of their decision. This permits schools to arrive at
a lot more extensive organization of students, as opposed to being
confined by geographic limits. Moreover, online sessions can be
recorded, filed and shared for future reference. It permits students to
get to learning materials at their convenience.
3. Reasonableness
Another benefit of internet learning is the low monetary expense.
Online instruction is substantially more reasonable than actual
schooling. This is on the grounds that web based learning wipes out the
expense points of student transportation, student dinners, and above all,
land. Furthermore, all courses or study materials are accessible internet,
establishing a paperless learning climate that is more conservative and
useful to the climate.
4. Better Student Participation
Since online classes can be taken from home or at an area of decision,
students are more averse to miss exercises.
5. Adjusts to an assortment of learning styles
Each student's learning venture is unique and has an alternate learning
style. A few students are visual students, while others like to learn
through sound.
With their scope of alternatives and assets, online and web based or
internet learning frameworks can be redone in various manners. This is
the most ideal approach to establish an ideal learning climate that suits
the necessities of every student.

What are the hindrances?
1. Powerlessness to zero in on the screen
For some students, probably the greatest test of web based learning is
the battle to zero in on the screen for significant stretches of time. With
internet learning, students are bound to be quickly flustered by webbased media or different locales. In this manner, it is basic that
instructors keep their online classes fresh, captivating and intuitive to
assist students with zeroing in on the exercise.
2. Innovation Issues
Another significant test of online classes is web network. Web
infiltration has developed dramatically throughout the long term.
However, without a steady web association for students or educators,
there might be an absence of progression in a kid's learning.
3. Sensations of Estrangement / Isolation
Students can get familiar with a great deal by being in the organization
of their friends. Notwithstanding, in an online homeroom, there is
negligible actual contact among students and educators. This frequently
brings about a feeling of detachment for the students. In the present
circumstance, it is basic that the school permits different types of
correspondence between students, friends and instructors. This can
incorporate web based informing, email and video conferencing which
will take into consideration vis-à-vis connections and lessen sensations
of segregation.
4. Instructor Preparation
For internet learning, instructors ought to have a fundamental
comprehension
of
utilizing
computerized
types
of
learning.
Notwithstanding, this doesn't generally occur. Time after time,
instructors have an extremely fundamental comprehension of
innovation. In some cases they don't have the assets and gear to take
online classes. To balance this, schools must train instructors with the
most recent mechanical updates so they can direct their classes online
easily.
5. Oversee Screen Time
Many guardians are worried about the wellbeing dangers of their kids
who gaze at the screen for such countless hours. This expansion in
screen time is perhaps the greatest concern and traps of web based
learning. Now and again students have helpless stance and other actual
issues because of bowing before the screen. A decent arrangement is
give students heaps of screen breaks.

Dr M A Ansari
Impact of Covid-19 on education of
students at all levels of teaching
and learning
An outbreak of covid-19 pandemic has its impact on several domains of
society, in the general educational sector and in particular on education
of children from Pre-primary level to University level. Sudden shift to
online mode of education affects student’s academic attention and leads
to drop in academic motivational level of students due to various
reasons. Sudden outbreak of covid-19 pandemic has its effect on almost
every aspect on the planet i.e., living things and non-living things.
It had its severe effect on social, political, environmental and
educational domains as well. As no one was aware about the end of this
pandemic. Necessity of maintaining social distance confined the people
inside the four walls of the house. Students seeking education were most
affected due to closure of educational institutions. All educational
institutions and educators took the challenge to continue education of
students, using several alternatives to physical mode of education.
Online mode of education is considered to be the new normal these
days. As a result of this students from pre-primary to university level,
from foundational to professional courses, vocational to technical form
of courses adopted online mode of education in a very short period of
time. Though very impressive and appreciative handling of difficult
situations, there were many consequences on students' emotional and
motivational level due to stress and anxiety while facing this new
normal. For example students might have psychological back effects of
this pandemic situation and witnesses’ hassle in the society due to
constant coverage of scary pandemic news by the media. Now they are
more concerned for a healthy society rather than concentrating on their
academics. Another interesting fact about students is that they feel sad
about someone's death. This also signifies that students are more
concerned about their near one’s health and fear of losing them might
create mental pressure and feelings of sadness overrule their mind
during their academic motivation.

Thus, alarming for all the educators and education policy makers, the
sudden shift from traditional methods of teaching to online study put
far more impact on teachers and students as well. Though teachers are
managing to adopt the changes due to sudden crisis but not completely
equipped with technical skills required to handle students in distance
mode. This might affect students’ academic motivational level and
several domains, putting an impact on their learning experience.
Learning motivation is one of the most important factors which directly
affect academic achievement of the students. During the COVID-19
pandemic, a majority of the students faced many problems and they do
not want to continue their study using online learning methods because
of the reasons such as movement control, learning styles and many of
them find themselves difficult to concentrate, lack of interaction, lack of
motivation and need of timely feedback from their lecturers through
online learning. Finally at the outset all the future educators should be
equipped with online teaching by improving their digital literacy skills,
design online learning content and trained with a wide range of
educational philosophies.

“Aim for success, not perfection. Never give up
your right to be wrong, because then you will
lose the ability to learn new things and move
forward with your life. Remember that fear
always lurks behind perfectionism.”
David M. Burns

Dr Manisha Tyagi
Health in Our Hands

We all have been in lockdown and at times we have the feeling of
anxiety, frustration, sadness and irritability. All these feelings cause
stress. We become angry, cranky, upset, feel very low and less
energetic and we enter in the stressful mode. This stress affects us
mentally and physically. We must understand that stress can be
positive and negative. Positive stress increases our immunity and
provides us motivation. Negative stress has an adverse impact on our
mind and body. So, to overcome our negative stress we need to manage
it. There are a number of techniques through which we can manage
our stress. But here we will see how our hands and fingers can manage
our stress by performing some Mudras. A mudra is a gesture and we
have approximately 399 Face mudras and Hand Mudras.
These Mudras have a lot of energy and while doing mudras we lock
energy and make circuit.
We are not allowing our energy to go out in the surroundings and
we are trying to use our body energy to strengthen our own body
and mind.
Yoga mudras are practiced by sitting cross-legged in the Lotus Pose,
Vajrasaa or even by sitting comfortably on a chair.
Take at least twelve breaths in each yoga mudra and closely observe
the flow of energy in the body.
Mudras can be practiced for up to 45 minutes. It is highly
recommended to practice a mudra for at least 15 minutes a day.
Regular practice of hand mudras brings physical health and peace
of mind affecting changes in the sensory organs, glands, veins, and
tendons.

Let’s Learn a very simple Mudra which is known as Chinmaya Mudra.

To practice Chinmaya mudra, sit in Padmasana, Vajrasana or
Sukhasana.
Bring the tips of the thumb and Index finger together and form a
circle.
Curl the remaining fingers into your palms.
Place your palms on the upper thighs. The palms can face upward
or downward.
Keep the eyes closed and breathe through the nose.
Start practicing the mudra for 10 minutes and gradually increase
the duration for up to 45 minutes.
Benefits
This mudra increases blood flow and circulation.
It balances the energy in the body.
It stimulates the organs by reducing the tiredness of the body.
This mudra also helps in dealing with stomach-related complaints.
This mudra will reduce stress and calm you down as well as release
negative energy.
To conclude it can be said that everybody should practice Yoga
Mudras because
they have great power in managing our stress.
Mudras when practiced in the correct way can help draw positive
energy into lives and balance the chakras. Each finger represents a
different element and when you practice a hand mudra, you reap the
energy from it. If you feel very stressed or just can't seem to find a way
out, these simple hand mudras can come in very handy. So let’s begin
and take our health in our hands.

Dr Lubna J Mansuri
Life – A True Teacher
In the hustle and bustle of everyday life we easily forget to think about
the things that are really important. Why do we actually live? Do we
have a purpose in life? It is good to consider these questions at least
once in your life. In a short while you are old or you may not get that
chance. While pondering on these questions here are some of my
experiences and observations of life.
Life is a journey which teaches an individual life lessons which no
books can teach. The cycle of life is difficult to understand as it starts
from womb and ends in tomb. We come across different people with
different temperament who teaches life lessons. We learn from these
people how to fight or flight. In our lives we interact with different
people and learn through observation their behavior, manners,
intellectual information and culture.
We get attached to some people whereas with some people we maintain
distance as we feel that we can’t match with their ways and behavior.
But we do learn from them the lessons which we won’t forget. Life is a
journey of happiness, sadness, satisfaction, challenges and struggles, in
spite of all this we survive.
Happiness begins from the moment we do something for others. Those
who help others, are happy, and do not come across any obstacles in
their lives. Research indicates that they are less stressed and experience
improved mental health. If we can’t help others at least we can be sure
that we don’t hurt others.
We are so judgmental towards others that we start making assumptions
about the other individual without thinking about the reasons. The
circumstances or personal problem one must be facing, we do not
realize, but when others do the same thing we retaliate. Life is full of
ups and downs, good days, bad days and gloomy days. All days are not
the same
We also struggle to maintain relationships in life. As it is rightly said it’s
we can fight the struggles with the world but not with our own people
and family members. Sometimes our close people betray us and leave
us in times of distress, these are the times when we come across the true
colors of people around us. We then realize that it’s important to learn
to live life without too much of attachment and expectations. No
expectations with anyone will help us to live a happy, peaceful, satisfied
and content life.

Dr Neelu Verma
Mindfulness: An Essential Skill
for Life
When we meditate it has its benefits or no one would do it. When we
are mindful, we reduce stress, enhance performance, gain insight and
awareness through observing our own mind and increase our attention
to others’ well-being. Mindfulness meditation gives us a time in our
lives when we can stop judging others and release our natural curiosity
about the workings of the mind, approaching our experience with
warmth and kindness to ourselves and others.
There are certain facts About Mindfulness that must be borne in mind.
Mindfulness is not ambiguous or unusual. We are accustomed to it
because it’s what we already do, it is more about how we already are. It
may be identified with many forms and it may take many names.
Mindfulness is not something that we do extra. We know how to be
present, and hence there is no need to change who we are. But there
are some essential qualities with modest practices that have scientific
backing to benefit us and all our near and dear ones. This may include
even our workplace.
We don’t need modification in ourselves. Wherever there is a prerequisite to change ourselves, we have failed miserably. Mindfulness
recognizes and cultivates the best of who we are as human beings.
Mindfulness has the potential to become a transformative social
phenomenon.

Mindfulness practice cultivates universal human qualities and can be
adopted by anyone without changing their beliefs. Everyone can
benefit and it’s easy to learn.
It is a way of living. Mindfulness is more than just a practice. It brings
awareness and caring into everything we do and it brings down stress
levels. Even a little makes our lives better.
Mindfulness is evidence-based. It has its positive benefits for our
health, happiness, work and relationships which has been proven
through both science and experience.
It leads to innovation. The world is increasingly becoming complex
and is fraught with uncertainty. Mindfulness can lead us to effective,
resilient, low-cost solutions to seemingly big problems.
But one needs consistency. Consistency is what really makes a
meditation practice work. It’s far more powerful to meditate 10
minutes a day than to meditate for 60 minutes once a week.
Consistency is what lets meditation really seep into our mind and
make a lasting impact.

Mindfulness is a way of
befriending ourselves and our
experience.
Jon Kabat-Zinn

Dr Raju Talreja
Learning Life Lessons from the
Pandemic

Flipped classroom was implemented long ago in education but life has flipped
upside down in pandemic. Flipped life in the way we think, act and behave.
History is teaching us a new lesson, a very strange pandemic and the fight of
humans against it.
The virus has forced us to rethink our life. It has brought a halt to our mad rush
and the rat race which all of us are incessantly running without reflection. A
world which was never at rest suddenly got a break with the outbreak of the
pandemic. The lockdown has set us thinking about life which lays quite a
number of times non sensical situations and the pandemic has only added to it.
A situation depends on our perspective how we look at it whether positively or
negatively. COVID 19 has taught us to look at the pros and cons. A very thin
line of demarcation is there between the positive and the negative. The
pandemic is teaching us many lessons viz;
Our own happiness our priority: we have to take charge of our own
happiness. Happiness is from within and doesn’t depend on other to give us.
Have a relationship with yourself first, have positivity then only an
individual will be able to spread happiness and positivity to others.
Appreciate nature and nurture nature: When the world was in complete
lockdown was implemented news reported how nature was at its best and
wildlife was seen roaming around freely. It indicated how humans have
created a concrete invisible cage for the nature. Mental health is boosted by
looking at nature bloom and seeing our earth reviving itself.
Accept the ups and downs: COVID has taught a huge lesson that life will not
always go the way you expect. Accept the unexpected. Accept life with its
ups and downs. ‘Life is not going my way’. Well that’s how life is supposed
to be.

Gratitude: There is no other quality as important as being grateful. The virus
has unveiled the importance of life and death. One needs to be grateful for
all the abundance that life has given. Life is a blessing but death is the final
destination. Gratitude unlocks the fullness of Life. It turns what we have into
more than we need, it turns the denial into acceptance and confusion to
clarity. Clarity that if we are kind to others and grateful, we are alive with a
reason and contentment.
Work from home: The virus may have locked us in our homes but it has
failed to dampen our spirit to work. Staff has been working from home
albeit with a bit of stress and the diffusion of personal and office time. It is
certainly tough but it has helped us to practice gratitude and adapt to work
in heavy pressure conditions and has also made us realize that we humans
are way above everything else because we have the ability to evolve.
Mindfulness will surely take us a long way to handle the pandemic and adapt
to the changing nature of life and the virus.
Befriend Technology: The pandemic brought to the forefront that
technology now is a basic necessity. It brought to light that how technology
can connect but at the same time also widened the gap between the haves
and the have nots.
Diversified skill sets are a boon: Many people lost their jobs in 2020. Forcing
them to rethink their career paths. The lesson in it for them is that varied
skillsets help widen their options for re-employment. Career backup plans
have never been more attractive. It is definitely not a mistake to pick up a
trick or trade or two aside from your main line of work.
Family is the best medicine: No one can replace the value of family. Close
knit family can cut the ties of the virus by supporting and embracing the
challenges together.
The crowds will return but we’ll gather with care.

http://psychologyandeducation.net/pae/index.php/pae/article/view/1901/1657
https://www.aarp.org/health/conditions-treatments/info-2021/lessons-from-covid.html
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Reflections

Lessons from the Pandemic
Tasneem Choonia
B.Ed. batch 2005
One cannot fathom nor are we able to thank the HealthCare Professionals &
the Support system enough, for all the sacrifices they have put in during the
Pandemic. The Pandemic has taught us many life lessons, reinstating the
importance of Education being one of them & proved that Teachers too are
Frontline workers & CoViD Warriors to say the least. The Pandemic needed a
certain level of understanding & a certain level of awareness which the
Teachers helped to bring about. Teachers went above & beyond their call of
duty & made sure Education reached each & every student & no one was left
behind; Just like our Principal, Vice Principal & teachers at B.T.T.C. opened
their doors (Virtually) & hearts for not only their in-house students but also
their alumni & collaborated with many prestigious institutions & organised
various e-Webinars & e-Workshops for skill improvement, to make sure that
learning never stops.
Moreover, understanding not only the need of the hour but also the call of
the future the entire B.T.T.C. team helped guided & mentored their current
& former students for the upcoming competitive State & National level
Teachers' Eligibility Tests. A big salute to B T.T.C. for going the extra mile &
imparting truly a holistic approach to Education that too in these difficult
times of the Pandemic!

Raani Vatyatill
BEd batch 2019-2021
A two-year journey has become an eternity of life lessons carried in our
journey to excel and to shine the lives we come across. I not only could
impart knowledge and its implementation but could also confide in my
teachers to construct myself and my learnings.

CHANGE AND BTTC
Dr Shahana Pathan
Counseling Psychologist and Life Skill Trainer
BEd 2011-12
Change and BTTC are synonymous.
Where scope of learning is countless.
When I think of change I think of knowledge.
When I think of knowledge then its invariably BTTC.
A stepping stone to success
Where multidimensional knowledge is harnessed.
Transforming you for better to aid you transform the rest.
Adopting a holistic approach at its best.
BTTC nurtures your potentials to help you face challenges
Preparing you for a professional world to help create
emotional. physical and mental balances.
The nuances of daily work soon become fond memories.
The days go by like the flights of canaries.
So enjoy each day while it still lasts.
Remember in real life there are bigger blasts.
Eventually you will sail through with a smile and thank each
staff member for their while.
Kudos to each and every staff member for their dedicated
services and consistent efforts in crafting successful teachers.

TEACHER TUJHE SALAAM !!!
Mrs. Dipika Parag Patil
Dept. of S.P. & E.V.E.
Junior Commerce
22nd March,2020 – Janata Curfew announced by our very own Prime
Minister Mr. Narendra Modi was a dark day that embarked the very
beginning of Lockdown due to the COVID -19 Pandemic. As if life
suddenly came to a standstill. People were afraid to even walk out of their
homes. Every other person around was looked with fear and suspicion. An
unimaginable fear developed in the minds & hearts of one and all.
In such difficult times, the only professionals who took up the challenge &
put their foot forward to serve mankind at large were Doctors, Health
service workers, Bankers & the most underrated – TEACHERS.
Although, life had stopped for many, the teacher community seemed to be
unstoppable. Teachers took up this challenge very positively & resorted to
“Online Teaching “. It was not at all easy – but not IMPOSSIBLE. Teachers
had in a very short time learnt the use of various online teaching
techniques, use of online platforms, making student-friendly PowerPoint
presentations, etc. – simply to reach out to their beloved students, who
were missing their schools & colleges.
Students who had been locked in their homes were more than happy to be
approached by their teachers as new avenues for learning had opened up.
Knowledge was flowing in the life of students with the help of internet all
over the world. Students situated even in their villages or remote areas were
tapped with absolutely no hindrances for learning.
Online teaching & learning was a wonderful new chapter in the dull &
boring life of every student & teacher. It taught all of us that “Where there
is a will, there’s a way” & teachers shall always find that way out.
Today, teachers & students have come together on a common online
platform. Teachers have not only equipped themselves with the latest
technology, but are also ready to face any further upcoming challenges.
I am proud to call myself – a TEACHER in the true sense, as I am
UNSTOPPABLE and AMAZING.
A humble salute from me to the entire Teaching fraternity…… rightly said
TEACHER TUJHE SALAAM…...

